The Courier

Issued
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

Established January, 1846.

Entered u Second Clui Mail Matter.
By Tke Ceurier-Guotte. 465 Main St

OWL’S HEAD INN
M. V. TRUSCOTT, Prop?'

SHORE DINNER $2.00
Clam Chowder
Lobster Stew
Steamed Clams, Drawn Butter
One-half Lobster
French Fried Potatoes
Cucumbers
Tomato Salad, Russian Dressing
Haddock Fried in Batter
New Beets
New Peas
Dessert
Apple Pie
Blueberry Pie
Tea
Coffee
Ice Cream

SPECIAL CHICKEN DINNER
$1.25
Chicken Soup
Roast Chicken, Dressing
Tomato and Cucumber Salad
Mashed Potatoes
New Peas
New Beets
Celery
Cranberry Sauce
Blueberry Pie
Raspberry Shortcake
lea Cream
k
Tea
Coffee

LIGHT LUNCHES
TEA ROOM
CHICKEN AND WAFFLES
TEA
COFFEE
ICE CREAM
TONICS

$5,000. Farm for $2,500.
Good location. Finest farm I ever offered for sale at such low
price. Must be told at once for $2,500. I will hold good mortgage.
First class house and barn, many out buildings, gravel pit that
sells for road use; 67 acres land; 500 cords wood; 200,000 feet
lumber; 15 cords fitted wood in thed; 20 tone hay in barn; all
sleds and wagons; all farming tools; 1 horse; 1 cow; 38c ft. well
with pump that'never fails; some furniture and carpets in house;
two acres of garden all growing; some hardwood floors in house;
house good at new.
Located on eGorget River, with boat.

V. F. Studley Co.
TELEPHONE 1080—ROCKLAND, ME.

A1 the Sign of*;
•’North National Bankj

North
National
Bank <■

¥

SERVICE
The service rendered by a financial
institution is the chief factor in re
taining customers. In our Bank we
are still serving many of the grand
children and great-grandchildren of
those who originally opened deposit
accounts with us.

I, The Courier-Gazette
year payable lo
advance; slnele copies three cents
Advertising rHtes based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1646. In 16*4 the Courier was established 1
and consolidate^ with the Gazette In 1862 ’
The F ee Press was estab'lshed In 18',5. and
1 In 1881 changed Its name tn the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17. 1887
Subscriptions (3 no per

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©
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If you would convince a perron of •••
•* his mistake, accost him not when he ••• j
♦ Is ruffled.—Dr. Watts.
•••
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WE WANTERKNOW!
Mellie and Gram
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Has some reader a newspaper pic
ture of Mellie Dunham and dram,
or a newspaper with their pictures
In it, that they will loan to me for
a few days? I will pay postage both
ways and return same.
Their pic
tures were featured in the papers
during ithe wiinter and spring of
1925-26.
Tlie favor will he appre
ciated.
Mrs. Clara S. C-verlock.
Washington. Me., July 29.

. . . »
A Missing Airplane
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In the year 1919, in June, I think,
an airplane piloted by Capt. Man
sell James, an Englishman, was lost
in the western part of Massachu
setts. near Pittsfield.
It was found
by a hunter, some two years ago,
while he himself was lost in a dense
wood. Later he led a seaching party
but was unable to locate the plane
Can any of your readers tell me if it
has since that time been found?
William H. Hosmer.
Camden, July 30.
• • • •
Copy of Paper Wanted
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I desire a copy of your paper of
the Issue of July 31. 1921.
If any
of your readers can supply me with
the copy 1 shall greatly appreciate
the favor.
Mrs. M. D. Gott.
Great Duck Island Light Station,
Maine.
Caleb Curry, who has been acting
as steward on a yacht, at Ixmg
Island, N. Y„ has returned liome.
Years In Onn

House!

If this applies to your family,
will you look up attic for that box
of grandfather's letters ! I want
to purchase old stamps used from
1845 to 1865; some are worth dol
lars. Taka out the letters, but
leave the stamps on the whole
envelope—write me what you have
and I will tell you what I can buy.

PRANK P. BROWN
333 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
92*lt

Thrift is the accumulation
of life’s surplus
Any man who is.actively engaged in most occupa
tions makes more than he spends, or ought to.

If he

saves up his surplus his influence goes on as his life
forces wane.

If he spends his surplus he is bound to

become a burden upon other people.

"Putting money in the bank" is the watchword of

thrift.

Our Strength
Your Protection

Security Trust Co.
Resources Over $4,000,000

Volume 82.................. Number 92.

THREE CENTS A COPY

AS AUGUST COMES

BEHOLD FIVE GENERATIONS!

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

70

1854-1927
73 Years of Service

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, August 2, 1927.

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON

«
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Many a Man’s Fancy Turns
To Thoughts of the Maine
Seacoast.

WEEKLY

TALK OF THE TOWN
Frederick W. Powers is having his
annual vacation from the office of
Armour Ar Co., and will join his
family in Lewiston.

As August nears, Mah«e comes to
Ex-Senator F. W. Carlton of
mind with innumerable vacationists. Woolwich, who is often termed the
T.he modern vacation is a motor trip, Father of the Kennebec Bridge, is
likely to be a candidate for the State
(and this week, the best routes to the
Senate again in 1928, his friends say.
By R. M. Washburn
Pine Tree State form tho appropriate
subject of a tour, as outlined by the
The yacht Conjo, seized some time
Automobile Club of America, New ago hy the Coast Guard forces was
Among the noted families of New
towed to this port Sunday by the tug
York.
England, from i time when the
Maine is a favorite state witli the Harriet Lane and will be converted
savage led socletj- and men and not
sportsman, the hunter, the angler, to the use of ’.he Customs depart
women wore the taint. Is the Sedg
the camper. Moosehead Lake is the ment.
wick family. It has been preeminent
gateway to the* most primitive sec
to the discriminating from the days
Patrolman John A. Post has dis
tions of the State where nature re
when the Endleolts welcomed the
carded his blue uniform in order to
mains "in the wiki.’’
Pilgrims at Long Wharf Roston, near
Many golf courses have been enjoy a fortnight’s vacation from the
where Tony Lufkin. Collector of the
Patrolman Price, with
opened in recent years.
Poland police force.
Port, now sits, high up in his tower,
Spring provides one of Ihe moot that pleasant assignment completed,
near the o-ther stars. ' The most re
beautiful in the State. On the larger is back on his familiar beat.
mote ancestors of the Sedgwlcks sat
, lakes, sailing and motor boating are ,
----comfortably in dinner-jackets, while
the vogue. The coast resorts offer ! Mrs |.;lm(1,. Joyce of cs,mden lH
the immediate forbears of many of
I every enjoyment, fine beaches at- substituting as clerk in the Knox
those who now determine who shall
! tract the lover of the surf, notably Registry of Deeds while Miss Olive
dine and dance with the alleged best
j at Ogunqult and Kennebunkport. Edwards Is having her annual va
of Boston, were unknown names In
: Rockland Breakwater Is one of the cation. Mrs. Joyce Is thoroughly fa
the Social Register.
A Sedgwick
■ most characteristic of Maine resorts miliar with the duties having for
once held high public office, when
and here ail the natural advantages merly served as clerk there.
one could do this and yet take up
have been Improved to the limit
the collection on the broad aisle of
Accompanying the above state
The battleship Arkansas which
the most opulent church, without
ment, Issued hy the Automobile was tried on the Rockland course
suspicion.
The family came out of
Club of America Is a description of early in the summer, is to be af
Stockbridge.
the routes leading to Maine and Belfast the third week In August,
• • • •
through Maine. We quote:
while the Waldo County Fair Is being
Ellery Sedgwick is the realization
Following the Coast
held.
It Is quite likely that some
of high hopes.
With literary as
At Brunswick, the road along the of the officers and sailors will renew
pirations. he began as a police court
coast continues easterly on No. 1 acquaintances down this way.
reporter.
There was assuring pre
Bath, Woolwich, N. EdgeMercy Ann (Ames) Towle, years, and whose husband, Capt. through
cedent for this.
For so did Charles
eomb,
Damariscotta,
(Nobleboro,
V. F. Studley Co. real estate
Dickens.
In a far stride he later who was 93 years old in March, Frank A. Peterson, now a trader Waldoboro, South Warren, Thomas agents have sold the Mrs. William
became the accomplished directing
heads the Jive generation group in Rockport, sailed out of Rock ton to Rockland Breakwater, with Hall property on Maverick street to
head of the Atlantic Monthly. While
its impressive views of the sea. The Aurelo Carverson and in turn sold
Moses dried up the Red Sea. some one shown in the above picture. She land for a long time They were summer colony at Rockland is one the Rivers property, Friendship road
said that the predecessor of the is a native- of Appleton but is married 51 years ago.
of the liveliest along this coast as at Cushing to Mrs. Hall who will
editor Ellery had dried up the At now making her home in Rock
The other members of the is appropt iate in this most colorful reopen the 'Rivers general store
lantic, monthly.
Then Mr. Sedg
which has been closed for several
port. She is the widow of John group in the order named are of locations
wick did what was said to be im
The eoast route No. 1 again proves years.
possible.
While the Atlantic had M. Towle, Who died 24 years Mrs. Jennie Greeley (Peterson) a good servant as we head in the di
been read and perhaps understood ago. She has excellent eyesight Kaler, a native of Rockland, rection of Bar Harbor and Winter
It Is a question if there comes to
only in the alcoves of the Boston, being not only able to read print whose husband is Eugene Ka'er, Harbor. After leaving Rockland, go Rockland this season another pic
not Howard Athenaeum and the
without difficulty, but to sew their son, Elmer Eugene Kaler, through Glen Cover Rockport, Cam ture which will attract the some
Massachusetts Historical
Society,
den. Lincolnville. Northport, Belfast.
patchwork.
She is a memlier of who is a native of Rocklan 1: and Stockton Springs, to Prospect. A general interest as "The Beloved
indcr the direction of Mr. Sedg
Rogue." which will be shown at
wick it Is no longer a synonym of the Littlefield Memorial Church the baby of the family, R'issell short cut here will take us over an Strand Theatre, Wednesday. Thurs
intellectual dyspepsia to human be m Rockland.
Eugene Kaler, who has seen two ancient ferry at a high fee to Buck day and Friday, with John Barry
ings.
It is true that there appears
sport.
Many prefer to continue more as star.
The frolicsome Idol
birthdays.
Second
in
the
group
comes
therein, now and then, an incoher
north at Prospect, following No. 1 of the underworld is a notable fig
It
is
a
nice
group
.and
a
smart
Adella
Estelle
(Towle)
Peterson
ent piece of poetry.
Then many
through Frankfort, to Bangor, cross ure ln fiction.
ing by bridge to Brewer and Lucerne
enthuse, as when a woman at the who resided in Rockland 56 family.
Symphony, though wretched, ap
to Ellsworth. Here a run southeast
Edwin Libby Relief Corps held Its
takes us to the bridge to Mount De- first picnic of the summer at Oak
plauds a fugue in B minor lest she
fear that Catholicism will kidnap the
MR. HUPPER’S SHEEP sort Island on which Is situated one Grove Cabins, last Thursday after
be suspected of being Incapable of
country and that they will he car
of Society's summer capitals. Bar noon witli 21 seated at a table boun
intelligent criticism.
Recently Mr. ried off in the night, after the man- . . .
«
Harbor. Lafayette National Park is tifully spread with the goodies that
Sedgwick proceeded to touch his ner of the Sabine women.
Calm Little Colony Un Mosquito
one of the sights here.
peak.
With enterprise and cour
such occasions call for. All were
consideration finds nothing to jus- I
age. he performed a signal service
Island Yielded 600 Pounds A ferry is available crossing pleasantly surprised with the Ideal
tify this fear. In cne of his sermons j
Frenchman's Ray from Bar Harbor , grounds and spoke In highest terms
for religious liberality.
On the Cardinal O’Connell said: "Up to four
of Wool This Season.
to Winter Harbor. The road Conner1- of yr Dodge, the proprietor, who
pages of the Atlantic he dragged the hundred years ago, the whole world
tion is also good from Ellsworth on waa ready with every service. Weaissue of Smith aod Roman Catholi
The., a torrent of
Mosquito lKlanrt ofr Port cly(lp, No. 1 through Hancock, BujUivan.
cism out of the whispering galleries was Christian.
Iher being fair the Corps will pic
error broke out.
True, then was I has ylplded somp flne sranltt, ln lls
into the light of day.
And he did troubled, for that error was. tn easy „ay. one haa only t() look at the and then southeasterly to Winter nic at Oakland Park Thursday afterHarbor,
a
happy
combination
of
nat

this in Massachausetts where the
noo.
prevailing political faith is Calvin English, me. But is it any more de- MarBtlaJ1 Polnt Lighthouse for proof ural beauty with the works of man.
plowt-le that one should take his j of tha, a8BM.tion. stin another use Here also are opportunities for fish
Finnish people from various parts
ism.
religion, perhaps too seriously, when for
rtonf. quarried there was ing, swimming, sailing and the en
• • • •
of New England held an annual
an army of Protestants look upon fOUIMj
the const ruction of tho old tire list of pleasurable short past- outing at Owl's Head Sunday with
Alfred Emanuel Smith is a Roman theirs perhaps too lightly? There is ■ gtate prison yard,
times.
a large attendance, including the
Catholic.
He has already been a story, that the Cardinal set up on | Today the Island has another misLast, but not least, a word about members of the Gardner, Mass.,
elected Governor of New York State his premises on the North Shore a > ajon for p furnishes excellent grazfood. Maine lobsters are known all ! P|,ln|si, Workers Band, who played
several times and by Protestant sign: "No trespassing." This was then i jnK iand for sheep, as J. W. Hupper, over the country, or at least within ! for the kSa(urd.lv niffht dance ln this
votes.
He has established his re amended by a wag. to read: "The owner of the island can testify. Last the express limits for perishables. | rjtv as wpjj ag tjie
day exercises
ligious liberality.
His appointed earth is the Lord s and the fullness 1 season he wintered 155 sheep and Other «hell fish are equally good. in \he Ow,.g Hoid Town Hal, gun.
council is largely Protestant.
His thereof), except these ricks which ' lambs there, and the shearing on The sea food o-f the state is a delight | dav
forenoon.
Sunday
evening
closest adviser is a Protestant. He belong to the Cardinal."
This june 25 yielded 600 pounds of wool, to the connoisseur and one of the Strand Theatre was engaged hy the
has opposed measures advocated by story ean not he authenticated.
It , which Mr. Hupper marketed at 40 best of reasons for the first visit amj visitors and the 750 persons ln at
his own church.
It Is not unlikely Is almost an amusing spectacle, that , cents a pound.
“many happy returns."
tendance thoroughly enjoyed the
that he may be a candidate for Pres the Roman Catholics of the country
And it was not a satisfactory year
regular weekend program.
ident.
Then the cry will be set up, hould be expected to continue their for Mr. Hupper’s flock, either, as a
COUNTRY CLUB GOLF
with all the fervor of a religious row. "heerful support of Protestant Pres- considerable number of his sheep
Of special Interest Is the an
that his faith disqualifies him for 'dents, to which they have taken no wandered to their doom on an ad
A round score of players took part nouncement hy Ihe Maine Central
the Presidency.
joining
reef
and
were
drowned
when
"xceptlnn, but when the Protestant Is
In the regular Saturday golf tourna Railroad that another excursion will
• • • •
asked to reciprocate, then he backs he tide rose. This reef was fenced ment at the Country Club, some he operated from Rockland to Old
off
to
prevent
a
repetition
of
the
It Is almost an amusing spec
The Constitution sets out to elim up.
very good cards being turned in— Orchard Beach on Sunday, Aug. IL
inate religious discrimination. The tacle. that a country which has seen tragedy.
others accompanied by groans of dis The low fare of 62 50 for the round
Neither
did
It
prove
a
good
lamb

Constitution however in these booze the practical methods of sueh unos
satisfaction.
First honors were di t io wil! be in ef?.-.. and tra'n will
days, when each citizen elects tentatiously pious Republican leaders ing year, for Mr. Hupper raised only vided between Com. D. W. Fuller |e iv. Kockland at 7.30 a. m.. atl'.v24
as
compared
with
one
season
which laws he will obey, is to be re as Mr. Hanna and others color the
and Dr. R. L. Stratton, each of-whom ing at the beach at noon, allowing
spected of course only when it is Presidenc.v should shrink from the when his flocks were enhanced to the laid down a net 67
Three tied for seven hours there befotp the return.
sympathetic.
So that even the dry. Pope, even should he seize Washing extent of 117 lambs.
second place with net 70s—E. K. As the beach season is at this time
This
year's
flock
was
composed
of
This may not be Republican
that is if he is a Calvinist, will for ton.
Leighton, L. E. Wardweli and Stand at its peak, this excursion gi.-es all
get the Constitution so that he may talk, for when one shows a glimmer sheep fat e<nough to butcher. Sheep, ish Perry.
A nft 71 put H. N. Mc on opportunity for a day at the sea
of sense lie Is apt to be asked if he be It known, have a varied menu, Dougall Into third .place.
get at Al.
These shore at an exceedit gly low rate.
• • • •
is going to leave the Republican ranging all the way from kelp and Saturday tournaments are full of
roekweel to the choleest hay that interest and the field increases each
'William Colby of Spruce Head was
It is a fine distinction that a Ro party.
ean be cut on the mainland. Every
• « • *
Saturday's taken into court Saturday and found
succeeding occasion.
man Catholic may be made Chief
fall Mr. Hupper stores a ton or so
guilty of having 13 Illegal lobsters
The whole opposition to a Roman of hay in the barn on tho island. score:
Justice of the Supreme Court of the
lt developed dur
United Stats but not President. Of Catholic President I sa a hang-over Of When the snow piles high and the D. W. Fuller ...................... ........ 89 22<67 in his possession.
........
91
24-67
R.
L.
Stratton
....................
ing the hearing that a copy of the
the illiberallty of tlie old days, and succulent mossps disappear from
such was Edward D. White.
. X8 18 7«
E.
K
Leighton
..................
• • • •
on analysis rests on the proposition the sheeps' vit«w Mr. Hupper provides Standish Perry .................. ... 83—13 7» attorney general's ruling had been
It is a fine distinction that a Ro that what has not been must not he. a special dish for his charges, by L. K Wa“dwell .................. ......... 7 b 6—70 forwarded to each fisherman with
II. N. McDougall .............. ........ 84 13-71 notice to renew the license.
Colby
man Catholic may be elected Gov While all other offices have been cutting a supply of cat spruce.
H. A. Buffum .................... ......... 93 19—74
ernor of New York as was M. Smith held by this faith, the Presidency
All in all Mosquito Island is an Walter Dahlgren /.............. ......... 99 24—75 admitted that he received the notice
n,r of Massachusetts as was Mr. mast not be, simply because it has Ideal homo for sheep herding.
Hugh Montgomery ............ ........ 100-24 -76 but apparently paid no attention to
W. 8. Rounds .................... ........ 100 24 -76 it.
The ruling follows: "In order
The day will come when
Walsh, but not President.
A Gov not been.
E. 8. Levensaler .............. ......... 9-V—18 77 that all the fisherman may fully un
ernor of Massachusetts may appoint this issue, which is now looked upon
the talented Mr. Justice Carroll to as a tragedy by many, will be looked Catholic who saved It for the world. A. C. Jones ........................ ......... 96—18 78 derstand Ihe seriousness of the li
101 24—79 cense law I will quote herein what I
Refined society Marshal Foeh.
the Supreme bench.
The Protes upon as a comedy.
If a Roman Catho H W Flfleld .................... .........
B. F. Mathews .................... ........ 99- 20- 79
tant does not protest.
No one took once looked askance u|>on the woman lic can save a country why can he W. C. Bird .......................... ........ 1'Ml 18 82 consider the most vital part. 'When
Who cares to not preside over It? If he can qual Walter 8. Ladd .................. ........ 1<HI IK 82 ever a person is found guilty by the
exception to the election of Mr. who rode a wheel.
Smith as Governor or Mr. Walsh as day? If she indiscreetly betrayed the ify for the trenches why can he not E. L. Scarlott .................. ......... PIT 21 63 Court of violating any of the laws
E. W. Peaslee .................... ........ 109 -24 -85 pertaining to lobsters his license
Governor and Senator, that Is on the hope to go to college, her mother qualify for a reviewing stand?
W. D. Talbot ...................... ......... 130—24-106
becomes automatically suspended
Who cares to
religious issue.
The whole Sen prayed over her.
• * • •
♦ • • a
and he cannot receive a renewal of
ate might be Roman Catholic and not day? It she set out to practice a pro
Warm days are to come, in 1928.
have
adopted
The club directors
said license for the period of one
a yip would be set up, that is on the fession. she was thought unfit to raise The electoral debauches In Pennsyl the following measure:
year, and whenever a person is caught
Who cares today? That vania are fresh in memory.
religious issue.
Surely, if a Ro a family.
These
The ruling in regard to local resi violating the laws he has to be taken
man Catholic may become a legis she should vote, many once never were Republican.
Hence ln the heat dents playing on golf course Is
to Court.’
The director has no dis
Who cares today? of the coming campaign the Demo
lator. why can he not become an dared to predict.
amended to read as follows: Local
executive? It is as great a responsi In these days a college president may crat. if he is a Roman Catholic, may residents not members of Country cretion whatever in the matter and
bility to make a law as it is to en motor his wife out in a bye-ear forget the amenities of the situation Club, and members without golf cannot restore said license Hntil the
full year has expired."
force it.
In fact a Roman Catho without precipitating a special meet for its logic.
He may cry that if privileges, may play golf not oftener
Phenomena there is too much religion in the than once in tw) weeks, provided
lic may make the laws or interpret ing of the corporation.
which once provoked protest are now Democratic party there may be too they are guests of a member In good YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the laws and there is no question.
• • • •
iooked upon as commonplace.
And little religion In the Republican par standing and play with that mem
There are a great many Republi so it is, that because a Roman Cath ty.
If I had to live my life again I would
It’s a new cry. that a politi ber, the member to be responsible
have made a rule to read some poetry and
can loyalists.
Their shrine is the olic has never been President, many cian may be too religious.
But it for the greens fee.
listen to some music at least once a week.
letter R.
The servility which they 1 say he never should he.
It is a is the first duty of all to be calm, that
Greens fees arc $1.50 per day.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
ascribe to the Roman Catholic is ! strange spectacle that such a large is, if possible.
Local residents may have use of ness.—Charles Darwin.
license when set off against theirs I and powerful part of the country
tennis courts at any time by paying
LOVE’S ROSARY
to their party.
To them Republi should be so disqualified. The coun
court fee of 50 cents per day, pro
day I (ell my rosary
canism is all good.
Democracy is try Is under a great obligation to the
viding they are introduced by a AllFor
Ol tell Mtlte. Fltet
now my love's away:
all bad.
Strangely many of them Roman Catholic church, for in Masar aaaend martiaieimember.
Tomorrow he shall come to me
in this political atmosphere have sachusetts there is zo greater InfiuHARRY
BERMAN.
About the break of day;
A rosary of twenty hours.
heen preaching for church unity. ence for law and older than Cardinal
THIRD TERM BOOMERANG
123 Mill SL, Rasa I. Raaklaal. Tai. 866.
And then a rose of May ;
And yet their practice on this issue O'Connell.
A rosary of fettered flowers.
Il-tf
• • • •
in politics is as wrong is their
And then a holy-day.
The friends of Gov. Smith have de
preaching is right.
cided not to use the third-term is All day I tell my rosary,
The loyalist Republican talks abotn
...»
sue. fearing It will prove a boome
the dangers of tho intervention of
IMy rosary of hours:
An army of timid souls sleeps the church tn State.
rang, says the New York Herald And here's a flower of memory.
It is a compe
And here’s a hope of flowers.
with the gas lighted in the horrid tent fact that Cardinal O'Connell has
tribune.
Mr.
Smith
Is
serving
his
A Deposit of Honor
And here’s an hour that yearns with pain
fourth term as Governor, and he
never rested even a little finger on
For old forgotten years.
Thia Company Has Loaned
and Judge Olvany, the Tammany An hour of loss, an nour of gain.
Boston partisan politics.
He has
Thousands of Dollars
And then a shower of tears.
leader,
are
fearful
that
if
they
say
refrained when he could easily have
On Character Privately much about the third-term issue it All day I tell my rosary.
elected one of his own faith, as in
And the Borrower finds it Easy
Because my love’s away;
will hinder rather than help the Gov
the last Mayoralty campaign, where
to pay through our weekly or
ernor in his effort next year to be And never a whisper comes to me.
five Roman Catholic candidates re
And never a word io say ;
monthly plan.
nominated for President.
mained in the field and cut up the
But. if it’s parting more endears.
Lawful Rata of Interest under
Senator Walsh, of Montana, says
God bring him back. 1 pray;
opposition to one Protestant who was
Supervision of State Banking
the third-temt issue will loom large, Or my heart wifi break In the darkness
elected.
This all know who know
Before the break of day.
Department
and tn the Repuhliran camp the
him.
No Protestant has raised any
friends of former Governor Lowden All day I tell my rosary,
question of religious Impropriety In
Confidential Loan Co.
.My rosary of hours.
are ualng it as an argument against
the presence at the front, in the
Until an hour shall bring to me
431 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
President Coolidge.
midst of death, of the Roman Catho
Tlie hope of all the flowers . . .
Two Offices Two
“It is merely a cry—not an issue, I tell my rosary of hours.
lic soldier, or In the valiant minis
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m. tit Is not likely to get into the na
For O. my love’s away;
AuGlfi-IMS-l?
trations of its clergy, even to the
—a dream may tiring hiiu iback to me
MORTGAGES OF ALL KINDS
tional platform next year," said And
Protestant dying. When civilization
About tlie break of day.
TEL. 190
Judge Olvany at Tammany .Hall,
was in jeopardy, it was a Roman
Alfred Noyes.

LOANS
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LeadingJiiir
of Maine-

The Courier-Gazette
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THAT DAYLIGHT HOUR

Lack Of It Has Made Sum
mer Property Less Desir
able.

Rockland. Maine. Aug. 2, 1927.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that lie Is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of tills paper of July 30. 192". there
was printed a total of 6,235 copies.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
We still hear echoes of opposi
Notary Public.

The work of righteousness shall be
peace; and the effect of righteous
ness, quietness and assurance for
ever. And my people shall dwell in
a peaceable habitation, and in sure
dwellings, and in quiet resting places.
—Isaiah 32:17,18.
THE SEA SERPENT

tion to the present standard time
arrangement, aside from the con
ceded inconvenience of doing busi
ness with Boston and other cities
which are "saving an hour of day
light."
Locally several desirable pieces of
summer property have been thrown
on the market, the owners being un
able to make use- of them under the
present business schedule.
In other
words It Is dark when the Maine
business man now reaches his
"woodsy camp” and on Sunday he
is expected to go to church; so why
a summer place?
“All work and no play” is a con
coction one is expected to take with ]
a smile—(no, not even the "smile"
is allowed)—if he lives in "The play
ground of the Nation."
"Izaak Walton's Son."

Are You Prepared ?
Preserving time is at hand and
WE ARE PREPARED to assist
for we are

HEADQUARTERS
________ FOR________

Genuine Lightning
Fruit Jan
:i and for the i:

Famous Atlas EZ
Fruit Jars

ROCKLAND’S

MARCH

HALTED

Camden’s Last Inning Victory Last Night Puts Us Back On
Bottom Rung of League Ladder.
Tonight—-Belfast at Rockland.
Wednesday—Camden at Belfast.
Thursday—Camden at Rockland
Friday—-Rockland at Belfast.
Saturday (1. p. m.)—Rockland at
Belfast: <4.30 p. m.)—Belfast at
Camden.
• • • •
The League Standing
Rockland was getting along fa
mously until it undertook to ride
the Ferris wheel at Camden last
night. Tl>e result is a resumption of
the cellar berth, with Camden close
ly pressing Belfast. This Is how it
now reads:

League earlier in the season, and
who is said to have been Immense
ly pleased when he arrived here and
found Rockland represented by so
strong a team. He held Belfast to
six singles Saturday and at least
iwo of those were "scratches.” He
watches the bases carefully and Is
constantly alert. Incidentally he fills
a position in which Rockland has
been weak all the season.
Belfast had men on bases in all
except the third Inning, hut they all
died there because of flawless field
ing and the fact that Strecker was
impregnable in the pinches. Cogan
and
Campbell
made
successive
singles in the fifth but the inning
ended with almost startling swift
ness wheal Merewether made a phe
nomenal stop of E. Small's ground
er over back of first, and tossed the
ball to Wotton for a double. The
same couple figured in another
pretty double in tlw second Inning
when then- were two on.
Rockland scored its first run in the
first inning on singles by Leavitt
and Byrne, after Merewether had
been patched. The second run came
in the- third Inning, when Leavitt,
the new outfielder tripled on top of
Walsh s single. Walsh’s double and
Byrne's single added another in the
fifth.
A pass and Merewether’s
double was productive of a score- in
the , sixth. The other two scores
came in the seventh when a triple by
Loftus sent in Leavitt and Byrne
who had bee-n passed.
The score:
,
Rockland
ab r bh tb po
Merewether 2b
Walsh. 3b .......
Leavitt, cf .... ..
Byrne, c ...........
Loftus, If .........
French, rf ......
Cole, ss .............. 4
Strecker, p ........ 3
1 14
Wotton, lb ........ 3

Special Sale now on of jar
rubbers
Through its leading news editorial
the Lewiston Journal turns to the
PACKAGE 7c
>
Won
Lost
P. C.
sea serpent, always a fertile theme,
Belfast ................ 10
9
.526
always provocative of the raised
3 PACKAGES 20c
Camden ..............
9
9
.500
eyebrow on the part of the judiciouS'
Rockland ............
8
9
,471
• • • a
and equally eliciting from the skep
Belfast 11, Camden 7
STANDARD SIZE
tical the tribute of a diaphone gufcame down river Saturday
raw. The editor of the Journal—let
JELLY TUMBLERS in Belfast
a fine array of batting togs and
us quote-the illuminating paragraph—
STRAND THEATRE
knock--1 the ball for a total of 28
—has a brother, now approaching
bases '1 he first to suffer from this
Do you know what happened dur
PARONtyAX
for
covering
jelly
80 years of age. who saw a sea-ser ing the Russian revolution between
barr-ge was Aube, off whom the vis
pent. He is a retired sea-captain, 1917 and 1923? Do you know what
itors made five singles, a double and
strictly reliable, teetotaler, word as took place when the Soviets took
triple before the second man hai
NEW STOCK OF 1 GAL.
good as gold. He saw this creature over factories and other properties?
been retired. lie was replaced by
on a still day. at sea off New Eng The story is wonderfully told In to
Klosek. who did not succeed In
Glass Jugs
land coast, and having seen whales,
stemming the attack, but who was
day's picture "Breaking Chains," in
dolphins, porpoise, kelp-strings etc.,
FOR
SWEET
CIDER
so much more effective that it he
terwoven with It being a charming
a plenty is not to be fooled. This
roine a real game after that initial
love story.
creature was none of these, but a
inning.
Coming for Wednesday. Thursday
strange submarine animal, a serpent
Charlie Small did not go r-ntirely
and (Friday is America/s greatest
in sooth, watched by the crew, seen
ur.scaflieil. for Camden touched him
actor, John Barrymore in the role of
close at hand, mediaeval and pre
up in pretty lively fashion if. the
Francois Villon In "The Beloved
historic in appearance. He does not
second, sixth and seventh innings.
Rogue."
Villon is the heart-and69 Years a Seed Store
talk much about it. Why should he
The batting honors for the day
Jail-breaking idol of the under
lie? One likes to be considered
were carried off by Charlie, however.
PORTLAND, MAINE
world of Paris, the crackling person
truthful. He says "I never saw its
Hi- made two singles and two triples,
ality that inspired the pens of Swin
92-lt
like before or since; if it were not a
the last one being what looked like
serpent, J do not kinow ‘fonenyaat burne and Robert Louis Stevenson
the longest hit of the season. Quite
THE INGRAHAM FAMILY
Conrad Veidt, the great German
from mizzenmast."
certain it is that no pitcher is over
character actor, is King Louis XI—
This is only one- testimony. Lit his first role in an American produc
The 47th annual reunion of the joyed when this young man with
erature abounds in narratives of eye tion.
Marceline Day is Charlotte. deecendanta of Job, Joseph, Josiah the spectacles sttffis to the plate
witnesses whose truthfulness is not “The Beloved Rogue” tells the tale and Nancy Ingraham will be held at swinging his war club.
There were some remarkably good
of the most colorful character of the Penobscot View Grange Hall, Glento be impugned. The clipping de
fifteenth century. Francois Villon. cove. Thursday, with picnic dinner. plays in this game and chief among
partment of The Courier-Gazette Crowned King of Fools on All Fools' A!) conveniences, including dishes, them was the double by Wooles,
could offer to its readers many col Day. he flippantly taunts the Duke are provided at the hall, which is Jones and Martin. E. Small had
umns of authenu ited stories estab of Burgundy and Bis fellow-conspir directly on the street car line be nine chances at second and accepted
All them in fine style. Cogan erred on
ator against King Louis. Thibault tween Rockland and Camden.
lishing beyond peradventure the
'Aussigny, until the arrival of kindred, with members of their fam two of his 10 chances, hut made some
certainty of the sc serpent's exist Louis with his beautiful ward, Char ilies and guests, are urged to at exceptionally good plays on the
ence. To come closer home, we have lotte de Vauxcelles, results In Vil tend. including those who have at others.
Tilt- score:
had the personal story of a Knox lon's banishments from his heloved tended as guests in previous years.
Paris. There follow in rapid succes The family tree and other things of
Belfast
County citizen—a truthful man-—
Come!
sion glowing sequences of mirth end interest can there be seen.
ab r bh tb po a e
who from his fishing boat, a short movement wherein Vullon Is cata
Fiank H. Ingraham. President.
Cogan. ss ........
92-lt
distance off the St. George shore, pulted into Charlotte's boudoir, to
Campbell, if ....
K. Small. 2b ....
looked for many minutes at one of fall In love with her and learn of
MAXCY FAMILY
Burgundy's design on Ixiuis through
Kenyon, c ........
the creatures swimming near by, his
a forced marriage between Thibault
Paiement, 3b ....
large head raised out of water and
Reunion
of
the
Maxcv
family
will
Aussigny and Charlotte, whor •
3 11
McGowan. lbXbe
held
at
Oak
Grove
Cabins,
Glena long, convulating body showing principality of Vauxcelles Is the buf
8 0
C. Small, p ......
rove,
Aug.
9.
92*93
Daker, cf ..........
clearly behind. To a request that he fer state between Burgundy and
France. Through the love-making of
Heald, rf ...........
1 0
put his experience into the form of
IL DUCE HAS A FRIGIDAIRE
Francois and Charlotte, the byplay
a story for publication, the citizen of Burgundy and Louis, the pag
45 11 20 28 27
eantry, cruelty, lewdness and broad Premier Mussolini Has American
wrote:
Camden
Made Machine In His Villa at Prid"I would do as much for you and humor of the rare old days, runs the
ab r bh tb p>o
appio.
your good paper as any man in story of political strife.—adv.
McMahon, 3b ..41111
Tinkling
ice
cubes,
frozen
des

Maine, but I would rather not have
1 1
serts and other culinary delights Wooles. ss ........ 5
that sea serpent story in print, for
PARK THEATRE
Macklay, cf ..... 4
which
gladden
the
heart
of
the
own

no one will believe In a sea serpent,
Jones. 2b .......... 2
The feature attraction today is
except to poke fun at the man who The Tender Hour” featuring Billie er of an electric refrigerator, have Lee. If ................ 5
0 *0
intrigued
Premier
Mussolini.
11
says he saw It. I know 1 saw the Dove and iBen Lyon.
0 0
It is the out Duce has installed a Frigidaire in his Ogier, rf ............ 2
creature and there was a young man standing picture of the year.
2 10
villa at l'ridappio.
Although tin- Martin. 11) ........ 3
with me in the- boat for a witness.
1 2
Do you roll your own—stockings? premier has been very successful 111 Chamarde, c .... 3
We watched it for ten minutes, and
0 0
If so, you'll get a big kick out of fostering new industries in his Aube, p .............. 0
guessed at the length of it. When
2 3 0
Paramount's “youth" picture "Rolled country and rebuilding old ones, the Klosek. p .......... 4
it went by our boat it was so near
Stockings" which features the I ara- manufactur of electric refrigera
and looked so fearful that we took
32 7 10 14 27 9 2
oars and rowed for the shore as fast mount Jui^or Stars, Wednesday and tors has not yet been introduced into Belfast
5 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 1—11
Thursday.
This story of modern Italy. As a result General Motors
as we- could, for fear it would attack
Camden
02000230 0—7
us. When we got home we told collegians marks the first time these is developing a very successful busi
Two-base hits. E. Small. Daker.
our neighbors what we had seen and Junior Stars have ever appeared to ness with its Frigidaire equipment. Ogier. Martin, Klosek. Three-base
Arlen and Hall portray two Mussolini has not found the electric
they laughed at us. That was some gether.
hits. Cogan, C, Small 2. Bases on
time ago and even now some of these brothers.—the former, a serious, ath ref: igerator industry adapted to hard balls, off C. Small 5, off Klosek 1.
fifhernif-n ask me with a smile if I letic youth: the latter a jazzy phil labor, at which the Italian workman Struck out. by C. Small 4. by Klosek
Of course when they ar excels.
Mass production has how
have seen a sea serpent lately. anderer.
2. Sacrifice hits, E. Small. Jones.
Even the truth mustn’t be told at rive at school, bo.ii fall in love with ever made some progress in factories Martin. Kenyon, Chamarde. Hit by
the same girl, Louise Brooks.
The in Italy, notably at the great
all times.”
rivalry waxes keenly until the eve automobile plant Turin, which has a pitcher, Ogier. Stolen bases. Ken
Every age staggers under its par of the big boat race at which time test track on its roof.
Refrigera yon 2. Paiement. Macklay. Double
ticular brand of incredulity. There more things happen than could pos tion as practiced in the United States plays. Cogan. E. Small and McGow
an 2, Wooles, Jones and Martin.
Chemical
were those who declared the cross sibly be told in this short space. To is unknown in Italy.
Umpires Conway and McDonough,
ing of the ocean by airflight a dream sum it up in a phrase, "Rolled preservatives of various types are Scorer, Winslow.
Stockings” is a rollicking tale of fra meats and other perishables. Ameri
• « • •
of lunatics. We yet look confidently ternity brothers, sorority sisters and can built electric refrigerators are
forward to the day when some peppy youth—a combination that de largely used in ilie preservation o(
Rockland 6, Belfast 0
being adopted widely in the homes of
natural convulsion shall spew up fies competition!—adv.
Twenty-nine games had
been
the wealthy and in shops of the mon- played in tin- Maine Coast League
from the- vast ocean depths one of
progressive
dealers
In
provisions.
—
Saturday night and it remained for
EMPIRE THEATRE
these alien creatures, to be towed
adv.
Rockland on that day to be the first
Into port and placed on exhibition
team to "goose-egg’ Its opponent
"The Nervous Wreck" with Har
The directors of the Maine Cen The victim was Belfast and the in
for the utter confounding of the in rison Ford, Phyllis Haver and
tral Railroad Company have de cident took place on its hoihe
credulous.
Chester Conklin is today's leader.
clared the regular quarterly divi grounds, but in the crowd of spec
"Taxi-Taxi” featuring Edward Ev
dend of 81.25 per share on the pre tators there- was probably not one
erett
Horton
anil
Marion
Nixon
is
To the suggestion that the Se-nate
ferred stock of the company, pay
the feature attraction Wednesday able Sept. 1, 1927, to holders of pre person who would say that the game
adopt an anti-third term resolution and Thursday.
was not won on its merits.
The picture is
This game had*another distinction
Senator Edge of New Jersey retorts she^ hilarity, and nothing more, yet ferred stock of record of Aug. 15.
(1927; and also quarterly dividend of —the introduction of the first
that it would be the surest way of it seldom taxes one's cedulity, and SI per share on the common stock of
southpaw pitcher In a Coast League
bringing about the re-nomination is a basis of plausibility even in its the company payable Oct. 1, 1927, to g' me this season. The stranger was
wildest moments.
One’s interest Is holders of coniinmi stock of record
and re-election of President Cool sustained without a single let-down,
one Mr. Streckc-.-, who pitched for
Manchester in the New England
idge. It was Senator Walsh of Mon from the moment Edward Everett of Sept. 15, 1927.
tana who expressed the opinion that Horton, featured player in the pro
Congress would adopt a resolution duction appears on the screen in the
opening sequence, until lie manages
upholding the third term tradition to wed Marion Nixon after six reel
Asked by newspapermen to comment or more of excitement enough to
on the Montana man's utterance make a Chicago policeman turn gray.
It is an excellently staged and di
Senator Edge said:
rected farce.
"It Is mighty considerate of Sen
The other feature is "Closed Gates"
ator Walsh to warn the Republicans with Jane Novak.—adv.
of defeat should President Coolidge
for a second time be called to lead
BEWARE OF STRANGERS!
his party.
No one in the Senate
We Are Offering a Complete Line of
will question Senator W’ulsh's sin
Chief of State Highway Police
cerity as a real dyed-in-the-wool
uncompromising Democrat and one Warns Against Giving Them Rides.
who has been most industrious In
Arthur H. Field, chief of the State
trying to create or discover issues
upon which his party might ride to highway police, says that his warn
victory. His kind advice that Pres ing to motorists is “Don’t give a
ident Coolidge- should refuse renom stranger a ride.’’
"I certainly do not approve of the
ination appeals to me as a clear in
dication that the Montana Senator motorist giving the stranger a lift,
‘*Giving the
recognizes his strength. If the Sen continued Chief Field.
ate should as he infers, adopt a res stranger a ride may lead to trouble
At Very Attractive Prices
olution opposing the President's re for the motorist. The motorist may
he
held
up
and
robbed
as
is
happen

nomination, it would be the most
certain way to assure his selection. ing every day almost throughout
The American people are not too the country and has happened in this
fond of the Senate, any way, and State. If the motorist is Involved
any attempt at dictation in a matter In an accident and the passenger
of this kind would be so resented as with him is injured, the motorist
to make the President's renomina- would be liable lor damages. I’n! consciously, the motorist when he
tlon and re-election inevitable."
gives a man a ride may be assisting
We are sorry to hear this news In the escape of a criminal.
“A person can’t drive in a car any
about William R. Chapman, whose
distance without being signalled for
attack of neuritis compels his can a ride.
At this time of the year
cellation of Festival conducting until many young m n are seeing 'the
such time as the nerves and muscles country by free rides, ami during the
SPECIAL—SHORT TIME ONLY
baseball and football seasons college
of his baton arm shall have had a
boys get to the games in a car be
WINCHESTER HAMMERS
complete- rest. But we are not sur longing to some one else.’’
Regular $1.45—Now
prised. Thirty years of the kind of
Maine Featlvaling that Dr. Chapman
You’ll Be Proud
has added to his other work is
of
Your Silverware
enough to wear out the nerves of
if you clean it with
a cast-iron man. Take it easy. Doc
tor. Give that good old rtelu arm
“Shine Brite” Metal Polish
Rockland, Me.
Ask Your Grocer
the rest which its clever and efliclent
92-97
record entitles it to.

Kendall & Whitney

Carpenters,
Attention!

FineTools
Disston Saws
Starrett Steel Tapes
Millers Falls Breast and
Hand Drills
Full Winchester Line

98c

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

/
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BURPEE «S LAMB
NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING HOUSE
FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS

From August 3 to August 15
WE. WILL PLACE ON SALE

Men’s and Boys’ Suits
at 25% Discount
Blue Serge and Blacks not included in this Sale
.

: : Also : :

ONE LOT OF YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
That formerly sold at $30, $32, $35 and $38

NOW ON SALE AT
$10.00 EACH
This sale provides a fine opportunity for you to fit out your boy in a new suit

for school at a real saving.

ain until the last man had batted.
Camden was outhlt to a noticeable
xtent, but it was likewise outercored, and very largely because of
the latter fact the Texaco outfit is
again back in the cellar, and pen
nant hopes have been postponed.
Joe French held the Pinkertons hit36 6 10 17 27 12 1 less until the sixth inning, but
Belfast
racked 'under the strain of the
ab r bh th po a e ninth. Ferris, who hasn’t said three
3 1 words since lie struck Camden, kept
Cogan. ss .......
6 0 right on sawing wood, apparently
Campbell, If ..
2 0 unabashed by the presence of Byrne
E. Small, 2b .
Co., Fence Busters. Inc. If lie
0 2
Kenyon, c .... .
2 0 wins another game "Skip" Parsons
Piaimt-nt, 3b .
0 will probably present him with a
McGowan, lb
0 deed to Mt. Battle and a lien on the
C. Small, cf ...
0 new public library.
Daker, if ...... .
Merewether anil Colt- got two had
0
Flinn, p ..........
0 errors out of their system in the
• Heald
.......
second inning, and Camden netted
34 0 6 6 27 12 3 her first run thereby.
Bath sides scored in the sixth,
• Heald batted for Flinn in ninth.
Rockland
1 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 0—6 Rockland by virtue of a single by
Belfast
00000000 0—0 Byrne, after Walsh had done like
wise and Leavitt had sacrificed. For
Two-base lilts, Merewether
Walsh.
Three-base hits, Leavitt. Camden Lee bumped one against
Loftus. Bases on balls, off Flinn 4. Walsh's shins, and was safe at first.
Struck out. by Strecker 6, by Flinn He stole second (a very rare occur
rence. nowadays,) off Byrne, and
3. Hit by pitcher. Merewether, Me
Gowan. Passed ball. Byrne. Double scored on Martin's single. Cham
arde drove a terrific grounder in the
plays. Wotton and Merewether
Merewether and Wotton. Umpires, direction of Wotton, who made a
McDonough and Conway.
Scorer, magnificent stop of it while stretched
full length on the ground, and was
Winslow.
ible to get buck to first before
Chamarde reached It. No better play
Rockland 5, Togu« 4
has been seen in the League this
It rained all the afternoon at Togus season.
Sunday, but a good sized crowd
Rockland again tied the score- in
waited an hour beyond the adver the eighth, on successive singles by
tised time and was rewarded by see Leavitt. Byrne and Loftus, but was
ing five innings of a tolerably good shut out in the first half of the
ninth.
game.
Ogier and Martin singled and it
A triple by Merewether, and a wild
pitch by Gray (the former Rockland was deemed best to pass Chamarde
twirler) gave Rockland a score in the in the hope of a double- play. A
first inning and there would have single by Ferris won him his own
been more scores but for careless game, and joy supreme reigned
base-running. Togus tied thingy up again in Megunticook town.
Some nice work was done in the
in the third when Cogan scored on
outfield by Loftus and Macklay.
McGowan’s hit, following an outfield
while Cole's one hand catch of Jones'
misplay.
liner was another feature of a very
Byrne led off with a double in the fast game.
fourth, but was thrown out at home
The score:
and Rockland failed to score. A home
Camden
run by Gray, two passes and single;
ah r bh tb po a e
by E. Small and Paiement netted
McMahon, 31i ... 3 0
three runs for Togus in the fourth
Wooles, ss ....
4 ft
and it seemed all over but the pro
Macklay, cf ...... 3 0
verbial shouting.
Jones, 2b .......... 4 1
Then Rockland proceeded to do Lee, If . ............... 2 1
things, although the start was not Ogier, rf ............ 3 1
auspicious. Wotton grounded out, E, Martin, lb ........ 4 0
Small to McGowan.
Merewether Chamarde, c .... 2 ft
walked, and an error by Paiement Ferris, p ............ 3 0
coupled with Walsh’s single sent him
home. Leavitt reached first on a
28 3 6 6 27 11 0
fielder’s choice, and Walsh scored on
Rockland
Byrne's single. Loftus was out, E
ab r bh tb po a e
Small to McGowan, and the situation Merewether 2b
2 4 1
stood: Two men down, two men on Walsh. 3h .
12 2
and one score needed to tie. Strecker Leavitt, cf
1 0 0
walked, and It was up to Jeff Mealey Byrne, c ....
3 3 4
who was playing on the Rockland Loftus, If .......... 3
1 3 0
team, as substitute. Jeff met one J Flench, P
0 0 2
squarely on the nose and drove in Cole, ss ....
12 2
not only the tying run, but what Strecker. i f
10ft
proved to be the winning score, for Wotton, lb
1 10
Togus did not get a man beyond first
base in her half of the fifth. Th
34 2 10 11*24 11 4
game was then called.
* Winning run made with none out.
Camdep
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1—3
The score:
Rocklahil
0 0 0 0 ft 1 0 1 0—2
Rockland
Two-base hit, Merewether. Bases
•
ab r bh tb po
on balls, off Frondh 4. Struck out, by
Merewether, 2b 2 2 2 5 1
Ferris 2. by French 4. Hit by pitch
Walsh, 3ib ............ 2 1
1
er. Lee, Chamarde, Ferris. Sacrifice
Leavitt, cf .......... 3 1
1
hits, Lee. Leavitt, Loftus, Strecker.
Byrne, c .............. 3 1
3
Stolen liases. Lee. Merewether. Um
Loftus, p .............. 3 ft
1
pires, McDonough and Conway.
Strecker, If ..... 1 0
0
Scorer. Winslow.
• • • •
Mealey, rf ............ 3 0
1
Cole, ss ................ 3 0
0
Yesterday’s Portland paper had a
6
Wotton, lb ........ 2 ft
large portialt of C. Small, the Bel
fast swat king, and with it this
22 5 8 12 15 3 2 statement:
“Charlie Small, former Bates col
Togus
lege captain, and at one time a
ab r bh tb po
nemesis to Portland when Marty
E Small, 2b .. ... 3 1 1 1 2
Kavanagh and his semi-pro Port
Cogan, ss .....
1
land Musketeers were in action nt
Paiement, 3b
1
Bayside and Charlie was with the
McGowan, lb
2
Lewiston-Auburn semi-pros, Is go
Daker, cf .....
ft
ing big down east with the Belfast
Marr, If .............. 3
0
('lull of the Const League. Charlie
Beaudoin, c
0
Is the leading pitcher of the cir
Gray, p .........
cuit. having won four and lost one.
Palmer, rf .......... 1
0 0
Considering that lie plays in the
outfield in the other games, this
24 4 7 10 15 10 2 isn't had.
Charlie was wanted by
. Rockland .................. 1 0 0 0 4—a several New England league teams,
Togus ........................ 0 0 1 3 0—4 hut just why he preferred to go
i Two-base hits, Merewether. Byrne, down east has never been accurately
The teams are bunched,
Three-base hit, Merewether Home explained.
: run, Gray. Bases on balls, off Izif- and Charlie's pitching will be a help
| tus 3, off Gray 4. Struck out, by Lof- to Belfast."
And rumor has it that Charlie
tus 3. by Gray 4. Double play. Coi gan. E. Small and MoOowan. Uin- would like awfully well to be wear- 1
ing one of those Texaco unifoims.
i piles, McDonough and Jones.
• « • •
• • • •
Belfast plays here this afternoon
Camden 3, Rockland 2
and will fight hard to maintain its
It
Many who saw last night’s g..me position at the top of the heap.
in Camden are complaining that is Rockland which draws the crowd
their pulses have never gone back to in Belfast and Belfast always did
normal.
It was sure an exciting prove an attraction in -Rockland In
game, with Uie outcome never cer- the olden days.

1

■

**». moo it
FULLY EQUIPPED 4-DOOR SEDAN (NOTACOAO^

A New Car
at a Lower Price
The fastest Four in America — also

the smartest and sturdiest Powered

by the famous “124” motor. Lowest
priced Dodge Sedan ever sold—and
the best.

Longest springbase of

any car under $1000.

Turns in 38

foot street Twenty-five miles per

gallon at 25 miles per hour.
You can not buy greater value than
Dodge Brothers offer in this new car.

DYER'S GARAGE. INC.
54 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

Dodge BrothersJnc
We Save You
More Than 50%
on
Interest Charges
By Doing Our
Own Financing

CERTIFIED USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
Rankin Street
Rockland
Tel. 692-M

When a Certified Miller Used Car
Will Bring the Family and You Untold Pleasures !
Pay As You Ride—On Our Partial Payment Plan

SPECIAL-FORD COUPE
Wonderful Running Motor, De
mountable Rims, Self-Starter, Na
tural Color Wheels, Good Paint,
Good Tires. Only.........................
SOME OF OUR BIG VALUES
1925 Dodge Touring
1926 Ford Tudor
1924 Dodge Sedan
1926 Ford Coupe
1923 Dodge Coupe
1926 Ford Roadster
1925 Essex Coach
1925 Ford Touring
1925 Overland Touring
1924 Ford Coupe
1923 Ford Touring
1923 Ford Coups
Ford 1-Ton Truck, Starter, Demountable Rimi,
Good Condition

Just Arrived—Two Brand New 1927 Ford
Fordor Sedans—Beauties—Never Used

J
s \
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In the report of tlie Shrine field
day
mention
was inadvertently
omitted of the fact that the ladies ,
of the party attended Strand The
COMING NEIGHBORING EVENTS
Aug. 4—L'ulverailiat fancy work sale at atre through the courtesy of Ilam- j
ger Dondis, who always proves his
B. P. W. room.
Auk. 6—Knox Pomona Grange meets in public spirit on sucli occasions.

TALK OF THE TOWN

SEARSMONT

Appleton.
Aug. 9—Concert benefit proposed Com
munity Club House.
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne, .pastor
Aug. 9—0. E. S. fleld day association at
of the First Baptist Church, who is (
filencove.
Aug. 10—Horse racing at Knox Trotting pursuing a course of study at the
Park.

Boston University summer school,
Aug 10—Midsummer Fair at Baptist
preached from tho Tremont Temple
Church. Rockport.
His sermon was
Aug. 11 -South Thomaston Church mid pulpit Sunday.
summer sale, supper and entertainment.
heard upon the radio in a number of
Aug. 11—Midsummer church fair at Owl's
Rockland homes.
Head village.
_
\
Aug. lti -Recital, Vniversallst STiureli. by
Miss Pauline Graham end Mrs. Mabel Strung.
Aug. 16-18—New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 18—Joint outing—Rockland and Gar
diner Forty Clubs.
Aug. 23-27—Bangor Fair
Aug. 20—New England Kent's Hill reunion
at South Thomaston.
Aug. 22—‘Pilgrim Choir concert at Congre
gational Church.
Aug. 22—Semi-annual meeting of the
Forty Club at the Rockland Country Club.
Aug. 27—Annual muster of Maine State
Hand Engine League In Bangor.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1—Ellsworth Fair.
Aug 30-Sept. 2—Waterville Fair.
Aug. 31—Annual meeting of Maine ThreeQuarter Century Club In Portland.
Se|d. 5—Labor Day.
Sept. 5-7—Bluehill Fair.
Sept. 5-8—Lewiston State Fair.
Sept. 12—City' schools open.
Sept. 13-15—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 21—First day of autumn.
Sept. 27-29—North Knox Fair, Colon.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair, Damaris
cotta.
Oct. 11-13—Topshaa Fair.
Oct. 18 -Special State election on primary
law.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.

Evans Havey was convicted in
Municipal -Court yesterday of night
walking and sentenced to three
months In jail.
Another young
man charged with a similar offense,
was acquitted.
Lena Ludwig, ar
rested on a search and seizure
complaint was fined $500 and costs
and sentenced to six months in jafl.
She appealed.
A quantity of alcohol
and home brew had been seized.

The Rockland delegation from the
C. M. T. C., Fort McKinley, returned
home Sunday. Corp. Richard P. Bird
and Theodore Bird were of Co. L,
which boasted the honor platoon and
honor squad. John Flanagan was of
Co. K, the honor company, and
Stephen Accardi of Co. E. Richard
Bird qualified for the Maine Civilian
rifle team, ranking fourth for the
State. This gives him the privilege
FAMILY REUNIONS
of attending the national meet at Ft.
Aug. 4—Ingraham family, Tenobscot View Perry, Ohio, which will take place
Grange hall, sGlencove,
Aug. 22 to Sept. 18. Ten men are.
Aug. 9 Mfcxcy family. Oak Grove Cabins.
selected from each State to compete
filencove.
Aug. 10 Descendants of Ebenezer Hall, for a national trophy. ’
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glencove.

Weather Thia Week
iWeather outlook for the week
beginning Monday: North Atlantic
States: Partly cloudy, with occa
sional showers, and temperature
normal.
Eugene Ryan has arrived home
from Sailors' Snug Harbor,

Kirkpatrick's drive is again fur
nishing musk- for the dances in the
Owl's Head town halt

In line with its program of aiding
the Boy Scouts summer camp pro
ject the Forty Club yesterday added
$120 to the upkeep fund of tlie
Rackliff’s Island plant. Nominations
wore made for the club presidency,
election to be held at the semi-an
nual meeting at the Country Club
Aug. 22 at 6.30. The joint meeting
with the Gurdiner Forty Club will
take the form of a get-together, at
the Country Club, sports at Com
munity Park and a dinner dance at
CFescent Beach. F. A. Tirrell Jr.
was presented with a tasty memento
of auld lang syne, Dr. James Kent
doing the honors.

Mrs. O. M. Howard, representative
of the Richelieu Products of the
Sprague-Warner Co. of Chicago, is
in Rockland for the week, with head
■Entries for the Aug. 10 races at
Knox Trotting Park are pouring in
quarters at Knowlton's Market.
like rain in the summer of 1927.
Pea-pods sometimes do contain 12 Some of the strings which are booked
peas, and proof of that fact was fur for the big day are Franny Sim
nished yesterday when A. A. Stone mons with four. Treworgy of Blue
brought in one which came from hill with three, Buster Richardson
Allie Sterling’s garden in Friendship. of 'Waterville with three, Franz
Knight of Belfast with three, Fred
Shall we now have the 13?
Gray of Belfast with three, and two
fast ones from Bangor.
The boys
The August meeting of the City are all wondering what Jose Hobbs
Council passed with unwonted calm, of Camden will do with his new one.
not a breath of interest stirring the Peter Bingen.
Peter has a mark
placid sea of routine and hardly one of 2.10%, and Jose sez to himself,
needless word being spoken during sez he, me for first money in that
the session.
2.13 class.
Still they come. Mrs. Miles A.
Simmons of Birch street hands in 13
peapods, each containing 10 peas,
and one with 11 peas. They were
included in a purchase from Elden
Jones.

A supper and dance is to be given
at the Grange hali, South Thomas
ton, Friday night with music by
Kirk's Orchestra. Supper will (be
served from 6 to 7.30 and dancing
from 8.30 to 12.

A group of Rockland's sea going
fire fighters undertook a fishing trip
Sunday, but one member, Forest
Hatch, found the ocean too hubbly
for his peace of mind so was landed
on Metinic with a supply of food,
wihile the rest kept on with their
fishing. Sleep soon claimed the seaweary one and he was rudely awak
ened by what he took to lie the diaphone’s call.
When his scattered
wits returned he found the cause
of his disturbance to have been a
sheep, ideating its triumph over the
successful consumption of the last
scrap of the lunch. Complete detaiLs are obtainable on request by
thosq, athletically inclined.

It is worthy of note that the ce
ment ust-.i in the newly opened road
at the Northcnd is the famous
Dragon brand, manufactured by the
Lawrence Portland Cement Com
Sixty-odd members of Winslowpany. and furnished iby the W. H. Holbrook Post journeyed to Hew
Glover Co.
ett’s Island Sunday, and managed to
get the lia-11 game and dinner under
Brigadier Gen. H. M. Lord, who si cover before the storm came on.
summering at Martinsville, left yes Eddie Connors and Austin Brewer
terday for Washington, D. C„ and were captains of the rival ball teams
after attending to some important and tlie former's aggregation won 9
business matters, will go to the Sum to 6. The game was threatened with
mer Capital in Rapid City, South a sudden finish when somebody
Dakota, to lie the guest of President knocked the ball into the ocean, but
Coolidge. He returns to Martinsville Cap'n Brewer showed the stuff of
which heroes are made by discarding
about the loth.
his uniform and going overboard
The new forward wheels are under after the recreant sphere. Dinner
Engine 2. much to the i-elief of fire was served by Comrade Trainer who
departmnnt drivers and officials. The found that a goodly amount of ra
work was done at the N’ye factory tions was necessary to meet up with
under supervision of Capt. Fred L. seagoing appetites. The boys all had
Cheyne. The wheels are of hickory, a good time in spite of the adverse
very heavy construction, and add weather.
____
•greatly |to the appearance of the
The
Knox
County
meeting of the
piece.
members of the Three-Quarter Cen
Kennebec Journal: A Ford tour tury Club is to be held at Oakland
ing car, property of John H. McLoon Park next Saturday, Aug. G. It is to
of Rockland, was found Sunday on be a good time, informal, an old
the Waterville road by City Mar fashioned picnic dinner being in or
shal Skeehan's department, follow der with hot coffee furnished at the
ing notification that the car had been park. Those not wishing to carry
stolen. It was found abandoned. No their own lunches may purchase at
clue has yet been discovered as to the restaurant. The prime object is
to have the older residents in a getwho the thief, or thieves were.
together with checker and horseshoe
This paper's thanks to Capt. A. E. pitching contests to select Cham-)
Wingfield for copies of the London" pions to go to Portland's State con
Daily Mail (which has a circulation test. Chairman St. Clair suggests
of nearly two millions) containing that the guests be left at the park at
accounts of American visitors to noon or before and picked up on the
England—the Kent School (Conn.) way home at 4 or so. Horse-shoes
rowing boys who were presented to and checker hoards desired may be
the Prince of Wales, and girl stu used though in the Portland contest
dents front Wisconsin University two pound horseshoes will be used
who gave to the reporter glowing
accounts of the English sights that
King Hiram’s Shipmates, with
interesteJ them.
feminine accessions bringing the
crew's total to about 60, held its an
The new section of cement road nual picnic Sunday at Edward
from Main street to Maverick square Gonia's cottage, in Cushing, and the
was opened for public service yes mem tiers were dining merrily be
terday and tlie cars rolled so smooth neath the trees when the storm cairfe
ly over it that the occupants thought on. They then adjourned to the cot
they had been misdirected to Para tage, where they manufactured a
dise. The distinction of being the little sunshine on their own hook.
first citizen to use the new road be The radio concert front Elmer I-arlongs to Benjamin F. Collamore who rabeo's cottage was an incidental
drove over it while holding the reins feature which lent much pleasure.
over his grandson's pony. “Just like The set which was being used was
house floor," was Ben’s verdict.
made b y Mr. Larrabee's son, who
has logged six European stations
Monday, Aug. 1. Eva D. Ames will with it. Sunday’s reception over it
open a dress making parlor with Mrs. was coming in perfectly. The din
Mattie Gardner at the Needle Art ner was served a la picnic, with
Shop. Friends both old and new will plenty of lobsters and clams to make
he welcome. All, kinds of dress it especially noteworthy.
making, also plain sewing of every
kind. Tel. 8123.—adv.
91-93
Cutting down of trees on their fa
thers’ farms and hauling them n the
The annual loss from destruction nearest sawmill to be cut into lum
and damage by moths amounts to ber were first steps in the building
hundreds of millions of dollars. Yet of a farm shop, as a class project, by
it is so easy to prevent such loss. boys in the agricultural class of
Fly-Tox kills the moth, the eggs and Fairview iHIgh School, Steedman,
the larva. • Insist on Fly-Tox. Fly- S. C. During the same year the boys
Tox is the scientific insecticide de made from $150 tc $200 worth of
veloped at Mellon Institute of Indus farm-shop products. The following
trial Research by Rex Fellowship. fall more trees were felled for use in
Simple instructions on each bottle making implements for farm repair
(blue label) for killing ALL house work, and the project this year is to
hold insects. Fly-Tox is safe, stain equip the shop with a forge in order
less, fragrant, sure. Every bottle that blacksmithlng work may bo
done.
guaranteed.—adv.
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Street Floor
Lest it be forgotten that we stock a comprehensive
and well selected line of
<■

HEN’S WEAR
We wish to refresh your memory with the list men
tioned below, also many accessories for men’s com
fort, uses, and luxuries.

Please allow us to show you some very interesting
numbers or models in list stated below.

Linen Knickers
Golf Stockings

White Flannel Trousers
Sport Shirts and Ties

Raincoats for autoing and boating, in Oilskins and
Rubber; also the famous Alligator Brand of Oil
Clothing.

Golfer’s Oilskin Coats and Shirts
Chauffeur’s Raincoats and Uniforms

Fuller- Cobb-Davi s
TO CITY SUBSCRIBERS

The Courier-Gazette has resumed
Its former practice of printing upon
the margin of the paper the name
and address of the subscriber sup
plied by carrier-boy. The practice
was discontinued in the interest of
time-saving in getting the paper
circulated, but so many errors have
crept in that a return to the old
method seems desirable.
Each subscriber entitled to car
rier-boy delivery should now receive
a paper bearing his own name and
street
address,
together
with
stamped figures showing the time to
which his subscription is paid.
The business office will cordial
ly appreciate the help of its patrons
in attaining the desired results, and
requests notification of any errors
appearing in the printed address, or
failure to receive the proper copy of
the paper. Telephone 770 and correc
tion will be made.

BEGINS THIS WEEK
Work on the State Aid.Road from
Camden to Lincolnville will be started this week, according to an announcement by Herbeft A. Thomas,
Camden town manager.
At the annual town meeting, Cam
den
voters appropriated
$6,665.
making five years’ appropriation in
me. and thereby getting an extra
$1,333 front the state. This makes
a total of $14,664 available for this
piece of road.
The road from Monument Square
to Cross street on Mountain street,
i distance of 800 feet, will be of ce
ment. Next year the town manager
hopes to add to it, making an all-cement road from Monument Square to
th© cemetery.
Beginning at the
cemetery, * a gravel road will be
built. Mr. Thomas hopes to com
plete about a mile of this road this
year. There is plenty of material
for the base along the side of the
road and this will cut down the expense considerably.

SUPPER and DANCE
Grange Hall
SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIDAY EVG., AUG. 5
Supper 6.00 to 7.30
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA

EVERYBODY WELCOME

92-93

Mr. and Mrs. Milbury Hunt gave a
surprise party to Mrs. Annette F.
Hunt, July 24, that being the 81st
anniversary of her birth, also a fam
ily gathering of brothers and sisters
in honor of Sgt. Hunt of the I’. S.
Army, who had pet been home for |
four years.
The out of town guests
were Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Cushman,
Mrs. Xellie 11. Keyes. Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Spear, Donald Spear and Miss
Marion Spear of Gardner; Sgt. J.
W. Hunt of the Presidio of San
“Tran cisco;
Mrs.
O.
W.
Gould
and Misses Phoebe and Mildred
moved to Belfast where her son
Gould of Lincolnville; Robert Gould
of Belfast; Miss Rachel Gould of
Milton, Mass.; Mr. and Mil W. A.
Pitcher, Amos Pitcher and ILLoyd
Pitcher of Lincolnville; Earle V.
Pitcher of Worcester and Mr. and
Mrs. D. R. Heald and family of Lin
colnville. ’Dinner was served to 29
and consisted of creamed potatoes,
cold meats, green peas, chicken,
shrimp, salmon and haddock salads,
a variety of cakes, blueberry pie, ice
cream and coffee.
Mrs. Hunt re
ceived many nice presents and three
beautiful birthday cakes.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb have
returned to their Rome in Portland
after spending a few days in differ
ent towns in Northern Maine; also
a week here with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Miller and Mr. and
Mrs. Eben Cobb.
Mrs. Annie Heaton of Thomaston
and Mrs. Millie Hemenway of this
town were recent guests of Mrs.
Flora Dunton.
In the afternoon
Mrs. H. E. Woodcock Joined the
party and a very pleasant day was
enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Pineo’s cottage at
the “Pines” has been completed with
all the modern Improvements, making
it an ideal place for comfort and
rest.
Mrs. Guy Carver and two sons of
Somerville, Mass., have been spend
ing the past week with her mother.
Mrs. H. L. Woodcock.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Sprowl have
been entertaining friends and rela
tives from Massachusetts the past
week.
t
Mrs. Emma Hllis and family have
,Ralph and daughter Margaret will
have the opportunity of attending
High School this fall.

Sorter Crane Cempuy:
Advance Announcement

Our First August Fur Sale
Will Start the Middle of August
If You Plan To Buy a Fur Coat This W inter It Will Pay You To Wait For
This Event.

SOME NEW FEATURES

Why Buy Furs In August?

In this shewing all new styles. Here are some
of the new features these coats will show:

In order to get an early business on Furs
we are willing to sell them at 10 per cent off our
regular profit. The New York manufacturers
figure it about the same, so your saving is worth
while.

Outside Pockets.

Belted coats, mostly half belts.
Animal skin scarf collars, using from one to six
skins.
Linings more gorgeous than ever.

New Bolster Shawl Collars.

Compare Fur Values. We guarantee
every coat we sell

More furs are sold in August than any
month of the year. This means more are easily
available and a much larger selection for you.

Cash customers may pay 10 per cent
and we will hold the furs until No
vember.

Watch This Paper For Further Details
SENTER CRANE COMPANY:
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
DIRECTLY PROFITABLE

IS

- ——
Engine 2 responded to a small
The annual summer fair of the
chimney fire Saturday night. Much I Methodist Church Is to be held on
smoke but no damage.
' Aug. 10.

Full-time schools In Virginia con
ducting work in vocational agri
EXHIBITION OF
cultural have steadily Increased in
number from 18 In 19T7-18 to 106 in
1925-26. During tlie same period en
rollment increased from 229 pupils
}’’ '• ’ i: : by : :
PAGE’S LATEST MOVE
to 3,702. Total profits derived from
students’ work expanded from $19,Buys Wayne Body Plant As Step To
676 in 1918-19 to $203,894 in 1925-26.
American Landscapes and Marines, including Maine Coast and
Becoming An Industrial Leader.
During the latter year profits from
Lafayette National Park
Another important advance in the
students’ supervised farm projects
CAMDEN
YACHT CLUB
plans for expansion of the Paigeexceeded by $74,519 salaries paid
Detroit Motor Car Company was re
JULY
13-AUGUST
10
teachers from State and local funds,
vealed today with announcement of
according to announcement of the
82-83-84-86-89492
purchase of the Mtiyne Body plant
by the motor company from the new Virginia State Board of Education.
Paige heads, the Graham brothers.
The transaction was closed without
profit to the Grahams, the three
brothers having turned the plant
Mrs. William Tobey of Thom , over to the motor company at the
same advantageous price at which
aston asks for the location of
they purchased it shortly after initial
Station WAAR. She distinctly
announcement of their plans to ob
heard it announced three times
tain control of Paige and return to
'the other night, but the place in
the automobile manufacturing field.
which it is located was'not giv
In the meantime, workmen under the
en, neither does any such station
direction of the Grahams have been
appear in recent registers. Mrs.
busily engaged enlarging the plant
Tobie found it a little below
The Beautiful Location and Complete Conveniences of
and preparing for installation of
WPG.
modern machinery for the manu
«•>«•••••
facture of custom automobile bodies
In spite of the pronounced
on a quantity basis. The move is
crashes due to superabundance of
further assurance that the Grahams
electricity in the air, some pro
are actively pursuing their pre
grams were coming over good
viously announced plans to make the
Are entirely at the disposal of any and all picnic groups and parties desiring
Many fans were
i last night.
Paige Company one of the leaders in
doubtless
interested
in
the
an

|
the
industry.
to stop there. There are plenty of tables, ovens, water and benches. The Oak
nouncement that the Dempsey“Shortly after entering into the
Tunney fight will take place in
Grove Cabins Pavilion will provide coffee or lunches for parties when desired
original contract by which we later
Chicago on the night of Sept. 15.
gained control of the Paige-Detroit
but it should be understood that there is no necessity for anyone to buy. The
•••
Motor Car Company, we took ad
■
The Sunday morning church
vantage
of
the
opportunity
to
pur

' services came in good, but so
broad piazza is ideal for bridge.
chase the Wayne Body plant at a
far as the evening was concerned
very fair figure,” Robert C. Graham,
j
I did not find much satisfaction
speaking for the brothers, said,
ALL ARE WELCOME AT
in cruising. Some local listen
“At that time wc announced that
ers more fortunate than I heard
we would proceed immediately to
Rev. Benjamin P. Brown'e ser
remodel the plant and install the
mon which he delivered from
machinery"* and personnel necessary
the famous Tremont Temple pul
to make it a thoroughly modern body
ATLANTIC HIGHWAY AT GLENCOVE
pit.
I
plant and turn it over to the com
•••
«•>
pany at the exact figure at which we
'
The strongest station last night
1
purchased it, plus the cost of im
was WEEI, and that minstrel
provements during the intervening
program was a good bit of enter
period. Wb have followed out this
tainment.
program and 'the tody plant is now
\
a part of the Paige Company, giving
.
the motor company a new branch
GLENMERE
■
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene and which cannot hut i rove an asset to
| little gson of Rockland are the week it.”
The iWayne plant, acquired by the
end guests of her parents, Mr. and
Grahams from Wayne Body corpo
Mrs. Byron M. Davis.
1
Byron Coombs of Pleasant Point ration, was built by Harroun Motors
called on his grandfather Saturday. and recently was appraised at
The site embraces 40
Mr. and Jirf. Charles Ward, of $1,250,000.
Lynn. Mass., are passing a few weeks acres, 30 minutes by motor from the
Paige-Detroit plant. Main lines of the
here.
, Mrs. Joseph Miller and daughter Michigan Central and I»ere Mar
Laura of Waltham. Mass., and Mr. quette enter the grounds over switch
and Mrs. Waldo Miller and little son connections to the loading platforms.
of Denver, Col., were guests of Mrs. Both the plant and its surroundings
are unusually attractive to labor.
Elsie Giles hist week.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCarthy are Capacity production at tlie body
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene li. plant, with a force of 1,000 skilled
men, is expected to be reached dur
Smith.
Miss Mary C. Henderson of Boston ing the fall of this year.

Paintings, Water Colors and Etchings

“ON MY SET’

FREDERICK K. DETWILLER

Ideal Picnic Ground

FREE!

Oak Grove Cabins

OAK GROVE CABINS

Overstaffed Suite Prices
That Defy Competition

is visiting her mother, Mrs. Elsie
j Giles, for two,weeks.

Astronomers report Mars probably

too egld for life, even tco cold for
Coolidge.
. rf . If
BORN
IMurphv—Rockland, July 29. to Mr. ami
Mrs. Cecil Murphy, a aim—Clifford Eugene.
Robertson- Thomaston, July 30. to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter A. Robertson, a son—Mai
ter Alfred, .Ir.
Copeland— Ea-1 Friendship, July -3. to
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Copeland, a daughter
Ruth Blanche.

We Cleanse, Dye
Press and
Repair

\

household goods

CARD OF THANKS

We take this opiHirtunity to thank our
friends and neighbors for their asslsta*w»*
and sympathy extended to us in our be
reavement ; also for the beautiful flowers.
Mrs. Geo ge Norwood Mrs. IL .1. Mad
docks, Bert L. Thurston, Charles II. Thu ston.
Union, Aug. 1.

Call us on the phone

IN

ARTHUR F. LAMB
CLEANSING, DYEING, PRESSING
Tel. 69-J

We have a brand new shipment of Overstuffed Suites that simply defy all

DIED
Adamsky Rockland, Aug. 1, Alfred Adarosky. aged 71 years, 6 months, 5 days.
Thurston—Union, July 5, Emily .1., wife
of Albert Thurston, aged 76 years, 11 months
21 days.
•
Thurston—Union. July 25, Albert L. Thurs
ton, aged Ho years, 5 months, 1 day.

All wearing apparel and

297 Main Street

MARRIED

Stevens-Sl. Clair -Rockland, July 30, by
Itei. John Dunstan. John A. Stevens ami
Lena E. St. Clair, both of Rockland.
Staples-Bridges Sivan’s Island, July 1 ».
by Herman W. Staples. J. I’., Clifford A.
Staples and Miss Audrey F. Bridges, both
of Swan's Island.

j

Rockland
92-93

!
,
j
!
*

price competition on the basis of solid quality and great values.
Handsome, sturdy pieces, full spring construction, heavy frames, finest
coverings, reversible cushions in Velour, Cut Velour, Jacquard and Mo

hair.

See these handsome pieces; discover their astoundingly Low Prices

and Let Us Set One In Your Home.

MEMORIAM

In .sad and loving memory of Arelik M.
York who left us August 1. 1925.
He will never he forgotten.
Though on earth he Is no more,
But in memory will be with us
As he always was before.
If we could only have been near him,
To bid him a last farewell,
’Twould not have been so hard to bear.
To leave him whom we loved so we'l.
Ever to be remembered by his mother,
Mpt. D. H. Weed, brothers. Oscar E. York,
Dyer and Parker Weed, and sister, Blanche
Sherman.
Rockland, Aug. 1, 1^27.

•

Stonington Furniture Co.
LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.

313-319 Main Street

Rockland

Phone 980

A WONDERFUL YEAR

ROCKLAND’S ONE CHINESE FAMILY LEAVING CITY ! courier-gazette cross-word puzzle

Maine Coast Missionary So
ciety Carried Comfort To
Coast Dwellers.

Our Ambulance

Service
We have spared no ex
pence in providing a reliable,
comfortable ambulance for
the service of our communi
ty. Our invalid car repre
sents the very latest advanc
es in the construction of this
kind of vehicles.

The annual meeting of the Maine'
Sea Coas.t Missionary Society was I
held Wednesday at Bena den Lodse
Bar Harbor, the tirme of Mrs. John '
S. Kennedy, with the usual large !
attendance.
Rev. Henry Van Dyke. D. II . pres
ident of the society, preside,, "lie
work of the mission was presented
In a very (interesting Mnanner by
members of the staff. Rev Orville J. j
Guptill. missionary pastor;
Rev.
Prrwton W. Pennell, assistant; Miss
Lucy A. King and Mrs. M. A. Daily.
Sigma Kappa representatives and
Mrs. Alice M. Peasley, superintend- ;
ent of the rug industry.
The financial report showed total
receipts during the year of owe .
$30,000 and the expenditures of prac
tically the same amount, part of
which went to complete the pay- j
mcnts on the new boat and tlie re- i
malnder for general expense’.
The past year has been one o* the
most remarkable in tho history of i
the mission. Commissioning a new
boat and with the staff larger, work
has been carried on much more effi
ciently twid progress made that Is
noted with great appreciation by
those who are best acquainted with
the work.
The necessary expansion of the
work was noted by the directors at I
their meeting pending the nnnual
meeting and a budget was authorin''.]
the largest in the history of the soeiety. The program for the coming ’
year includes all the varied activ
ities of past years and lays greatiAemphasis on religious education
making provision for a notable in
crease of vacation schools.

Responsible drivers an
swer all calls, and the same
careful, courteous service is
given to everybody without
the
slightest
distinction.
Just give us a ring—we'll do
the rest.

A. D. DAVIS & SON
THOMASTON, ME.
Phone—192 Office, and 143 House
86-tf

OthC

• « • •

The coming year sees the retire
ment of three members of the presoat staff. Miss Lucy A. Kim? and
Mrs. M. A. Daily Sigma fcipm tenresentatlves and David R. Hick,and.
visitor. Miss Nellie Anne Williamscn Is coming to take one of the
places vacated and the other two will
be announced.
A feature of tho occasion deserv
ing very particular mention was ’lie
extraordinary exhibition of rugs
made under the superintendence of
Mrs. A. M. Peasley. From year to
year there is much progress in this
work that one marvels, wondering
how such excellence can be exceeded
from year to year. This year’s prod
uct surpasses anything shown hith
erto. Experiments in tapestry ex
cite the wonder and admiration of all
who see them.
The ministry of the mission has
been extended to- forty-six communi
ties and thirty-seven lighthouse and
coastguard stations.
Tho service
has varied a-s the need. Sometimes
it consisted of a brief pastoral call.
Simetimes a religious service was
held. Sometimes all that was need
ed was a word of encouragement or
counsel. At other times we went to
help the sick or otherwise to render
practical aid.

Every-Other-Day ’
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Wong Yuen, who established the Oriental Restaurant in this city
known game warden, and with his family will move in a week or two
are his inability to get the desired help to run the restaurant, and the
Yuen, with no knowledge of English and nobody to talk to except the
her own race.—where she may discuss the day’s doings and the day's
joys and her sorrows. Mr. Yuen has conducted his business admirably;
Commerce, and living a far as possible as Americans do.

to their stations, and many other
neighborly acts have been per
formed.
“Our Boat” as the folks love to
call her. has already found
In the hearts of the people.
Miss Nelly Anne Williamson of
Hopkinton, Iowa, has accepted the
position as one of the Sigma Kappa
representatives on the staff of the
Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society.
Miss Williamson is a graduate of
Lenox College and comes to the Mis^on
a varied experience to suppiempnt her academic preparation,
jiavjn,g traveled extensively and for
j ^ree years served as a teacher in a
girlg. ^chooi jn Alexandria. Egypt,
undpr the direction of tho United
| Presbyterian Board of Missions,
Miss Williamson has been very
| popular with her associates where, ever ghe jja,s labored and is especial,
commended for her ability to win
and hoW the respect, confidence and
good will of the different elements
in the communities In which she has
served as teacher and church worker.
She will conic to Bar Harbor the
last of August prepared to assume
i the duties of her position tlie first
of September.

Photo by Champnej
about six years ago, has sold the business to Fred Smauwooa, tne well
to Bangor The two primary reasons why Wong is leaving Rockland
lonesomeness of Mrs. Yuen. The days have come and gone and Mrs.
members of her own family, has longed to be where there are more of
gossip in her own tongue, and somebody to whom she may confide her
and has made a good citizen, holding membership in the Chamber of

A NEW PRINCIPLE

HANDY BULLETINS
requisite to high efficiency, but the
problem has been to avoid fuel
knocks.’
; » County Farm Bureau Office Has Two
Hudson Makes Great New The Hudson design accomplishes
Which You May Desire.
this by the shape of the combustion
Step In Automotive Engi chamber and the location of the Two new bulletins have recently
spark plug. Instead of being placed been issued by the Extension Service
neering.
___
at the center of the combustion
of the College of Agriculture and are
The story of the new Hudson Su- chamber the Pl»R is located to the
per-Pix—which is now announced extreme side, near the two valves, available to anyone desiring copies.
“How to Make Attractive Lamp
end displayed by Snow-Hudson Co.. " ,”>n a sPark *8 generated. the first
Inc., Hudson-Essex distributor—is explosion of the highly compressed Shades,” is the title of an eight page
Religions services have been conessentially a story of a striking in fuel is extremely sharp. Hut the publication which contains sugges
ducted
in
twenty-four different
first effects are localized in the small
novation in motor engine de-sign.
places. Immediate pastoral relations
General appearance is improved chamber around the valves, and tions of how to make the different
have been sustained with six hunwith important advances both in the serve chiefly to seat the valves very kinds of lamp shades. This will be
dred famines and more or less coninterior and exterior. But while the tightly. The flame then spreads over of particular Interest to >vomen who
tact with as many more. Cooperanew bodies are more- attractive, the into -the cylinder. There it exercis
tion with all organizations or agon» take pleasure in making useful and
most striking step ahead is the new er a pushing rather than an explo
cies at work in this field along helpdecorative equipment for the home.
sive
effect
upon
the
piston.
The
ef

motor,
for
which
the
Hudson
organ

ful lines either religious or social
“Poultry Housing” is the title of
za tion puts forth sweeping and pos- fect may be likened to modern can
Is sustained and active.
tive claims. The most interesting non explosives—which push the pro* the other publication that has. just
The outstanding event of the year,
1 jectile all the way down the barrel. come from the press. While there
ire:
of course, is the completion and
The meaning of this new design to was a bulletin on this subject before,
1. The motor employs unusually
commissioning of the Sunbeam. She
high compression with its accom the owner, say the Hudson engin this new one has been entirely re
is not quite twice as large as the
panying power and efficiency, yet eers, is that he obtains a superior vised and contains new drawings and
boat whose place she takes, and for
voids spark knock, roughness and performance at all stages of opera- pictures.
sixty percent of the expense for fuel
There are now a total of 29 pub
ther qualities heretofore thought . tion.
and oil which it cost us to run the
Cars have been thoroughly tested lications on agriculture and 11 on
unavoidable with such a motor.
other Sunbeam we are getting half
No special or doped fuels are locally, and found to perform better home economics Lt sides the annual
again as much distance in an hour's
necessary or even desirable; the de than any previous Hudson. The lo reports which are available to Maine
travel.
sign of the motor cares for this cal Hudson-Essex organization is people upon request. Copies can be
In the latter part of last summer
problem.
Hudson engineers point naturally highly enthusiastic. George secured either from the county farm
she was launched at Damariscotta
"CAL" HAS CHURNED
ut that ordinary gasoline has acSnow sums up the whole case as bureau office or from tlie Extension
bet ire a large gathering of friends.
Service, Orono.
It was not until late in November, Dakotans Find That the President tually more heat units than special— 'follows:
“Hudson engineers are noted for
he problem has been to use thc-m.
however, that she was delivered to
Knows Something About Butter.
3. Fuel energy formerly wasted is working along simple and practical
us. and then with much remaining
to be done to fit her for use. From
A group of dairymen who called turned into power. Greater power lines. Instead of trying to develop a
the first, however, she has vindicated ipon President Ccolidge Wednesday is developed at all speeds—and par- motor which would perform unusevery expectation as a sea boat and to present a 25-pound tub of butter ticularly at high speeds—yet the ually on special fuel, they have cretor is described as highly econo- a ted one that gets the results with
has proved her value to the coast in came away with the conviction that
mical considering horsepower devel- ; fuel you can buy anywhere at a low
a dozen adventures.
at some time in his life Mr Coolidge aped.
price. With the new motor which
• . • •
must have presided at the churn.
4. A degree- of smoothness and they have created, you have ali high
The members of the staff are car
He dipped a finger into the golden flexibility is gained which may be j compression advantages, and no disA NEW INVENTION
ried to their stations with a comfort dairy product and tasted it when the
hitherto unknown.
The winter’s tub was opened on his desk, pro compared with that of a steam en- advantages. This new motor design
Puts a polish instantly on all
motor has outstanding ,j «-rds all spark knock; it obta’i . - with
service is continued almost as In nouncing it of excellent quality and ?ine. The
metals—Brass, Nickel, Copper,
ordinary gasoline- the results which
icceleration and pulling power.
the summer and fall. Every imagin
Silver, Gold, Tin, Etc. Also
when the delegation told him that
have been sought with special fuels;
able emergency is met with an effi
Glassware, Paint, Tile, etc.
the tub in which the butter had been
it prevents dilution of motor oil; it
ciency and security hearte-ning in
So important does the Hudson uses fuel which previously has been
packed cost 35 cents, he remarked
Is non-inflammable and will not
deed. Fisher boats have been cut
Motor Car Co. regard these improved wasted to produce power; it saves
that they used to sell for 20 cents.
injure the hands or harm the
from the ice and restored to their
esults
that
it
has
applied
for
basic
“I see.” said Mr. Coolidge, “(hat
finest metal.
gasoline.
owners. The sick have been carried
patents on the design and the prin
“The complete line of cars is as
to the hospital (to date over thirty- now the tubs are made of pine. They ciples involved. They are present
DIRECTIONS:
Shake bottle
follows: standard coach $1285 and
some of them desperately 111). A used to be made of spruce.”
often when using. Apply with
The President remarked also that ed to the public as a companion-in standard
four-door sedan $1385?
small two-master, caught in a storm,
vention
to
theSuper-Six
principle
of
a cloth same as ordinary pclish,
was towed to safety. A fisherman, 86 cents of the dairyman’s dollar motor balance which has been a fea custom brougham $1575; custom 7let dry, then polish with a soft,
whose englnt. had "died on him." stays with the producer and that, ture of Hudson Super-Six construc passenger sedan $1850; custom 7dry cloth.
passenger phaeton, $1600; all f. o. b.
was rescued and brought ashore. A during the farm depression, the tion for more than ten years.
Detroit.”
four-master was found in distress, “dairy dollar" retained a 100 per cent
4 FLUID OUNCES, 35 CENTS
Hudson engineers explain that the
rudder unshipped and leaking badly, purchasing power.
most interesting feature* of the new
The
butter
presented
Mr.
Coolidge
and the Sunbeam towed her into
“Buy It At Your Grocer’s”
motor is the manner in which fuel is
Trial for neglect of duty is faced
harbor. The dead have betci borne today was made by Joe Jorgensen of fed to the cylinders, and there fired.
by
teachers
in
public
schools
of
Xew
Huron.
S.
D.,
national
champion
but.
Manufactured by
to their last resting place. Fuel for
In this new design, the manifold is
one of the churches was taken to the i ter maker in 1926 and was presented cast into the head of the motor, with York City who absent themselves
FREEDMAN
island. Two light keepers and one J by F. A Leighton of Sioux Falls passages so arranged to the separate from school in order to marry or to
take a wedding trip. Such action,
coastguard member have been moved i S. D.
cylinders
that
each
receives
equal
CHEMICAL
CO.
1
charges of fuel. From the manifold according to a recent general circular
STONINGTON,
MAINE
ing, the fuel enters the cylinders by to the schools, is regarded by the
Reliable Agents Wanted
an entirely new plan—a de-sign superintendent of schools and the
85-93
which centers around the F-head board of superintendents as inex
type of valve arrangement, with the cusable and a neglect of duty.
intake valve in the head and the ex
haust valve- at the side of the com
bustion chamber.
The intake valve is located in the
combustion chamber so that it over
laps in part the exhaust valve, which
is placed below it. Thus coming in
from above, the fuel enters the- com
bustion chamber freely through a
large-sized valve. If there is any
hoivy wet mixture in the fuel, it
drops directly on the exhaust valve
below. As this valve becomes heat
ed as soon as the motor starts firing,
this heavy gas is immediately vapor
ized and passes into the cylinders in
an ideal condition for firing. At the
same time the- dropping of this mix
ture on the exhaust valve helps keep
unit at a more moderate tem
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are that
perature. adding to its life.
Prolonged tests of th’d motor havenot getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
proved, it is said, that this feature of
by millions and prescribed by physicians for 25 years. design prevents the difficulty of raw
gasoline
entering
the cylinders,
thence draining down the cylinder
walls to cause- dilution of the motor
DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART
oil. The exhaust valve is a highly
effective •hot-spot,’ built within the
motor itself. In the actual firing of
with ALL the protein, carbohydrates, vitamines
.Accept only “Bayer” package the fuel, which has now reached the
cylinders, even more important ad
and laxative “bulk” of nourishing oats—NOTH
which contains proven directions. vances have been perfected. Fuel
compression hag been raised to an
Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
ING ADDED. Cook in 214 to 5 minutes.
exceptionally high figure.
In all
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
modern
motors
this
is
recognized
as
Atplrln la the trade marl^ of Bayer Manufacture vf Meuottcetlcacldeatcr of Sallcyllcacid

“SHINE-BRITE”
METAL POLISH

Take Care—Accept only Genuine

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!

1

Safe'*

Quick
Quaker
Oats

HORIZONTAL
1-Slgn or token
6-To weary
11- Wrath
12- Slngle
13- Editor (abbr.)
15-Ancient Peruvian
chief
17—“Let stand" (proof
reading)
19- Height 5abbr.)
20- Far-reaching
22-A kind of type
24-Across
26-A Chinese shrub
27-A volcano, Island of
Martinique
28- A mother cheep
29- Still
32-A migration, as of
fish
83-To shut out
35-A chaplet, as of
rotes
37-A six line stanza
88-To tear up
39- Assistanco
40- A great gun
43-Clty of N. Syria
46-A serpent
47- An Insect
49-A compass point
(abb.)

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
50-lnstrument for
raising water
52-Glgantlo
64- Plant juice
56-Progressed
58- Moving about
59- Compositlon for
eingle voice
60- Near
61- The Orient
63-Breathlng organ of
fish
65- Left side (abbr.)
66- Part of the body
67-A Swiss river
69- To ransack
thoroughly
70- Pneumatlc guns

VERTICAL
1-To be oppressed
with heat
2- A musical note
3- Pedant
4- Half a score
5- Scanty
6- To secure
7- A digit of a foot
8- I n
9- Greek goddess of
earth
10-To supplicate
14-tFemale deer
14-To crown

INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATE.

VERTICAL (Cont.)
18- Golf term
19-To hack
21-Negative votes
23-An astringent
mineral
25-Heraldlc green
30- Gaina by labor
31-To mgyo along In

hfAWiL.
CL4H UBdll
a HDEaBBu Bua
□auia a udqubiu
□□ hbq aa hu
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Albert L. Thurston
4X,
Sjulc
It Is seldom that a small commu
nity is called to part with two of its
T
well known neighbors In the brief
T
space of three weeks.
Albert L. j
N
E
Thurston, who died very suddenly
?s
Tl
July 25. was preceded in death by
LjEfT
his wife in the short period of 20
bWY
days.
QjF||lT|RirfcBoiR
Mr. Thurston was born in Appleton
^1c[d||cB|P|b1y1i
Feb. 24, 1847, but nearly all of his
s U
life was spent in Union. He was a
s|o|o
T E
man of sterling character and the
TMhIi l£ME
w
community is made poorer by his
cWg
N
passing.
He leaves to mourn his loss four
• TNg INTtBNATIONAk
children, two sons and two daugh
ters, Bert L. Thurston of Gardner,
STATE OF MAINE
Mass.; Charles H. Thurston of I'nion:
Office of Board of State Assessors
Augusta, July 26. 1927.
Mrs. R. J. Maddocks of Liberty, and
Notice is hereby given that the Board of
Mrs. George Norwood of Rockland; State
Assessors will be in session at the
six grandchildren and three great Court House in Rockland on Wednesday, the
grandchildren—one
granddaughter 10th day of August, at 9 o’clock, A. M.,
A. I).. 1927, In the County of Knox, to se
whom he had cared for from infancy cure
information to enable them to make a
and to whom he was deeply attached. just equalization of the taxable prope ty in
Funeral services were held at the said County, and to investigate charges of
went of property from taxation, of
home Thursday afternoon. Rev. E. J. concea
undervaluation and of failure to assess prop
Webber officiating. Interment was erty liable to taxation.
C. B STETSON,
In Skidmore cemetery, six young men
A. C. MERRITT,
of the family serving as pallbearers.
L. O. TEJtBETTS,
, , • •
Board of State Assessor*
F.
H.
STERLING,
Clerk.
93-94
Emily J. Thurston
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Emily J. Thurston died July 5
ss.
July 23, 1927.
at the home of her daughter. Mrs. Knox.
Taken this twenty-third day of July. A. B .
R. J. Maddocks, after an Illness that 1927, on execution dated July 6. A. D., 1927,
began in February and during which k’sued on a judgment rendered by the Judg«
the Police Court for the City of Rockland,
time she was a great sufferer but of
in said County of Knox, at the Term thereof
hearing all with much patience and begun and held on tho flrat Tuesday of July,
fortitude as was her wont to do. A. I).. 1927, to wit: on the fifth day of July,
D.. 1927, in favor of the inhabitant of
She was horn In Naples. Me., but A.
the town of Thomaston in said (\>imt.v of
most of her married life was spent in Knox, against Maud Armstrong of Thomas
ton, in said County of Knox, for eleven dol
Union.
lars and eighty cents, debt or damage, and
Mrs. Thurston's life centered about six
dollars and twenty-four cents, for costs
her home and family and her chil of suit, and will be sold at public auction at
dren will always hold her in loving the Shedd's office in tlie County -Court
House in said Rockland, to the highest
remembrance. ’ Kver a kind friend bidder
on Thursday the first day of Septem
and neighbor she will he greatly ber, A. D., 1927, at two o’clock in the after
missed in (he community in which noon, the following described real estate, and
all the right, title and interest which said
she lived.
Maud Armstrong has and had in and to
The funeral services were held the same on the twenty fifth day of May.
from her late home. Rev. E. J. Web A. D.. 1927, at 10 o’clock and twenty min
In the forenoon when the same was at
ber. pastor of the M. E. Church of utes
tached on the writ in tlie same suit, to wit •
Union officiating.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated
The many flowers were a silent re in sa'd Tliomaston and 'bounded and de
as follows, to wit:
minder of love and sympathy. Inter scribed
Beginning at the easterly side of Beeechment was in Skidmore cemetery.
woods street at the north-west corner of
! Following are the lines,of a poem land of heirs of Scott Young; thence S
deg. E. by said Young’s land 150 feet to
oft quoted by her in her last illness 65
land of John M. Creighton; thence IN. 28
fund seemingly bringing much com- deg. 30 min E. by said I're.ghtons land, for
1 fore:
I merly of the late Patrick Ilaniy, now of

Lindsey, 76 feet; thence N 65 deg. E. by
Sunset and evening star.
said Lindsey land 105 feet Io land formerly
And one clear ca J for me!
of Martha Pentz; thence southerly by said
And may there be no moaning of the bar,
Pent/, land 35 feet to a stake and stones;
When I put out to sea.
flienee westerly by said Pentz land 43 feet to
said Beechwood! slreet; thence southerly by
Twilight and evening bell.
said street 41 feet to place of beginning.
And afte~ that the dark'.
Being the same premises conveyed to Hannah
And may there be no sadness of farewell
H. Mank by deed of Orrin A. Tibbetts, dated
When I embark.
November 10th, A. !>., 1919, and recorded in
Knox Registry of Deeds, book 183, page 414
For tho' from out our bourne of time and
C. EARL Ll'DWKK.
place
s3 T »___________
Deputy NhrrifT
The flood may bear me far
I hope to see my Pilot face to face.
When I have crossed the bar.

CRAWFORD POND
Miss Rose Sprasky has returned to
her homo i*n Philadelphia, after vis
iting Mrs. F. E. Taylor at the
‘ Frarcija ’ for two weeks.
F. E. Taylor of Philadelphia ar
rived Saturday for two weeks’ vitst
with his family at the “Fraenja.”
Mr. and Mrs. Wi-lliatn H. Faust
and daughter Dorothy of Amber,
Penn., aire at “The Buffalo,” for a
few days. Mr. Faust is vice-presi
dent of the First National Bank of
Amber, Penn.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Clay and
daughters Madeline and Mary of
Philadelphia arrive today by auto
and will occupy “The Pinos” for the
balance of the season.
Mr. Shanks of Baltimore who,
with his family, Ls occupying the
’’Pines, Jr.” for the season, made a
dee»p-«ea
fishing
trip
recently.
Plenty of sunburn and plenty of fish
Is the story.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Shanks, daugh
ter Peggy. Mrs. F. E. Taylor and
Mrs. William Sansom motored to
ILingor last week,

Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work,
shirts, Collars.

ff

numbers
33- A beautiful woman
34-A kind of poplar
36- Yonder
37-Ocean
40- Plrate
41- Tltle
42- Notable performance
44- Mexican dollar
45- ObJecta
47- A brown pigment
48- Rlddle
51- Llkely
52- Llghteet form df
matter
53- Preflx. Three
55-Entlrely
57-The true skin
59-Metalllc dross
62-Female servant
(India)
64-An Etruscan house
hold god
66-Exist
68-Runlo (abbr.)

Solution to Previous Puzzle

UNION

Telephone Directory

£
f

Talephona Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Worlce
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
IN’ EFFECT JUNE 20. 1927
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
Sunday at 7 011 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
riving at Rockland at 8.30 A. M. and 2.30
P. M
Return—Leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 11.00 A. M.
Leaves Rockland (Tillson's Wharf) at 3.00
P. M * and Maine Central Wharf at 3.15 for
North Haven and Vinalhaven.
• June 27th to September 24th, inclusive.
STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A M„ Stonington at 6 30,
North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
t.50 A. M.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M.,
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40; due
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. (General Agent.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, t9.4Oa. m., fl lOp. m., |5.40p. m.
Bangor, f9.4Oa. m., fl lOp. m., j5.40p. m.
Boston, t6.50 a. m., f^-40 a. m., |L10 p. m.,
75.40 p. m.
Brunswick, fC.oOa. m., 9.4Q a. m., fl.lOp. m.,
75.40 p. m.
Lewiston, f0.50 a. m., fl-10 p. tn.
New York, fl-lOp. m., t*5.40p.m.
Philadelphia, C*5.40p. m.
Portland, t6.50 a. in., f0.40 a. m., 11.10 p. m.,
15.40 p. m.
Washington, C*5.40p. m.
Waterville, fi» 40a. m , tl.lOp. m., |5.40p. m.
Woolwich, tb.50 a. m , f9.40 a. m., fl-10 p. m.,
15 40 p.m.
t Daily, except Sunday, t Daily, except Saturday.
* Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
except coach between Rockland and Portland.
C Daily, exceptSat. to July 4, inc., and Aug. 23 to
Sept. 25, inc., Tues., Thurs. and Sun., July 7 to
August 21, inc. Will not run Sun. July 3.

MONHEGAN ISLAND

Freight and Passenger Service
Steamer
Gov
Douglas leaves
Thomaston daily except Sundays
at 6.30 a. m. for Monhegan and
Boothbay Harbor.
TEL. THOMASTON 36
T4-T-Th-tf

French Tutor
M. Marieta Shibies, M. A.
•Certificates and diplomas from Unlv.
of Grenoble, La Sorbonne, Dijon and
Columbia.
(N.

Y. State Regents permanent
certificate)
Tel. Camden 33-11

82-97

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main Street
RocklanS
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
CS?“ Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
Ev?nlr.Rs by Appointment

DR. F. E. FOLLETT
with

DR. BICKFORD
Dentists
PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only Tel. 136
35 Limerock Street
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to S and 7 to 1 P.

U.

Residence until 9 A. M„ and by
Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON. ME.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of Anqerican School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockiand

C. S. ROBERTS
Attorney
Announces opening of office In Odd
Fellows Block, Opp. Postoffiee.
Tel. 470
Room 6-6-7
2«.tf

Buy Three Crow Spices. Honest
Quality. Honest Weight.
Sanitary Packages. Pure.

Every-Other-Day

MeiiJancSxisLv
I hear a certain lady say,

>
n

When Jane goes by,

2* "Another stunning dress today!”
RAZORV1LLE
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When Jane goes by.
“4< It matters not what time of year,
What time of day, or who is here,
The folks downstairs begin to cheer
When Jane goes by.

CAMDEN
The Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies
of the G. A. R.. will visit the Fales
Circle at Thomaston on Wednesday.
Aug. 3.
|
The Camden Garden Club will hol?l
a mid-summer sale at the Camicn
Yacht Club Aug. 9. from 9 to 1.
Rev. and Mrs. Ralph Hayden are
spending the weekend at Bar Har
bor.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Marshall Miss
Lucille Marshall and Master Ernest
Willard, Jr., of Laconia, N. II., ere
spending the summer at Camp Echo.
Lake Meguntlcook.
I
On Monday the Methodist, Baptist
and Congregational Churches cooper
ating. opened a Daily Vacation Elble
School at the Congregational chapel.
Miss Miriam Stover of Thomastjn In
charge.
1
Miss Agnes Ginn of Bucksport Is
the guest of Miss Adelaide llolt.
|
The annual picnic of the Union
Sunday school was held at Sherman’s
Point, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Defrces of
Chicago have arrived at their cottage
for the summer. They have recently
returned from abroad.

V. F. Studley Co.
283 MAIN STREET

J

ROCKLAND, MAINE

REAL ESTATE

Mr. and Mrs. Alex Kilgore of Liv
Charles Llvngston of Providence
Several House and Cottage Lots in good locaticn.
The beet farm I have had put up for sale—
ermore Palls, and Mr. and Mrs. Allen is visiting --latlves in town.
Eight-room house, large barn; 70 acrei large pine
■with thoir families are spending the
Hollis Wat s and br.be of Boston
vacation wit'h their brother Winfield were recet guests of Ills parents,
1 Special Farm with store, gravel pit, 100 acres
lumber lot; 200 corde hardwood; cuts about 18
Savage.
Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Watts.
tone hay; 314 acret all planted; the best of land;
land with wood, 5 acres blueberries. Low price,
A. R. Wellman and family of Win
Mr. and Mrs. John Ksancy of
Somehow some junior HAwthome knows
all farming tools to work with; one truck. All
$2650.
Washington with their nephew Mr. terport spent the weekend at this
When Jane goes by,
$5,0C0. Must be told at once, family leavign town.
Crockett and friend of Portland were p'ace. guests of Mr. and Mrs. J« Jdy
And calls, “Oh, Mother, there she goes!"
guests of Mrs. Edith Overlock Fri Simmon.
On Atlantic Highway, near schools, church and
1 Cottage, fine location, Crescent Beach, with
When Jane goes by.
Mrs. Cirri*. Wentworth of South
day.
stores.
bathroom and fireplace. To be sold at once, $1400.
Union
was
U
tceent
caller
of
Mrs.
And now I.must confess to you
Hev. Henry G. Ulmer of Water
ville was calling here Friday, enroute May Robbins.
That
I get quite excited too—
76 Homes; all size Lots; alto tome acreage with
Louis K’.'.cr is at home from Prov
In Waldoboro, near school and Store; Farm, good
to Rockland.
And I enjoy a secret view
them
idence, R. I., for a few weeks vaca
buildings; 85 acres land; plenty wood and hay;
Miss Geneva Leigher who is sick tion.
When Jane goe3 by.
at an Augusta' hospital is reported
6
cows, 3 horses, 3 hogs, all farming wagons and
Stephen Gould and family arc in
22 Cottages, almost any location
as gaining.
this plad? and wil1 visit at the home
sleds; all farming tools; gardens all planted. Mutt
It
surely
is
a
pleasant
treat
Renjamin Lincoln and wife were of his uncle. F. S. Gould and with
bo sold at once; will take mortgage.
Several Business Properties. Florist land and
calling on friends here recently.
When Jane goes by;
r‘A'other relatives before returning to
The annual M. E. church fair wil! their home in Coalinga, Calif.
Buildings
Refreshing breezes find pur street
he held at Grange hall Aug. 10 after
35 Farms, all sizes, almost any location.
Very small down payments, the rest as rent.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis and
When Jane goes by.
*noon with the usual display of daughter Margaret of Central Park,
She looks so sweet “an’ everything”
ROCKPORT
handmade articles, aprons, grab hag, Long Island are guests of his
and ice creatn. Supper at the usual mother, Mrs. Clara Snow.
Tell us what and where you want your home or cottage. If we haven t it we can
She always makes it seem like Spring,
They
time.
Come one, come all, buy will visit other relatives while in
George Cross of Cambridge. Mass.,
And saucy tyrds begin to sing
get it. List your property with us for quick sale. We will pay cash for any
Christmas presents for your friends town.
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cross of
When Jane goes by!
J.
find good things to eat for your
Somerville.
Mass.,
were
recent
guests
property that is saleable.
L. B. Robbins of Roston is spend
selves.
of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Coombs.
ing his annual vacation with rela
Miss Gladys Hibbert of Augusta is tives In War.cn and Union.
Mrs. W. H. Prothero who has been
spending a week at her Uncle Ralph
spending two weeks at "Thf Shep
Mrs. A. B. Stevenson and daugh
Hibbert's.
herd Place" returned Fridaj’ to
ter Vlra of Camden, accompanied by
Albert Farrin of Augusta was in
Brookline, Mass.
her
son
Harold,
who
is
home
from
town Sunday.
I
News has been received of the
[ H. H. Stover of Rockland was in
Florida
for a two weeks vacation
WASHINGTON
FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Clara Clark spent the day
death of Mrs. Maria ('Page) Ingra
town recently.
a
d
Miss
Helen
Link
of
Northamp

The
Ladies
’ Guild of the M. E.
at South Windsor recently with 1
ham. widow of Prof. Joshua L. Ing
-----I Mrs. Merle Mills was in Rockland
Church will hold their annual church
friends who have bought the stohe ton, Mess., visited here.
raham. which occurred at he’ home
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Richardson of Saturday.
nt the Corner and are in business
In Hills City. Minn., Mrs. Ingrah im Boston arc spending their annual va- I Charles Bowman of Vinalhaven fair and supper Aug. 10 at the Grange
SPRUCE HEAD
there.
was a former resident of Rockport cation with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac I’o- , hag been a frequent visitor in town, hall. As usual there will be a splen
**( 'Fi»i
These sultry days send many
O 1928 O. Lawrence Hawthorne,
and many will be saddened to learn land.
did display of fancy and practical
; measuring yachts for sails.
Mrs. Margaret Tinney and fam
bathers to the cooling waters of ily with several friends of Quincy,
of her decease.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Evans and H. j
______________ 1 articles for sale; also the ever pres
Crystal Lake.
Mrs. Cacilda Caln and Mrs. Erne-t W. Davis motored to Boston, Sunday
ent grab-bag and various other at
Mass. are occupying Capt. Freeman Heald during the ice cream busy
VINALHAVEN
Hikers from Camp Wetona visited Elwell’s cottage at the Point for tv.-o season.
Torrey motored to Northport Sun after visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. Hartractions. Ice cream and punch will
H.
M.
de
ROCHEMONT
Marshall shore Friday while the
Mr. and Mrs. Adams Grilfln of day)* with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Eft. tel. Jr., tlie latter to resume his
also he on sale. The public is cor
weeks.
| Mrs. Ernest Douglas and two sons
sraallf? ones made a short trip
Summit. N. J., and daughter and Clair and son Foster of Wollaston, duties as credit manager of R. II.
dially invited.
Mrs. Emma Gilchrest of St. George have returned from Simonton,
about town.
B. F. Billings of Bryant’s Pond who Mass., who are visiting relative*] in White Co.
Mrs. A. 0. Sherman who has been
PLUMBING, HEATING
spent Sunday, with her brother and i Rev. J. L. Wilson has returned
Arthur and Robert Overlock are
have been at Mrs. Mary L. Arey’s Rorkland and Rockport,
F. D. Armstrong Is spending a
critically ill is now improving. Mrs.
family, Mr. and Mrs. WilHain L. Wil- from his annual vacation and oc106
Pleasant
Street,
Rockland
cutting the hay on tho Willard Over
left Friday for Bryant’a Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Paul and son week's vacation with his family.
Agnes Peabody who has been stay
liamson of this village.
jeupied the pulpit here Sunday morn- '
Telephone 244-W
look place.
Mrs. and Miss Pool of Rockport. Robert Thomas of Rockland spent
Mrs. Nancy Rogers, Miss Mary
ing with her for the past three weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Giles, Mrs. Re- Ing.
Mass., are guests at Bridgeside. Miss Saturday and Sunday with his par Rogers, and the Misses Gott of South J
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Glldden were
has returned to her home.
becca Carr and Mrs. Annie Thomp- | Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Heald and
at L. P. Jones’ Sunday evening,
Helen Sartwell of Brookline and E. ents. Mr. and Mrs. William A. Paul. Portland are sending, a week at
son of this place were callers at daughter Virginia. Mr. and Mrs. K.
K. Hill of Roston were at Bridgewhere an old fashioned sing was en
Mrs. Laura Arey Lawrence and Mrs. Rogers’ home- at Hatchet Cove.
Rockland and Tenant's Harbor last 8. Heald of Camden and Mrs. Mary
joyed.
side Friday noon going from here daughter Alice of Minneapolis. Minn,
A. B. Moulton and H. J. Bryan and
wee4c.
j Carroll and daughter Wilma of
to New Harbor.
were guests of Mrs. Nancy J. Trib ,u families of Boston are staying at
Frank Wall and daughter Mrs. Olencove called on relativoB and
Alex Christie has returned from last week.
ihe Charles Cushman cottage, Main
Frances Barnes were business call- friends here Sunday,
EAST WASHINGTON
a visit with his uncle William Bis
Mrrs. Nellie May Philbrook and street.
ers at Rockland last week.
sett in Portland.
Weekend guests at Prescott Farm
Laurence Philbrook of Rockland
John Whittlesey of Newton Center
Mrs. Clara Snow is working at
WALDOBORO
The Umbrella -Club was enter were recent guests of Mrs. Delora visited his family at Morse Island
were Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Mrs. the Rockledge Inn on Spruce Head
Mr. and Mrs. Selmer Wroldson of tained Thursday evening at the home Morrill.
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Taber and Mr. Island.
over the weekend.
of Mrs. Rose Greenlaw.
L. A. Dow of Rockland Is visiting
and Mrs. Poor and son, all of New
Earl Baldwin, scenario writer for
Llewellyn Elwell and family are Wroldson's mother. Mrs. Ida Miller.
Mrs. Elverotta Blake of Boston is his son Terence Dow.
Bedford, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Welt of Au
Metro-Goldwyn Dist. Corp., who has
moving tn South Tliomaston where
The funeral services of Mrs. Louise been visiting at Camp 'Wapello, lias
Mrs. Clara Overlook enjoyed a trip they are to occupy a tenement in the burn have been recent visitors of a guest at Mrs. Elizabeth Urquhart's.
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh entertained M. Upham were hold Sunday after returned to his home in Redwood
Mrs. May Welt.
to Skowhegan and Norridgewock re Green house.
Mrs. E. F. Albee of Wiscasset the work committee of Union Church noon at 2.30 at the home of her City, California.
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Dartt and
Mrs. Olive Walker of Rockport and were business callers In Rockland spent the weekend with Mrs. J. T. at the Merrie Mac’s. Shore Acres. daughter, Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham
Thursday.
and were attended by a large num daughters Marian and Audrey of
Gay.
Mrs. Ida Light of Liberty were guests Saturday.
Mr. Brehaut and Mr. Webber, ber of relatives and friends. Rev Stamford, Conn., are occupying tlie
Good Luck Rebekah Ixtdge served
of Mr, and Mrs. C. E. Overlook Wed
Millard Robinson with his mother
recent guests at Rock Cottage have O. W. Stuart of Rockland and Rev Bossa cottage at Davis Point during
nesday.
and two younger children all of one of their fine suppers in the Odd returned to Gardiner.
J. L. Wilson of Rockport officiated August.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barnes and Franklin Lsland Light Station visit Fellows dining hall Thursday even
Mi's. R. H. Thompson and daugh The many beautiful floral offerings
L. C. Creamer, President of the
These affairs, which are well
Harland Ripley were weekend guests ed this place recently, railing on ing.
All former standards of motor car value fell when Buick for
patronised, are given on the last ters Martha and Athlene have re were silent testimonials of love and Consolidated Lobster Co., of Boston,
of friends and relatives at Boothbay many friends and acquaintances.
turned from a visit at Forest Hills, esteem. The hearers were her three returned to that city Sunday after
1928 swept into view. Here are listed all 16 Buick models for
Harbor.
The Rev. J. P. Chadbourne gave Thursday of each’month.
The Susannah Wesley Society held Mass, where they were guests of grandsons and a great-grandson, a week's vacation spent here.
Carl Sukeforth is helping W. W. the people of this little village a 0rv
1928, with their prices, so that you may see for yourself how
her
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Maynard
and
Oliver
Ingraham,
Winston Churchill, the celebrated
Light during the haying season.
helpful and inspiring message at the their annual Dollar Social in the Clarke. They were in the big crowd Frank Priest and William Ingraham.
novelist, recently visited Dr. Antra
Methodist
vestry
Monday
evening.
little Buick costs, when you consider how much Buick gives.
About 70 couples enjoyed the dance Union ChapFl Sunday July 31, and
around the Parkman bandstand, Interment was in West Rockport.
Platt at her summer home here.
at Llghfb Pavilion Friday evening, in spite of the rain quite a number Each member brought a dollar Boston Common when Col. Lind
Arthur
Berry
who
has
been
spend

Rev. Arthur Pratt was unexpect
earned by her during the year.
and the “Lemon Waltz" proved a gathered to hear the Gospel and all
Five-passenger 4-door Sedan,
Five-paswnger 2-door Sedan,
ing a few days at his home on Spear edly called back to his parish In I
There was an entertaining program bergh visited there. •
great hit. Don't forget that Over felt well repaid for making the effort.
Miss
Grace
Roberts,
with
Miss
street,
has
joined
yacht
Robador
Greenfield. Mass., but will return
Series 120... $1495
Series 115... $1195
with
refreshments
served
at
the
handicapjmd
by
poor
lock’s Big Four plays every Friday Although
Cora. Cudsworth of Boston and bound for Greenwich, Conn.
later to complete ills vacation.
health Mr. Chadbourne gives of his close.
Five-passenger Town Brougham,
night at Light’s.
Four-passenger
Sport
Roadster,
friends
are
at
Idlewild,
Shore
Acres.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederick
H.
Syl

About 200 fans attended the ball
County Deputy Lydia B. Morse of
best and deserves credit and encour
Mrs. Edwin Maddocks a guest for vester who have been guests of Mrs. game yesterday between Camden and
Series 120... $1575
Series 115... $119$
North Waldoboro was in town -last
It sometimes happens that a man agement from the people of this
iwo
weeks
of
her
mother
Mrs.
Andy
Sylvester
’
s
mother,
Mrs.
Josephine
Friendship
and
reported
an
enjoy

week
making
arrangements
for
or

Four-passenger Sport Roadster,
Two-passenger Coupe,
is kept from buying mining stock place.
This is a Johnson and relatives returned Wed Bohndell returned Friday to their able afternoon. Friendship won 9-3.
Master George Harvey of Rock ganizing a grange here.
Series 128 ... $149$
nesday to Quincy, Mass.
because he hasn't got the ready cash.
home in Quincy. Mass.
Series 115... $119$
The bull grounds have recently heen
fine
pioject
and
one
that
should
he
land is visiting his grandparents, Mr.
Horace M. Noyes of North Haven
Dr. and Mrs. L. B. Arey of Chica put in excellent order and games
encouraged.
Any
one
desiring
to
Five-passenger
Sport Touring,
Five-passenger Sport Touring,
and Mrs. Frank Wall of this village
was in town Saturday.
go, Dr. H. C. Arey of Baldwinsville, will be played there every Saturday.
David Mann and little niece Mar join the organization is requested to
Series 128... $153$
Series
115
...
$133$
Mrs. Elizabeth Stearns, a guest Mass.. D. K. Arey of Worcester.
Marston’s Orchestra will play for
ianne Gilchrest of St. George visit send name to Mrs. Morse as she is for the i>ast few days of Mrs. Emma Mass., and Miss Edith Arey of Cam
movies and dance in Friendship
Four-passenger Country Club Coupe,
Four-passenger Country Club Coupe,
cd at Two Bush Island Light Sunday, j now securing a list of charter mem Green left Monday for visits up river den were calling on friends in town
Wednesday night.
bers.
Series 128 ... $17*5
Series
113...
$1375
before returning to her home in Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Logan of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Gallerson of Brooks.
Miss Frances Gardiner and Miss Worcester, Mass., are spend-ing two
SIMONTON
Five-passenger Coupe,
Five-passenger
4-door
Sedan,
Fort Fairfield spent the weekend
Miss Doris Hopkins of Portsmouth Mildred Kibble, who have been weeks’ vacatldn with Mr. and Mrs.
Series 128... $!$$•
Mrs. Annie Brown was bom? over with Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller.
Series
115...
$1395
and Misses Dorothj’ and Shirley spending a two weeks vacation in
the weekend.
Mrs. Harold R. Smith has been the Shaw of Medford are visiting their town motored Saturday to their James Logan.
Five-passenger Brougham,
Miss Mildred Mitchell has returned
Five-passenger Town Brougham,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Meh in of guest of her sister, Mrs. Horace
By Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
grandmother Mrs. Cora Hopkins.
home in East Milton. Mass. They to Portland after spending her vaca
Series 128 ... $1$35
Rockland were guests of Mr. and Weeks of Cooper's Mills for a few
Series 115 ... $1575
Vegetable Compound
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Achorn of were accompanied by Miss Ethel tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mi's. J. C. Melvin Sunday.
days.
Seven-passenger Sedan,
Warren and children are guests of McMinn. Miss (Hive Applebee and John Mitchell.
Four-passenger Coupe,
Mrs. Ernest Douglas and family
A large delegation from here at
Charles Kibble.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rock
Series 128 ... $1999
Series 120... $14$5
Ab Mrs. Weaver herself says, "I have returned to their home in West tended the opening of the Communi her brother E. A. Smalley.
Mrs. Laura Brown and Charles land spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Misses Thelma Jerguson ant Ruth
was never very strong.” This is a Rockport.
ty House at Broad Cove Friday eve A'arrington of Mcdlord, Mass., are
taples of North Haven were guests Allie J. Sterling.
Xff prices f. o. b. Flint, Mich., Government Tax to be added.
mild statement
Mrs. Mabel Harriman anc daugb
ning.
They all speak with praise
Word was received in town Sun
describing her t»»- Shirley were guests Fridry of of the splendid work done by the Bi guests of Miss Mary Daniels at the of Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Steward last
home of her uncle O. P. Lyons Miss week.
day of the death of Mrs. Roy R.
condition, for.ac- he’ mother Mrs. Frank Marcs'io.
ble Class in erecting the attractive Daniels was a guest of Miss JerguMr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of Cook (Fanny Wincapaw) of Bald
cordlng to her
Mr and Mis Edward O’Brim were little building.
son at her summer home, Capitol Norwell, Mass., and Atwood Smith winsville, Mass. She is survived by
letters, she was Sunday guest : of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Mrs. H. El Wentworth is visiting Island, the past week.
of Winthrop. Mass., arc spending her husband of Baldwinsville and
subjected to no iTarrlman.
relatives in Lowell. Mass.
Lafayette Carver Relief Corps will two weeks with their parents, Mr. her mother, Mrs. Amapda Wlneipaw
small amount of
Ed verd O'Brien of WacSilng* >n, D.
The
Methodist
Sabbath
School
en

meet Tuesday when the housekeep and Mrs. Edgar Smith.
and brother Percy Wincapaw of this
ill health. For C., caught two pickerel recentls* at
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Oliver and town.
tunately, her sis Hosmer's Pond weighing ’wo and a joyed a delightful picnic at Jeffer- ers will be Carrie Fifield, Pearl Fifield. Carrie Pendleton and Lottie family who have been spending sev
ter was familiar half and two and a quarter ponds som.Pond Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Peabody and
Tel. 238
Boy Scouts held a successful candy brown.
51 Park Street
Rockland
eral weeks at their summer home on family of Shcrbrook. Que., have been
with Lydia E. racli respectively.
sale in Brook’s store Saturday after
Mrs.
Evelyn
Patrick
was
soloist
a
’
Beauchamp
Avenue
returned
Friday
Pinkham's Veg
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carroll
C.
BRANCHES
AT
Tho strawberry patch of Frank
of last week to West Newton. Mass. Gleason at Martin.
Union Church Sunday morning.
etable Com pound Marcello has ceased yielding after a noon.
AUGUSTA
PORTLAND
LEWISTON
The Baptist and Methodist churches
Mrs. E. R. Dysart and Miss Anna
_________________ and begged Mrs. thriving season.
The Silent Sisters have plans for
BATH
Supper was served to 80 people at
FARMINGTON
WATERVILLE
united in a union service at the •a busy week socially.
Weaver to try lt. “After three or
Mrs. Inez Moran of Bangor are guests of Miss the Community House In Martin
DOVER-FOXCROFT
ROCKLAND
BRUNSWICK
Miss
Ruth
Marcello
cut
her
foot
Congregational church Sunday eve Conant entertains at a dinner party Harriet Wentworth, Central street.
four weeks.” writes Mrs. Weaver, “1
Saturday evening.
These suppers
Rev. John S. Keely gave a of Carver descendants and family
felt a great difference In myself. I quite badly while at a bathing party ning.
Mrs. Hattie Crockett, who has are served occasionally and add to
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT,
at
Orcutt's
Beach
last
week.
fine sermon, selecting as his sub relatives Monday at the Carver heen spending two weeks in town re the already social atmosphere of the
would go to bed and sleep sound,
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ar
’
hur
B.
Knowlton
and although I could not do very
ject "Today and Tomorrow."
Mr. homestead, High street; Monday af turned Saturday to Orr’s Island Point.
of
Camden
have
an
exceptionally
fine
much work, I seemed stronger. I
Keely, who has preached at the Old ternoon the Sisters meet at the home where she will make her home with
The Ladles of the Baptist Sewing
kept on taking lt and now I am well looking garden at the C. W Morten German Church several limes, is a of Mrs. Edith Vinal; a number of her daughter Mrs. Dennis Wilson.
Circle are to hold their annual fair
place.
and strong, do my work and take
great favorite with Waldoboro audi them will attend the Relief Corps
Mr. and Mrs. F. Herbert Upham Aug. 4 in K. P. hall when there will
Farmers are now cutting hay in ences.
care of three children. I sure do tell
Mr. and Mrs. John Heiser supper and meeting Tuesday in G. and daughter Louise. Mr. and Mrs he a sale of aprons, quilts, rugs,
nay friends about your wonderful spite of the inclement weather.
added much to Ihe program with A. R. hall; and on Wednesday they Ora Tyle of North Vassalboro. Mr fancy articles and food.
Messrs.
Ben
Talenbloom
and
Har

medicine, and I will answer any let
their exceptional musical talent.
A will have an all day picnic at the and Mrs. Hanson T. Crockedt of
Mr. and Mrs. George Strolling and
ters from women asking about the vey Simonton have recently pur choir made up of singers from both Igloo, Dark Brook by invitation of North Haven, Mrs. B. H. Cates and
family of Brockton. Mass., are oc
BUT YOU CAN’T—BUT WHY WALK
Vegetable Compound.”—Mrs. Law chased Ford cars.
churches assisted in the service. The Mrs. Montilieu Grindle.
sons
Benjamin
and
Herbert,
Mr.
and
These ex
cupying the W. A. Morse cottage at
Sidney Annis has been haying for meeting was held under the auspices
rence Weaver, East Smithfield St.,
Mrs.
George
H.
Cates
of
East
Vas
WHEN YOU CAN RIDE
tra gatherings are in entertainment
the Harbor for the month of August.
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
Henry Carver the past week. Ralph of the W. C. T. U.
of the out of town members. Mrs. B. salboro, Mrs. Louise M. Smith and
Clarence Durette of Massachusetts
If you knew that thousands of Brown has also been haying for Guy
IN
A
CAR
BOUGHT AT THE MID-SUMMER
K. Smith of Augusta, Mrs. Mary daughter Maud. Mrs. O. W. Stuart is visiting his aunt, Mrs. Annie Cook.
women suffering from troubles simi Annis.
It Is difficult for a man to lose his Daniels and Miss Teresa McKenna and Judge Frank B. Miller of Rock
SALE
OF CARS AT THE
H. L. Bossa has bought the Dr.
lar to those you are enduring had
Sara Simonton is working for Guy bad reputation or a Christmas neck
of Medford. Mass., and Miss Carrie land were in town Sunday to attend Flanders' cottage on Davis Point.
Improved their health by taking Annis.
WALDOBORO GARAGE
tie.
the funeral servlets of Mrs. Louise
Pendleton, Boston.
Mr. and Mr. William Shurtleff and
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
Everyone Is looking forward to
M. Upham.
family have returned to Quincy.
pound, wouldn't you think it was Aug. 27, the date of Simonton Com
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Spear who have Mass., after a month’s visit with Mr.
SUCH SWELL BARGAINS IN USED CARS !
worth a trial?
munity Fair. Following are those
heen guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
All Kinds of Ford Touring Cars from $15.00 up.
in charge of the following de
H. Piper returned Monday to Wal
Nellie Davis has recently visited
Three 1925 Ford Touring Cars—will just eat up the road.
partments:
Manager, Guy Annis:
tham, Mass.
her cousin Fannie Cook in Massa
Two 1925 2-Door Sedans—a dainty pair—buy one or both.
decorations. Wesley Morton: fancy
Mrs. Mark Ingraham and daughter chusetts.
1925 and 1926 Ford Coupes—the car you need.
work,
Mrs.
Lillian
Dunton;
Joyce of Camden were guests of her
The sewing circle met in the
Two 4-Door Sedans—in fine shape—real bargains, these.
aprons.
Merle
Annis;
cooked
mother, Mrs. S. Josephine Wall church vestry Thursday for the pur
Thrco Ford Tudor Sedans—can you beat this—$60.00 apiece.
food. Mra. Gertie Talenbloom; candy
■>P\!
Saturday.
pose of tlelng two comforters for the
Miss Ruth Marcello; poultry, Har
Mias Marjorie Coombs of Acton fair.
Heigho
! The Merry 0 ! What Trades in Trucks !
old Buzzell; hot dogs, Frank Mar
5*
5* i
Mass., Is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hor
Parties from Michigan and Ohio
1-Ton Truck with cab—stake body—starter—newly painted.
cello; ice cream. H. B. Witherspoon:
ace Coombs.
are in the Lawry cottage, Forest
All for $165.00—Chance of a Lifetime.
baby show. Ralph Miller; horse
Benjamin Paul Is confined to hi Lake for the season.
One Closed Half-Ton Truck—panel body—newly oainted.
pulling, Cecil Annis. Fred Buzzell,
home as the result of quite a serious
Postmaster
and
'Mrs,
(Wincapaw
Four Half-Ton Trucks—1924—1925—waiting for you.
Charles Bryant, Mark Dunton; ad
injury which he received last week with friends recently visited their
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
vertising. Cecil Annis; printing and
SAY, BO, YOU SHOULD REALLY SEE THE ROADSTERS!
by a fall from a ladder.
Everlasting Ucauiy
niece
In
Waterville.
press, Charles J. Mathews.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobson Hathaway
Two of ’em—old enough to have their eye teeth cut.
Thirty-two attended the Sunday
who have heen guests of Mr. and
And going strong at low prices—Look 'Em Over !
School service at Ihe Schoolhouse.
NORTH
HAVEN
Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby for two
*
V
Rev. Henry E. Ulmer was In charge.
If You Can’t Get Up Among the Stars Like Lindy
weeks returned Saturday to Warren
W. E. Doman & Son
A feature of the occasion was the
Roderick Gillis Is in town visiting,
Maas.
Why try a 1924 Star Coupe with New Paint and Four New Tires.
fine sermon given hy Martin Storms.
his
parents
while
on
a
leave
of
ab

Rev. J. L. Wilson returned Friday
Or a 1925 Hudson Coach in A1 Shape.
Eait Union, Mo.
His topic for the occasion was "Wild
sence
during
two
trips
of
his
ship,
from Laconia, N. H., accompanied by
Or an Oakland Coupe for $165.00—Popular Price.
Oats” and proved very Interesting
which
will
he
about
ten
days.
his daughter, Mrs. Hazel Libby
Or a 1924 Chevrolet Touring Car—only run 6000 miles.
to the children. The evening service
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Staples and
Mrs. Wilson will remain in Laconia
Dealers In—
MOTHER:- Fletcher’s
Or an Essex Coach fit for your queen.
was ably conducted at the Hall by
family
have
returned
to
Suffield,
for a few days longer.
NOW
DON'T
DODGE THE ISSUE BUT DODGE INTO THE
Rev.
C.
F.
Smith
of
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Steward who Conn.
Cistoria is especially pre
Alao Scotch, Quincy, Waatarly
GARAGE
The church fair was held last
are summering at Northport were
pared to relieve Infants in
and Maine Gray Granites, Ver
guests Saturday at the home of his Wednesday and about $850 netted.
For we have several Dodge cars—sure to please you.
WEST ROCKPORT
.Work has been completed on the
arms and Children all ages
brother. Dr. C. W. Steward.
The Sunday School plans to hold
And If You Really Don’t Approve of Cars
mont Marblaa,
E. 8. Steamship Co. wharf.
Its annual picnic at Oakland Park
of Constipation, Flatulency,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 'Stanley and
A lending collection of 40,000 se
Wednesday of this week. Everyone
WE HAVE MOTORCYCLES, HORSES, PONIES
Wind Colic and Diarrhea; allaying Feverishness arising there lected books is possessed by the li family of Cranberry isle are guests
is invited to attend.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
AND WAGONS
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan.
The Ladies’ Mission circle is to
from, and, by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the brary extension division of the Illi of Howard
Deane has gone to Union
nois State Library. The majority of
have a sale of fancy articles, rugs,
GREAT DOG-DAY BARGAINS AT THE
assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
the calls are for books to supplement for
few days.
quilts, aprons, ice cream, candy, etc.
o9/(M.evtry gmve,
English courses, but in many cases I Mrs. Flye of Thomaston is caring
a* the Engine Hall lawn on the af
large collections are requested by | for Mrs. Raymond Morrison who Is
ternoon of Aug. 18.
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
small high schools Io sltpph-uieiil lit*1 ill.
IL A. Trask of Camden is sub
91-93
Absolutely Harmless - No Opiates. Physicians everywhere recommend it.
Clarence Beverage, salesman for
entire curriculum.
stituting as mail carrier for Robert

TheWorld
has never known
such Value/

HOW MRS. WEAVER

WAS HELPED

BUICK/" 1928
LEWISTON BUICK CO.

Lindbergh Can Fly

Children Cry FOR

IS I

WALDOBORO GARAGE

Page Six
THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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THREE-QUARTER CENTURY CLUB

In Everybody’s Column]
Advertisements ln this column not 10 ox- i

ceed three lines Inserted once for 35 cents, ]
Mrs. John E. Walker leaves this
3 times for 5® cents. Additional lines 6
we?k foi her old home, ‘ The Ridge”
Knox
County
1927
Group
Now
Organizing
—
Horseshoe
cents each for one time. 10 cents for throe
a* Phippsburg, where she will spend
times. Six words make a line
the month of August.
Pitching and Checker Picnic Aug. 6.
Mrs. Georgiana Hodgman, a former
Lost and Found
^Oc/,/a/!(/,
resident of Thomaston, is visiting
Mrs. Virginia Daniels, Wadsworth
LOST—Ante (lumber (dale I34-D.
JONES
Jerry
C.
Foss
..................................
1846
The wheels are in motion for
MOTOR PO. GARAGE. Limerock St.
9C1-94
street.
Mrs. Hodgman’s home is in
the re-alignment of Knox Coun Alice E. Foss ................................ 1850 LOST—Sum of money In (’..indeii or at
Alameda, Calif.
She is on a three
Goldberg co’tage, MecunlJcook Lake. Re
months’ trip,. visiting relatives and
tv's membership to the Three Mrs. Ellen Hall ....... x.................. 1847 ward
MARY SMALLWOOD. 255 Camden
annon/ice"
friends in both Massachusetts and
92104
Quarter Century Club. George Nelson B. Cobb ............................ 1846 SI.. or TEL 758-Y.
Maine. On her return trip home sue
Mrs. Clara Lee .............................. 1849
LOST—Wednesday morning Mark and tan
L. St. Clair, State Representa F. J. Orbeton .................................. 1843 hound pup, had strap with snap and rope on
will attend the National U. S. \V. V.
tive, is county chairman and has Frank Berry .................................. 1841 neck: tinder return to CHAS. EMERY. It*
Convention at Detroit, Mich., Mlso
Sou th Main St.
Reward.________
92 94
the National Grand Army Encamp
completed the task of selecting Frances A. JSmeson .................... 1841 LOST—Yellow striped tiger eat from
ment at Grand Kadids, MJch., to
Nathan
B.
Flanders
....................
1850
Rockland Produce Co sto-e Sunday night.
his chairmen for the several
which she is a delegate.
Reward.
Call at KOCKLAND PRODUCE
towns. These chairmen will at William H. Maxey ...................... 1841 CO.
aw/
The Thomaston Garden Club will
or 7eL 184 M
92-94
Emmanette A. Bragg .................. 1846
meet with Mrs. Levi Seavey Thurs
once proceed to check up their Mrs. Annie Ulmer ........................ 1851 LOST—If tile person who took the Illinois
16 size 17 jewel watch, movement number
day afternoon at 3 o’clock.
89-tf
membership lists, crossing out Mrs. Sanwntha A. Temple ..... 1847 32152989.
witli K. II 8. 1918 foil, from the
Mrs. Wallace Smalley of Worcester
Mary E. Hicks .............................. 1841 washroom of the Knox Connty Motor Sales
those
who
have
died
and
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Isaac
1843 Co., hetwwen 11.20 and 11.2.1 a. nt. Saturday.
adding the names of those who Mrs. Fannie Heald .... .
July 16. will return same to Tlie CourlerJameson.
1847 C.azette OlHce. Xo further questions will
Thomas Benner .............
Mrs. Leila Smalley and Miss Alta
have attained the age of 75 since IXtniel Doherty ...............
1848 he asked. JOHN M. INGRAM
90*92
McCoy returned Friday from a trip
last year. In this work they Mrs Martha Spear .....
1842
LOST—Number plate l(11248-Me.
Finder
to Boston and Portland.
1848 phase leave at THE COURIER-GAZETTE
must rely extensively on the help Rebecca A. Ingraham .
Notice To Berry Pickers
Miscellaneous
Miss Elizabeth Gillchrest came
90*92
1849 OFFICE.
of friends who will report to Clara Bowler Crockett
from Northeast Harbor Friday to
All
persons are hereby forbidden
from
u wnBk nr
.... „
LOST Skiff -named "Barbee" with oars.
1843
Marie
1..
Snowman
.......
MASON
WORK OF ALL
KINDS, daj or
Reward. Notify A. J. WILSON, Spruce Head. trespassing and picking blueberries onland I
attend the funeral of her grandfather
them the desired information.
owned
by
the
United
Realty
Co.
ln
the
towns
®
a,,<l
In
»,0<*
1850
„„
,
..
e
..
Susan
Larrabee
90*92
Nathan B. Conant, returning to
of Warren, Appleton, Searsmont, South J*h B. <«ltAY. 1. Bay Mew Sq , RockT
1 he annual meeting of the EUlot c Stone
1845
8. XILO Thomaston under full penally of Ihe
LOST—While skiff
Reward.
Northeast Harbor Monday.
law. land. Tel. 194-J._____________________ 90-tf
Three Quarter Century Club this Linda F. Leach ........
90*92 UNITED REALTY CO.
1845 jtPKAB. Owl's Head.________________________
87-100FUR STORAGE
ANOREPAIR—Protecting
Mrs. Charles Littlefield spent Sun
1848 9 FOUND—Send lo The C.-G. for Its social
year will be he’.d Aug. 31, in Almira J. Aylward ...
All persons are hereby forbidden
from Vour fur coat in summer means prolonging
day in Hallowell.
column
arrivals
of
summer
visitors,
summer
tre.spassing and picking blueberries on Beech lts
for tlie next winter. Storage mean*
1845
A. J. Linekin and family motored
Portland with an enjoyable time Benjamin Babbidge .
74-tf Hill and adjacent fields io the town of Rock- complete protection. Including burglary. Ne
1847 social occasions, etc.
Antoinette Babbidge
to Orono Sunday.
port JOHN GRFBBEL.
87-100 hav« a greater Interest in your furs than
in prospect. Lavish entertain Hannah Wotton .......
1836
----------------------------------------------------------------- merely selling litem to you. Your continuous
There will be a cooked food sale
NOTICE TO BERRY PICKERS—Fancy Iter- patronage depends on the service that you
ment features are planned to give Mary Walker .... >.......
1840
Wanted
Wednesday at 2 o’clock at Lewis
tics bought, empty crates ln exchange. -New
rrom ule furs anj ourselves after you
1842
Orlando
Barrows
......
the
members
a
royal
good
time
Hanley’s store for the benefit of
WANTED -Rock and cement mprk. cellar crates for sale to early pickers. Will pay buy them. We are fully prepared for any
1848
cash
or
ship
for
you
on
commission.
Call
work
on your furs that you may be planning,
Elisha
C.
Walker
......
Saint James parish.
and of course special interest
wall built and repaired: also all kinds of
write IRA W. FEENEY’ at Deep Sea Fish- I^t us do It now so you won't have to wail In
T. Robbins ......
1849 bwn work
BENJAMIN KNOWLTON. 54 or
Ralph Main of the State of Wash
erics
Plant
at
Rockland.
Me.,
for
particulars
ts.
fait,
FULLER CORR-PAVIS
will attach to the checker anti. John
„
„ ...
79 tf
Tel. 467-M.
92-97 Tel. 299.
1848 Biewster S.’., City.
ington and Edgar Main of New York
86-tf
LMWNMUWtKb bMAKMtfXcD, overhauled
horseshoe
pitching
championship
■
(
;
eorge
Roberts
WANTED
—
Boy
’
s
second-hand
bicycle.
1849
were guests of their uncle, Frank
and put In first class condition, called for
State price.
Address BM’YCUE, Co'uriertournaments. Countv contests in ■ Robert H. Barham
M. Beverage Saturday.
and delivered. Call 791 for prompt service.
(iazetle.
98-84
For
Sale
ROCKLAND HARDWARE (XL
7H if
1844
Rev. Basil Gleason of Brewer
both sports are to be held for A. W. Cressey .......................
WANTED—Names of your summer attests
1849 and notes of summer parties.
Mary
Sucker
...........................
preached at
the Congregational
FOR
SALE
—
Cottage
at
Lake
Megunticook,
---------------------------------THE
(NIU
the selection of county champions
1843 R1ER-IIAZETTE.
Telephone 770 or 771.
Church Sunday.
Clara A. Green ..... .................
2 cottage iota.
l. a. hurston
Summer Cottasea and Board
92-tl
Tel. 1182-iM.
to lie sent to the major trials in Fernando S. Philbrick ........
92-tf Rockland.
1844
Mrs. Carrie Pierce of Cliftondale.
Portland. The county contests Allen Kelley..................................... 1843 WANTED—Long-haired shaaity cals ami FOR SALE—Orders taken until Thursday TO LET Furnished collage a, Vinalhaven.
Mass., is visiting Miss Lucy Rokes.
kittens.
Write age. color and sex.
JOHN
8 p. m. for choice milk-fed broilers or Inquire of MRS. H. W. SMITH. Tel. 25-2.
Miss Addie Morse of Philadelphia
will be held at Oakland Park Jacob T. Thorndike ...................... 1848 S. RANLETT, Rockville. Me. Tel. 332-14. at
roasters.
Good for your Sunday dinner. _____ ________________________________ 91-93
is the guest of Mrs. Frank Morse.
Mrs.
Hannah
Howard
................
1845
92*07
V. T. HALL'S JAMES STREET STORE.
yg ^yy—Modem bungalow a rooms; all
early in August with absolute in
Main street.
t. •
,|_ ._____
, i Mrs. Lucy E. Sewall .................... 1841
92-93 ] conveniences, on Cantden Si. Large garage
WANTE0—Man for lit days at haying,
formality. It is the hope ot
Ellen 3^,. _.................... lg44 capable
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Davis and
of driving two-ho se team.
Apply
FOR SALE—$000 BUYS 75-ACRE FARM— tIT'-hL0 “ Gt>XIA' M,1“ Bl ' Ro'k]?”‘1..
Chairman St. Clair that as many Mrs. Castera Hall Fales ......... 1847 to ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davis. With only $400 down. This nice farm U | ' *
daughter Albertiae of Campello.
9I-93
92-11 located on good road, only 4 miles from
FOR RENT—Farm house furnished, con
Mass., are guests of Mrs. AL C.
as possible of the 75 year olders Mrs. Clara F. Tibbetts .............. 1840 WANTED—Rnsitlon as housekeeper or village and R. R. station, handy city mar nected
to lake, good bathing, boatiug and Ash
Hamilton, West Main street.
will l>e at the Park with picnic- Orlando S. Knowles .................... 1847 plain cook. Good references. TEL. 679-W. krts. 30 acres tillage; estimated 700 cords ing. WILLIAM SAN SOM. Rockland. Maine.
her divorce in 1913 she assumed her
Charles Cogan spent the weekend
92794
wood;
150
.M
timber.
Apple
orchard.
4
76-tf
dinners. Coffee will be furnished ^mmaJ Know*es ................. **49
house.
40 ii
ft.. oam,
barn, nen
hen nouae
house aitu
and
nouse.
eno cue
, i
o
»
maiden name.
at home from Wiscasset.
WANTED—W oman or capable gGl for room
work shop.
Widow must sell, only $40" : I„„“" m^MB^CORa’e PERRjT'4 Talhut
free
and
the
day
will
be
an
old
Miss Pearl Peacock has gone to
Mr. Flint is a graduate of Brook
Mrs. A. B. Sweetland .................. 1842 about a month for general housework. MRS needed. H L. STEVENS. 192 Limerock St
ye| 8 g
KA E * E“V 21
86-tf
her home in Canada for two weeks Noted Financier, a Former lyn Polytechnic Institute, which he fashioned good time with no William D. Holbrook .................. 1846 P L. HAVENER. 1H4 North Main Si. Tel. Rockland. Me.
792.
92-94
vacation.
attended until he was 18. He was speeches
Mrs.
Ira
J.
Files
.......
1837
or ceremony.
The
FDR SALE—Hand-braided rugs.
A rare
Thomaston Boy, Married born in Thomaston. Me. After sev
WANTED—Eggs and poultry.
We pay
Mrs. George E. Cross. Master Jo
Mrs. Sarah A. Jones .................. 1847 highest cash prices for eggs at Eastern opportunity to obtain a handsome rug. Can i
AT
92*97 '
seph Cross and Miss Anna Dilling
eral years in the shipping business county champions in checkers Alvia McWilliams ...................... 1847 Steamship wharf. Rockland, every dav. J. be seen at the COPPER KETTLE.
In New York.
»2*1T
ham went to Castine Sunday to vis
he traveled as a merchant In South and horshoe pitching will be tak Mrs. Emily Abbott ...................... 1836 STANLEY WE1>IAW'K.
FOR SALE—'New ice box, capacity 200
MRS. R. J. Macit Miss Nellie Gardiner.
America and was for some time Con en to Portland there to compete Sarah F. Sylvester .. ................. 1849
WANTEI>—Stcond mate for (ocean tow pounds storage, 6 cu. ft
92*94
[New York Herald Tribune]
See HAKRY KHNZIE, Tenant’s Harbor.
Edward B. Neweombe of New
sul fo the Republic of Chile in New in the State championship matcli- Helen Farrand .............................. 1843 boat, about month’s job.
BROWN,
at
Rankin
Block
92-94
FOR
SALE
—
Camping
equipment,
rain and ’
York is spending his vacation with
Charles R. Flint, 77-year-old finan York. He later was Consul General
proof, umbrella tent. 9x11 ft., awn- ; The Sands H. Witherspoon home
The actual date of the meet Frank D. Whrdwell .................... 1850 WANTED—At once, ail arouuS cook for mildew
his mother.
cier. known in Wall Street as the of Nicaiagua and Costa Rica in New
Mrs. Adelaide Wardweli .......... 1843 family of five at Crescent Beach.
Report ing. inside net door and window, sewed in
has been set at Aug. 6, next Sat Francis Tighe ........
Mrs. Ethel Clark of Rockland, 'Father of Trusts.” because he has York.
floor.
18
metal stakes, tent sets up in 5 1 stead, buildings and lot, aituated
.It
1836 to THORNDIKE HOTEL CLERK.
minutes. 2 folding cot beds, 2 folding chairs.
who has been visiting her sister. Mrs. helped to organize 22 industrial com
urday, and Oakland is the place. Mrs. Ella L. Hemingway .......... 1847 WANTED—Kitchen girl and table girl. »ne Kamp Kook stove, all practically new, $44 at Pulpit Harbor, North ttaven,
Was Close Friend of Blaine
John Stackpole, has returned home. panies. married Miss Charlotte Reeves
92-tf
Ma ine, will be sold at public auc
o tli of equipment, all for $25.
FRANK
An old fashioned box picnic din Mrs. Nancy R. Hall .................... 1837 THORNDIKE HOTEL.
lie
was
a
close
friend
of
James
G.
A clipping from a newspaper of Washington, 40 years his junior.
WANTED—Clerk
at
NARRAGANSETT HALLOWELL. 28 Main St.. Tiiomaston.
Julius
A.
Blackwood
....................
1838
tion on the premises at North
92*94
HOTEL.
which is publishing events that took Thursday afternoon in the First Pres Blaine and has been active as a dis ner will be served with coffee
92-tf
Parks Buker .................................. 1840
Haven, Maine,
WEDNESDAY.
FOR SALE—Large size second-hand reed
place one hundred years ago states byterian Church. Fifth Avenue and tributor of ammunition and supplies provided at the Park. There will
WANTED -All round cook—woman pre
A. Harriet Buker ........................ 1843 ferred.
THE WAWKNOCK, Port Clyde. Tel. baby carriage, cost $35, sell cheap; also
under date of July 29. 1827: “ ‘Small Twelfth Street. The Rev. Dr. George to nations at war. Among the indus be no formality beyond the horse
AUGUST 24, 1927, at 2.00 o’clock
radiola
radio
complete,
cheap,
or
tube
William M. Cunningham ......... 1849 3-22 Tenant's Harbor.
91-93
trial organizations he promoted were
pox reported at Thomaston. Eaton’s ♦Alexander, the pastor, officiated.
; ,
.
..
trade for 5-tube set. PARK ST. BARBFR
P. M. Frank Beverage, Auction
,. uie American i hide Company, the shoe pitching and checkers, the Sarah M. Mansfield .................... 1845
WANTED—Girl at 75 BROAD ST. Tel. SHOP. Rockland.
History of Thomaston, Rockland and
92*94
The bride, in an afternoon frock
“
~ _
eer. Terms Cash.
Melinda
Achorn
Hall
................
1839
660-M.
91-tf
.
.
„
,
Si,
ss-Shelhe.d
Steel
and
Iron
Comwhole
being
a
good
time
for
the
South Thomaston, pages 358 and 359. of tan georgette, with a large roseFOR SALE—All size balloon and cord
.....
»
.
Lucy,
Robinson
............................
1848
WANTED
—
Dealer
for
popular
low
priced
,
,
.
.
,
i
,,
,,-panv
.md
the
consolidation
of
?rt
tires:
antiques.
Buyer
of
junk.
(Pay
has a full account of it.
The brig cub n-d mohair hat
older citizens. Everybody is cor
it and bouquet ,01,'’..
. ...............
_ ;-u _
All persons interested in this
J. F. Gregory ............................... 1841 line of four and six cylinder automobiles. ash.
HARRY BENOVITGH, 12 Rankin
Virginia
with a total
Thomas and William, Capt. Colley orchids
lilleg-of-the-valley.
' "5in a coal
c','al companies
cc
Must he financially able to stock four lo five Street.
dially invited.
and
lilies
92*94
sale
are requested to be present
Harriet
Jones
..............................
1847
f
$100,000,000.
selected personally] capitalization o
arrived in the river with coal and which she had selected
thousand dollars In ears and parts. Address,
• • • •
FOR SALE—Remington typewriter ln good
Capt. Henry Huntlej' ............... 1848 BALES CO., care Courier-Gazette Office.
or authorize some person to bid
since his first
passenger from Limerick. Ireland, earlier in the afternoon
ernoon, was givetv ; ‘ J un? s, home
1
condition.
Price
right.
V.
F.
STt
’
DUEY
♦
91-93
i t x .< cl
. ,,» * 4-, 4has
a rt
F. Woodsum ........................... 1842
wife's
death
been at the Metrowith a man sick with smallpox. The away by her father, Edward F.* Iii n>
for them.
INC.. Rockland.
92-97
The chairman for Rockland is J.
.
WANTED Ordinary men out of work can
1843
Mrs. Margartet Billings
.. ____
...
p .itan Club, hut Mrs. Flint said that
man died and was buried on Hos Reeves, ,for many
Fffifl SALE—iNew Western Riding Sadd.es
years \\ estern ‘
...
...
make $4<» a week and upwards. Write G.
ohn
M.
Richardson
who
wil!
184
E.
A.
Knowlton
.......
.......
FREEMONT BEVERAGE
apar'anu^bridles.
To be sold at once—at a
pital Point.
A few days afterward l nton telegraph operator in the thee probably would take an
E. M.. care Courier-Gazette. Tel. 63-R.
.
1842
Executor
91*93 bargain : also other good$. *124 THOMAS
the vessel sailed for New York but House of Representatives. Her only ! 'nent >" V" Tor* “{t" the,r ret,,rn gratefully receive any correc Frederick G. Snow ____
TON
ST.,
City.
92*94
1847
was obliged to put into Boston hav attendant was her -liter. Mias HHllle frora Eur6p« on °
Tu-86-89-92
“
tions, revisions or additions to Mrs. Mary E. Perry ...... .
WANTED-One woman in each town of
FOR
SALE
—
Upright
piano.
Almost
new.
1846 Knox Counthy to sell high grade line of
Rosanna H. 'Smith .
ing four of her crew sick with the
the following list of 1926 mem Mrs.
Phone 0 24 or write H. L. NORWOOD. War
Reeves, who wore a gown of flesh
hosiery,
part
or
full
time.
Write
E..
care
1838
William P. Cook .............
disease.
Capt. Colley died of it in
91*93
Courier-Gazette Office.
90*92 ren, Me.
eorgette with hat to mptch. Wal
A Baltimore associate press dis bers :
1839
Emily J. Brainerd ........
Boston.
A ^hospital was built on
FOR SALE -Small horse, good worker or
lace Benjamin Flint, brother of the patch of July 29 says:
WANTED
—
Position
as
bookkeeper,
steno
1850 graphic work, or general office work. Ad saddle; also 200 laying hens. CHARLES L.
Fred Walsh. Sr..................
Simonton’s Point and accepted by
Rockland
bridegroom, was best man.
Charles R. Flint. Xew York finan
CHASE. 138 Uanadeu St.. Rockland, Me.
1844 dress, 80 MECHANIC ST., Camden. Me
Sophia S. Ruck ...............
the town in September and re
Name
Born
91*93
cier. known as the “Father of the
89*100 Tel. 1698-.VI.
Lucy Burton .....................
1841
mained until 1835.’’
Will Pass Honeymoon in Europe
FOR SALE—Nickel in tlie slot player
’Trusts.’’ who married Miss Char Jeorgia L. Lovejoy .....
. 1846 Mrs. E. J. Mank .............
WANTED—C igar makers experienced men
1845
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Roberts of
piano, reasonable. A. B. C.. Courier-Gazette.
After the ceremony, to which Mr. lotte Reeves, forty years his junior, W. Benner ........................
. 1841 Mary K. Metcalf ...........
1842 o- women 8teady employment. J. W. A
Boston spent the weekend with Mr.
91*93
CIGAR CO., Rockland.
79-tf
Flint by telephone had invited 800 in Xew York yesterday, came to Bal Sabia A. Benner ............
Apply at
1850
IS47 Elizabeth Kicker Newman
and Mrs. W. P. Strong.
FOR SALE—-Pull size home-made •••litHe appeared here to J. T. Coombs ....................
1842
Mrs. Lucy Sillery of Brooklyn. N. persons, of whom 60 were-able to re timore today.
1829 Sarah A. Whitaker
.........
three for $10. MRS. E. C. COLLfN’S. 183
South Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 501-R
I Eugene Rader ......................
To Let
1856
Y., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Arthur spond, Mr. and Mrs. Flint, Miss tny with his father-in-law, Edward Elma Tolman ..................
91*93
Reeves
and
M.
Reeves
had I F. Reeves, veteran telegrapher in the
H. Doe ..........................
Kalloch.
1845
1850 Edith A. Chetwynd ...........
TO LET—Two apartment house at Owl’s
FOR SALE—(Motor boat, 23 foot speed
Stephen Lavender has returned supper at the Waldorf roof, and all. House of Representatives, who is Sarah Jane Ulmer ..................... 1850 Clara M. Farwell ..
1839 Head, rent $lo per moinli, each.
Iimji
Or Phone 889
type, Ford motor with marine outfit. B. \Y
home after a month in a training four departed on the midnight train scheduled to Le operated on at Fannie Longmaid
92-100 SAUNDERS. 40 Elm St.. Camden, Me. 91*93
18 17 Myra F. Hodgdon ..
1848 J. A. JAMF'^ON. Rockland.
92-lt
for
Baltimore.
Mr.
Reeves
has
gone
Join
Hopkins
Hospital.
camp at Fort McKinley.
Loraine Mitchell .............. . ........ 1838 E. N. Nelson ...........
1836
FOR SALE—Two hundred thoroughbred
TO LET OR FOR SALE--Tenement at 11
“This matter of age and marriage R. H. Cushman .............................. 1849 Mary A. Allen .......
Mrs. Gilmore Noyes and daughter to consult Dr. Hugh Young, of Johns
1846 Hall S;
I. pullets, ready to lay. $173 each; 1
Knqitira of LILLIAN BICKNELL
Plea taut Bt.
92*94 shoat; 1500 feet of pine boards, some 2x4
Mrs. Harold (Levensaler of Jefferson Hopkins, and possibly may undergo is a broad question,” ^Ir. Flint told Mrs. Beatrice Thomas ............... 1843 Mrs. Eunice Chase
1837
price rigid, some mixed fitted wood, come and
“Let everybody decide Mrs Frank Swett ....................... 1845 Frank T. Barker
and Mrs. James Home and daughter an operation. Mr. and Mrs. Flint ex reporters.
1848
TO LET—Large, clean, wellventilated get It. $8.00 cord. PHONE 6 21. Warren. Me.
pect
to
return
to
the
Flint
bungalow
for
themselves.
I
was
thirty-three
Priscilla of Auburndale, Mass., were
Dll. TW'EEDIE. Tel
Mrs. Margaret Murphy ............... 1842, Mrs. Ellen R. Hall
1847 mollis for storage.
90*92
493-4V,
92-94
guests of Mrs. Leonard Stetson Sat at Smithtown, L. I., in a few days. and my first wife was thirty-two
FOR SALE—Three piece living room suite,
whe
we
married.
We
were
a
happy
They
will
remain
until
August
6,
urday.
practically new, also miscellaneous pieces,
TO LET-Two furnished rooms. 34 FU
1 baked chicken, steak, roast pork, or TON ST. Tel. 733-M.
For all kinds of Farm Produce at
91*93 chairs, tables, etc., reasonable. PHONE 6-21
Mrs. Rose Watts and daughter and when they will sail on the Cunard couple for forty-two years until she
WARREN
Warren.
90*92
shore
dinner,
pies,
cake,
salads,
pine

died
in
March
a
year
ago.
Mrs. John Wood and daughter of liner Laconia for a European tour.
Eastern Steamship Wharf Every
TO LET - Thre.e furnished rooms for light
Listed among the missing cars apple sherbet, coffee and tea.
“
I
met
Charlotte
in
Washington
SALE—New Perfection four-burner
Mr. Flint arrived at the church at
Tenant’s Harbor visited Mrs. Arthur
housekeeping, also one room fo.- lodging. oilFOR
Day.
—
Saturday evening was the Ford
stove,
used
only
few
months;
also
a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
M.
Pease
and
during_the
war
and
I
had
occasion
3.30 o’clock, wearing a dark gray’
MRS. ELIZA COUSINS, 29 McLoud St. Tel Domestic Science FIreles’s Cooker.
Mossman (Wednesday.
TEL
coupe of Wilder E. Moore which he infant son Robert, Mrs. George p. 1058-W.
91-93
to
go
the
capital
frequently.
She
Warren 16-13.
90*92
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gray and son business suit with a white flower in
Blueberries and Eggs our Special
had left about 9 p. m. in front of Clough and Mrs. John F. Mitchell of
TO LET—Cottage to rent at Lake Megunti
WVilliam spent the weekend in Do his buttonhole, and accompanie I by was married at seventeen and was Gardiner’s drug store while he went
FOR SALE—Marble top side board in good
ty
Highest returns for Poultry
cook,
looking
down
towards
turnpike
and
Natick.
Mass.,
have
arrived
at
the
his brother.
The bride followed fivoreed and resumed her maiden
ondition, also marble top center table, two
ver-Foxcroft.
Maiden Cliff
Large living room with fire large
handled on commission.
mirrors. Inquire MRS. I. A. TRUEI’d always admired to the moving pictures<at the town Bonnie Briar.
Miss Hazel Spear of Rockland is shortly after with her father and name in 1913.
place,
two
sleeping
rooms,
screened
In
porch
hall.
Mr. Moore reported his loss
Sis.
with couch hammocks; fine bathing beach WORTHY, Cor. Main and Mechanic 90-92
assisting at the Thomaston National sister, the whole bridal party wait In i beautiful character and six to a member of the State Highway
garage for one car and boat. Apply to K. Rockland.
WHEELER
’
S
BAY
Bank in the absence of Miss Fran ing in a vestry-room until 4 o’clock, months ago I caught myself yearn
Police who found the car Sunday
E. THORNDIKE, Rockpcrt. Me. Tel. 70.
FOR SALE—Motor boat. 35x9. 0 ol. Stude
Wedlock & Winkeller
when the cerenlony began. Dr. Alex irg to marry her.’’
ces Shaw.
baker
91-93 engine, full equipment. Very low price
abandoned in Waldoboro, seemingly
92*lt
for
cash.
A.
J.
WILSON,
Spruce
Head.
ander
had
come
from
the
Adiron

Mr.
and
M2s.
Elmer
Barnes
of
Mrs. Roscoe Ingraham of Rock
TO LET—Xlarage. 12 KNOX ST.
1-9
none the worse for its absence from
90*92
land spent Sunday with her brother dack*. where he is passing his vaca
Spruce Head spent last Sunday with
NEW HARBOR
the rightful owner.
70 LET Two furnished rooms, modern
FOR SALE—Beauty l'arlor at Camden.
tion, for the ceremony. He is a close
Adelbert Williamson.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Creamer Mr. Barnes’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. at 27 State St. Inquire at IDEAL BKAITY Fine location. Operator going away. Wrlie
Dr. and Mrs. Fulton of Springfield
SHOPPE. 273 Main St.
«;.tf
Jack Stewart of Fort Williams who I personal friend of Mr. Flint.
U 0 BOX 223, Camden. Me.
89*101
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Malcolm have as their guests Miss Florence H. Barnes.
70 LET--Tlie cellar of the Havener block
was recently married to Miss Cora
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard and
Ross at the Ross cottage for two Murray and Ray Thomas of Malden,
FOR SALE—Three-burner Glenwood gas
Irving S. Cobb Among Guests
and
the
rear
half
of
the
A.
P.
store
Robbins spent the weekend at Guy
children, Mrs. J. 8. Allard and Mrs. HARRY CARR.__
Mass.
weeks.
75.,, range at a bargain, used only two suiiimeni;
also large size Clarion wood heater, new
Robbins’, Mill River.
Among the first guests to arrive
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Packard have J. H.. Barnes motored to Bangor on
M. F. McFarland, Walker Gilbert
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. A opb RAYMOND L. ANDERSON. 406 Old Countv
Miss Harriet Canham of North was Irvin S. Cobb, one of the bride .mil Xorman Gott motored to Dam- moved from Cornhill and now have business Wednesday.
to GEORGE M SIMMOXS Tel. 4 W 79-tf food.
_____________
88*tf
Vassalhoro, a former teacher in the groom’s friends. Mr. Flint is an ex iriscotta Thursday on business.
Charles Woodcock of Thomaston
rooms with Mrs. Owen Reynolds.
TO LET Pleasant trout room, good loca
FOR SALE -Sweet |,eaa. all colors, 40c
High School, called at E. P. Star- cellent huntsman and fisherman, M:.
When you try them—you buy
was
in
town
recently
looking
over
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mansfield
Robinson,
tion.
Tel.
535-W,
or
apply
to
17
GRACT
Mrs. Carrie Geyer, Mr. and Mrs,
per bundled. MRS. J. W. HAYWARD, Union.
Me. Tel. 1~-12.
87-9"
rett’s Sunday.
Cobb said.
rtd Geyer and Mr. and Mrs. H. J Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robiflson of Ihe blueberry farms.
them. Something absolutely new.
Miss Frances Shaw is having her
Others present included J. Henry Marshall of South Cushing, were Buffalo, N. Y., and Misiv Helen
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird were at
FOR 8ALE—In Rockport- mi car line and
Improves selectivity, tone and
Atlantic Highway, conmiutable distance from
annual vacation from the Thomaston Smith, the bridegroom’s partner In Sunday callers at M. F. McFarland’s, Robinson were recent callers on Mr. their summer home. Old Acres, Sun
versalist church. It is hoped that Rockland or Camden, a 15 room, or three
DOUBLES
YOUR VOLUME.
National Bank and left Monday for Flint & Co., 26 Broad street, and All's.
and
Mrs.
Earle
Robinson.
Mis. Curwin and sons Buster,
day.
there will be many homo comers a apartment house, large lot nt land, fruit and
Northumberland, N. 11., where s;he Smith; Minor C. Keith, president of Hany and Billy of Milford. X. H.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Dennison and the service. A picnic lunch will he shade trees, excellent neighborhood. MRS
will spend the following week.
the I'nited Fruit Company, and Mrs. who have been spending six week sun Samuel have been visiting Mrs. 'cffildien and Arthur Harrington mo held in the Grove ut 1. P. M. with E. A. WENTWORTH. Rockport. Tel. 83-11
Camden.
87-tf
Mrs. E. P. Starrett is spending a Keith of Babylon, L. 1.; Mr. and Mrs. t the Landry cottage relumed home Amy Fuller.
tored to Bangor Sunday, returning coffee served by the Ladles' Aid
FOR SALE—Ladles* silk hosiery In alt
Exclusive Rockland Dealers
few days on Monhegan.
John S. Cates was a caller on with Mrs. Rich, who has been spend Dr. C. G. Robbins of Lawrence,
John Tilden, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Monday.
shades, mailed promptly, send tl for one
88-tf
Miss Abbie Morton of Wakefield. Ferris Simmons, Mrs. Ellen Dunlap
Fred Gilbert of Pemaquid Beach James Littlehale Saturday in Wash ing the summer there.
Mass., will supply oho pulpit. This pair; 81.85 for Iwo pairs; full fashioned hose
Mass., is visiting at Kenneth Mitch Hopkins, president; Miss Xellie Pond, is building a new house across the ington finding him remarkably smart
A few parents and children of this is the third summer that it has been (regular $2) for $1.73; quality guaranteed. ’
RAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP, 12 High St.
ell's.
fur a man of his years.
vice president, and Mrs. J. Davidson, road from that of Henry Tarr.
place attended the examination at possible for Dr. Robbins to preach to Rockland.
Me.
82*tf I
Arthur Stevens spent the weekend secretary of the School of Applied
.Mis. cs Irma Gilbert. Roxie Kurly
J. L. Teague had a cement bird the Clark Island schoolhouse last us during the months of July and
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4 foot
at Clark Island.
Design for Women, at 160 Lexington Jeanette Bailey and Priscilla Gaffney bath built w-hen his walk was. ever Tuesday.
August. It is expected that the board slabs $6.50; stove length $8; stave
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Warren and Avenue; Mr. and Mrs. Roy Barnhill, a 1 tended the dance at Salt Pond thinking for the comfort of his
DON’T ASK US
Harry Allard who has been work girls of Alford Lake Camp will flip Islabs $6.50; 15 bundles shims $1. L. A.
Miss Madeline Huchings of Water Mr. and Mrs. Vrunjues Stranadenaes Mills Wednesday night.
PACKARD, Thomaston. R. F. D.
76-tf
feathered friends.
ing on the road at Spruce Head has nisli music for visitation day.
ville are guests of Mrs. W. P. Strong and Charles Freeman, all of New
Donald Gummings of Rockland
FOR SALE—300 pairs men’s Moccasin toe
ASK ANYONE !
Henry Ulmer of Waterville, wa
completed his job.
composition sole and heel work shoes, special
for the week.
was in town on business Monday.
York.
Miss Crockett of South Thomas at Earl Conant’s Thursday and Frl $3.48. McLAIN’S SHOE STORE
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
79-tf
Miss
Elizabeth Neweombe
of
Mr. and Mrs. E. 11. Gifford and
day.
Mrs. Flint said after the ceremony
FOR SALE—Men’s Storm King rubber
Mrs. Beatrice Wallace and Elmer ton spent the day last week as guest
Washington, D. C„ is witli her she had been slightly annoyed by the i hihlren were callers at Joseph Gif
Mayo Payson of Portland was the hoots,
of
Alfreda
Barnes.
special $3.95.
McLAIN’S SHOE
Smith were weekend guests at Wan
grandfather, William Washburn. El publicity attending her wedding, ford's. Round Pond Wednesday.
weekend
gtiest
of
his
mother
Mrs,
STORE,
next to Perry's Market.
79-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Harfy Allard and
e-set Inn.
Walker
Gilbert
and
Roxie
Kurly
liot street.
Gertrude
Payson.
Doughnuts Are Best
brought about 0>y “my husband’s
children
and
Mrs.
J.
S.
Allard
were
FOR SALE—Jewett touring car, used only
Eva Torrej- would be very grateful
Miss Marian Stover who had
attended thc» dance nt Salt Lake
George Taylor and family wer for personal car, has been run 10,000 miles.
in Rockland Monday.
prominence both in this city and
attended the dance at Salt Pond to people if they 'would please keep
Looks like new. In perfect condition. J. T.
charge of the daily* vacation Bible
guests
at
S.
H.
Payson
’
s
Sunday.
Mrs. Abbie Allard is suffering from
abroad.’’ She expressed her keen an Park Monday night.
(SAY, Waldoboro.______
C8-1f
out of her blueberry field.
School went to Camden Saturday
Lillian Russell of Razorvtlle visit
ticipation of an enjoyable European
Proprietor Charles Rawley of a lame knee.
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8; dry
Albert Bradstreet is working at
where she will direct a similar
ed
Mrs.
Gertrude
Payson
over
the
TRAINER’S
tour, which will be her first.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Young and
hard wood, also lumber. T. J. CARROLL.
Capt. George McLain’s at Pemaquid Wan-e-set Inn has had a new slip
school.
weekend.
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.
built down on the waterfront and ts Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Murch of
John Singer, who has been con Fl'.nt To Discuss Combines Abroad I le.icit.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed.
Stevens,
and
__ _____
79-tf
Foot of Spring St.
Rockland
.Mrs. Randall Poole is working for giving his hotel a flesh eoat of paint. Rockland were recent guests at the daughter of Chelsea called on their
fined to* the house for a number of
FOR SALE—Player piano rolls. 250 of them.
Mr. Flint said earlier in the day Mrs. Robert Duncan.
80-tf
Mrs. Sherman Hupper leaves Tues home of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. cousin Mrs. Lydia Leighton last high grade music, all regular $1 to $3 value,
months is now able to walk out.
that the honeymoon will give him an
Misses Irma Gilbert and Thelma day for her home in Melrose High J. H. Barnes,
25c to 50c per roll while they last. V. P.
week.
opportunity to keep appointments to Gilbert motored to Portland Sunday lands.
INC., Music Dept., 283 Main St.,
Mrs. H. A. Hart Is home from STUDLEY,
OWL'S HEAD
Rockland.
79-tf
discuss several large industrial deals returning Monday night.
Lincoln- Monaghan was a weekend
SOUTH
HOPE
Knox Hospital where site has been
FOR BALE—Eight roota house at 129
Vhcstpr Hoskins of Hartford. Conn in England, Belgium and France.
A large crowd attended the dance guest of his mother, Mrs. J. K. Mon
operated
on
for
appendicitis.
David Esancj' and wife of AppleRankin 8t. with 10 acrea of land and two
Is here on a visit to his grandparents, When he returns he plans to retir at Salt Pond Park Monday nigfht.
aghan.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Clifford barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43-M
ton wore recent callers at Mr. and
Capt. and Mrs. C. F. Chester. George as president of Flint & Co. and will
Mis. Feeney and family of Xew
Mr. and Mrs. John Mathews and Mrs. Albert Esancy’s.
and daughter were Sunday guests of _______ _____ ________________
47*U
Hogan, another grandson was a week become chairman of its board.
Hampshire are visiting at Fred daughter Jane are guests of Mrs.
FOR SALE<^Carpenter tools.
MRS
1
Mrs. Alice Fish of Oberlin. Kansas. Mrs. Charles Dunbar.
Since 1840 thia firm haa
Mr. Flint and Miss Reeves met in Flagg's for a few days.
Nelson Gardner.
NEWTON MORGAN. South Thomaston, Me '
end guest. 'Mrs. Anthony Ford and
John
Payson
Jr.
of
Wollaston,
Is visiting her sister, Mrs. Alice
faithfully aarvad the faml*
Miss Jeanette Bailey began work
■
M*tl
Albion Williams Is giving his house
daughter Virginia of VV’-. stfleld. Mass., Washington during the World War,
Mass.,
was
calling
on
relatives
and
Fish.
Hat of Knox County.
a new eoat of paint.
FOR SALE—Six second-hand pianos la
who have been visiting the Chesters when the banker passed much time at the Gosnold Arms Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Johnson and liiends over the weekend.
good condition. V. f. 8TUDLIT, INC.
Lady Attendant
The Ladies Aid mot with Mrs.
Allen Conary has nearly finished daughter of Bethlehem. Pa., were in
went yesterday to Bangor, and Mr. there in connection with his business
Mimic Dept.. Rockland. Maine.
78-tf
Tai. Day 450; Night, 781-1
work on Dr. Clark’s boat at the town the first of the week staying at
and Mrs. Colby Chester and daugh afffairs. Recently he had been mak Hattie Fossett Tuesday afternoon.
It is true love if It endures after
BARKER
’
S
POEMS
—
A
copy
in
excellent
Mrs. Bertha McFarland has em- creek.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ter Alice and Mrs. Stinson of Phila ing frequent trips to the capital t
the Community Sweet Shop. Mrs. hearing her describe 82,942 differ ctndlilon for sale. Also a copy of "BeglnDr. Herbert Kalloch, Mrs. Colby Johnson Is a granddaughter of the ent things as “perfectly precious.’’
nlogs of Colonial Main*.” R. T PATTEN
delphia, who also have been guests, further the work on the General pl wi.ient at the Gosnold Arms.
Skowhegan
Mr. ind Mrs. M. F. McFarland at Kalloch and Miss Fern Achorn are late Nathaniel Alford. Earlier in the
Knox memorial, and a month ago he
have returned to their home.
asked Miss Reeves to be his wife. tended the fair and food sale at guests of Mrs. E. E. Allen.
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDEMT RE
season another granddaughter of Mr.
ROCKLAND, ME.
PORTER la for sale at i. t. CARVER’S,
Mrs. Frank Shales and family of Alford’s, Mrs. Abbie Maxfield of La
About 1,200 adult students, many Their engagement was not announced Pemaquid Falls Wednesday night.
Rockland.
I32*tf
M:
Hattie Fossett is spending Portland are guests of Mrs. Amelia porte, Colo., was here.
of them professional men and wo until the wedding plans were made
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
her vacation abroad, expecting to Taylor.
Monday Mrs. Daniel Leighton had
men, were enrolled for study during public three days ago.
and estates; up-to-date-property, in the gar
Rodney Wiley Is helping Ormond as guests hcc- aunt Mrs. Sturdy and
Mr. Flint married in 1883 Miss Kate return in September.
den apof of Maine—Penobacot Bay
Write
the winter tenn in one or more of the
Hopkins doing haying; also Philip cousins Mr. and Mrs. Barton all of
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel I
22 dturses offered by the New School E. Simmons, daughter uf Joseph F.
fast. MsQie
g«.„
If
knighthood
were
yet
in
flltw
er,
Murphy.
Lynn. Mass.
for Social Research of New York Simmons of Troy. N. Y. His first
LADIES—Reliable stock or halt goods at ,
Forty-nine guests at Wan-te-set
Next Sunday Aug. 7 will be ob
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
Cltv. The school is now In its eighth wife died in March. 1926. Miss Re vet, xi it.-iin young men would check their
the Rockland Hair Store. 238 Main St. Mall
Inn Sunday enjoyed a dinner of served as visitation day at the Unlorders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 79-tf
j ear.
jI was married before also, but after shoes before dancing.

T

.

PUBUC AUCTION

NIGHT WASHER
WANTED

Fireproof Garage

WE PAY CASH

ARMOR
RADIO TUBES

House-Sherman, Inc.

DOWNYFLAKE

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorial!

wapttaps.

Every-Other-Day
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gjiNsocim
^^addlti^^^peraonalnote^Tcordln^11deP’*“iUr«» auu arrivals, mis department espe
cially desires information of social happen
ings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.

Oh

TELEPHONE

Mrs. Theresa Creamer has re
turned
from
North
Weymouth,
Mass., where she has been making
three weeks’ visit with her daughter
Mrs. C. W. Orcutt. She was accom
panied home by another daughter,
Mis. Alice Linckin of St. Petersburg,
Fla., who has also been visiting Mrs.
Orcutt.

We Have Placed a 50% Markdown on All

STRAW

in order to make room in our crowded millinery department for our daily arriving felt and velvet models.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry ,T. Shaw and
Mrs. A. J. Shaw of New York are
guests of the Misses Farwell, Sum
mer street.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis '

Miss Olive Ed wards, clerk in the
Knox Registry of Deeds, is having
her annual vacation, part of which
will be spent at Clark Island and
part in Boston.
—
Mr. and Mrs. Avard L. Rlchan and
daughter Janet Keith Riehan of Au- |
burn are making a week's visit with
Dr. uitfl Mrs. J. A. Riehan, Elm,
street.

Dr. Burnham S. Walker of the
Boston University medical faculty
arrived with his bride of a week Sat
urday evening. The young couple
are spending this week with the
family of the groom on Went
Meadow road. Dr. Walker is the son
of Louis A. Walker of Rockland and
is assistant professor of biological
chemistry in U. I'. Medical.

Fred A. Clark continues seriously
ill at his home, 74 Camden street.
Miss Elizabeth Morey is home
from Hudson Mass., foi*the summer
vacation.

Mrs. Theresa K. Gray and Miss
Gertrude Lloyd who have been
spending a week in Salem. Mass.,
visiting relatives and friends, re
turned Friday after a very pleasant
week.
/
Mrs. Dana E. Sherer is convales
cing from a serious operation at
•Knox Hospital.
The John Barrymore picture. “The
Beloved Rogue,’’ which comes io
Strand Theatre
for Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, may well fig
ure among the society events of the
week. It is the story of a character
whose wit made him leader of the
,«vagabonds, and whose pranks upset
a king and a kingdom.
There will be no meeting of the
E. F. A. Club this week.

Nestor Brown is having his an
nual vacation from St. Clair & Al
len's and iq company with Mrs.
Brown, their -son Richard and Joint
Rogers, has gone to Canada on a
motor trip.
Mrs. D. ’ X. Bird of Portland and
Miss Bertha 1. Todd of Auburn,
Mass., are guests of Miss Mary
Tyler, Camden street.

Barbara M., young daughter of
f Mr. and Mrs. William X. Todd of
I Portland who has been at the Y. W.
|C. A. Camp “Laughing Loon,’’ Lake
Ossipee, for three weeks has re
turned and will continue her visit at
pdiss Mary Tyler’s, Mrs. Todd s aunt.
Miss Evelyn Nygren of Attleboro,
Mass., is a guest at Owl’s Hoad Inn
for the remainder of the season.

Shirley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
d. H. McIntyre has returned from
a visit in Wakefield. Mass.

Hie Framingham Historical Society
and the Daughters of the American
Revolution could unite in appropri
Will Be Dedicated In Fram ate services.
The exact location of the Knox
ingham, Mass., the Com marker is not regarded as particu
larly important by those who have
ing October.
given tlie subject much study. Tlie
exact route by which Knox came to
The Knux marker, to commemo Framingham is a matter of conjec
rate the route of the train of artil ture. Tlie important fact is that
lery captured at Saratoga and trans Framingham was tlie terminus of
ported to Boston, through Framing the real route of transportation fol
lowed by Col. Henry Knox in bring
ham. by Gen. Knox, will be. placed ing the artillery from Ticonderoga.
on the Library Association property,
It is shown by the diary of John
facing Central square, and will be Adams that lie with Elbridge Gerry,
dedicated with appropriate exercises tlie Massachusetts delegates to tlie
on Oct. 17. the 15hth anniversary of Continental Congress stopped at tlie
Burgoyne's surrender following tlie old Buckminster Tavern near Buck
battle of Saratoga.
minster Square Jan. 25. 1776. and
In this campaign there were many that after dinner old Col. Buckmin
Framingham men.
General John ster. eighty years old, showed them
Nixon was particularly prominent the train of artillery consisting of
through the months of July to Oc 38 iron cannon and 20 brass cannon,
tober in the campaign under Gen. in the diary of Gen. William Heath
Schuyler and Gen. Gates of the so published soon after the Revolution
called Northern Army, according to J under the title of ' Heath's Memoirs,
John
M.
Merriam
who
with ; p
stated that Col. Knox came to
John H. Temple has given much camp on Jan. 18 and that the cannon
study to tlie route of General Knox , |iai, |„.Pn ordered to he stopped at
and his stay in Framingham.
Framingham. Tlie first record in
Acting under Schuyler’s orders , Heath's Memoirs of tlie actual arGen. Nixon led his brigade North | rival of tlie cannon in line of selge
to Fort Ann and Impeded Rurgoyne’s arOund Boston is on Feb. 25 when lie
advance by felling trees into the wa- records "Some heavy cannon were
ter ways, obstructing roads, seizing mounted on tlie works at Leechmore
cattle and forage so that Burgoyne's Point." It is tlierefore clear that
advance which was feared in July this train if cannon was in Framingwas delayed until OctobejF The iru- hanufrom Jan. IS to some date in
thorlties of tills campaign, both Con- February. I have read that Waslitinental and British, state that this ipgton had some 200 yoke of oxen
work by General Nixon made Bur- ||n the neighborhood of Springfield,
go.vnes advance ten fold more dllli- lit seems reasonable to me that these
cult.
caption were brought to Framing
In the battle of Saratoga Nixon's ham, parked in some accessible place
brigade led the attack in a heavy ind then that tlie oxen which were
fog. presumeb9\' against a small de hired by tlie day were sent hack and
tachment of Burgoyne's Army, but that as places were ready for tlie
when the fog 'lifted he was exposed mounting of these cannon, oxen were
to the cannon fire of Burgoyne's en sent to Framingham to bring them
tire a; mv and narrowly escaped cap over the remaining ifhort distance.—
ture and death, a cannon ball pass Framingham, (Mass) News.
ing so near that his hearing and
sight were permanently impaired.
ELECTRIC GARDENING
In connection with the placing of
this marker it is suggested that the
Electro-cultivation of the soli by
towns of Framingham and Sudbury,
impregnation with 103,000 volts of
electricity through tlie medium of a
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Kendall of plow which transmits the voltage
Augusta were guests Saturday of Dr. into the earth is being tried in ex
and (Mrs. IParsons, Warron street, periments with some success on the
Mr. and Mrs. D. K. Chase Barker [ farms of Donald Woodward, mllllonand Mrs. John Snow of Bluehill were lire agriculturist, at Le Roy. N. Y..
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Parsons lust I The Rochester Journal and PostThursday.
Express says. The process Is the
_
invention of Hamilton L. Coe of
Mr, and Mrs. Colon Strout and son pltt!,bllr»rh. who declares that it not
Lloyd of Leominster, Mass., arrived I,,nlv eliminates weeds and destroys
Saturday anil are the guests of Mrs. ' hacleila and harmful grubs, hut leStrout's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. stores the fertility of farm lands and
produces crops in record time.
Smaif.

A KNOX MARKER

7

A email dinner party was given
by Mrs. Alice S. Hall, Friday at
Warrenton Park in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. L. H. Hamilton and Mrs. Mar
garet Mansfield, of Glen Ridge. X. .1.
and Mrs. J. H. Henderson of Liver
pool, England.

HATS

ODDS AND ENDS SALE
—of—

Useful
and Fancy Articles
—by—

Universalist Women

THURSDAY, AUG. 4

Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Richards enter
tained as weekend gue’ts Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert J. Graham and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Palmer of Attleboro, Mass.
The party motored here on their way
to Canada, Montreal and Quebec.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter B'.aisdell and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hodsdon mo
tored from Portland and spent the
weekend with Mrs. Blaisdell’s brother,
Capt. Alien Holt at Owl’s Head Light
Station.

B. P. W. Rooms
Charles Bigelow HealV of Marl
10.00 A. M.—5.00 P. M.
boro, Mass., is in the city'on a fort91*92
_
________ ______________________
night’s vacation in the course of
A picnic supper was given Sat- I " hich he
>° disprove some
u.ilay evening at the Xewbert „,t. i of the g°lf championship claims ma,1tage. Roek.v Pond, by Mr. and Mrs. **} Ned Leighton and 'Chick Spear.
William J. Ward of Kew Gardens, N. 1
Y. Their guests were Mr. and Mrs. i Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Gray of Boston
W. M. Rector of Kew Gardens, are visiting Mr. Gray’s sister, Mrs.
Wright Pearsall of Seaford, X. Y.. Jennie Torrey, in this city, and his
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pierce of New brother, John L. Gray in Thomaston
York. Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Bren- until Saturday.
nan and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dun- 1
____
har.
The Bean Club flined at Jack O’
-----Lantern in Camden Saturday eveMrs. Mabel Bowlev. Mrs. Bessie ning with Mrs. Joyce -Lehing of
Sullivan and Arthur Rowley motored i Boston as a special guest,
to Boston Saturday with Mls<s 'Susie ,
-----Spear who is enroute to her home : The Ladies' Aid cf the Littlefield
in Philadelphia after a two weeks' Memorial Church will meet Wedifesvacat Ion with relatives in this city, day evening in the vestry for busi
ness and roll call. This is the last
Miss Katharine Buffum has ar meeting for the summer. rived from New York to spend the
At least one Educational Club
summer at her Beech street home.
member has collected over 1G mem
Commander and Mrs. Douglas W. berships and a report from each on
Fuller and their young daughter, the drive is requested for the Thom
after a fortnight’s visit in the city aston picnic at Mrs. Emerson Waits’,
returned by the Sunday night train Main street, when a speaker is ex
tu their Brooklyn home. Commander pected. with study and Dr. Cadman
Fuller is in charge of the Naval discussions. Report as to new memRecrulting Station in New fork. ' hers as well as renewals Thursday.
Each day of his Rockland visit saw ;2 to 7 p. m. If stormy, picnic Friday,
him < n the Country Club golf course. I
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane were
William L. Benner underwent a passengers by last night's steamer to
surgical operation at Knox Hospital Boston where they will make a brief
yesterday. His condition is reported visit among old friends. Mr. Crane
taking alone his golf clubs for a
favorable.
little go at tlhe Charles River course.
Miss Ruth Dunn of South Portland
Mrs. II. O. Gurdy gave a small
is spending several days as the guest
of Miss Marjorie Dunstan at the par coffee party yesterday afternoon to
Mrs. Mary Walker and Miss Carrie
sonage.
larnard who k’ft for home that
Miss Mary Hahn of Boston is visit vening by Boston steamer
ing Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Hall, Masonic
racing
sloop
Wolfo’s
Dudley
street.
Alert” has arrived from the Cape
Fred H. Speed of Boston is visiting \ Mn>' ra,'os and is ",0?re<J at W»rrenton on a motor trip into Canada.
his sister, Mrs. A. F. Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith and
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord is to be
son will return to the Kimball
hostess at a Uoso.er's l’ond picnic
House. Northeast Harbor, for the
tomorrow.
tnonth of August.

George E. Smith of Norfolk. Mass.,
Miss Joyce Ix'liing. who is sum
passed through his home town yes
terday bound up river and to p ints mering at Crescent Beach, goes to
beyond, on his annual vacation trip. morrow to Framingham. Mass., for
a few days.
Mrs. Robert See of Chicago, who
Miss Martha Bartlett is spending
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Hanscom, Union street, has her vacation from Gardiner Public
Library at her home on Ocean street,
gone* to Xe* York.
this city.
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbock
lion. Payson Smith, L. L. D.. Com
er and daughter .left yesterday for
their summer home in Bethel. They missioner of Education for Massa
will remain through August. Ruth chusetts. and Mrs. Smith were guests
Hanscom will be their guest for two at the Thorndike Hotel Wednesday.
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton are oc
John Donohue is in Portland on cupying the Rose cottage at Crescent
^business.
s
Bench for the month of August.

Mls.s Evelyn Perry has resigned
her position In Sonter-Crane's.
E. K. Leighton is in New York on

business.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mason of
Fitchburg. Mass., are the guests of
Mr. ansi Mrs. Elmer C. Davis on
Fulton street.
Mrs. Ellis Spear of Boston will
entertain at luncheon today at the
Hilltop Inn, Warren, following witl,
an auction at her summer homo on
the Warren rtiad.

Mr. and Mrs. George B. Clay of
Philadelphia have arrived at the'r
Part of the personnel of the LivThere will be a meeting of the cottage on "Clay Island," Crawford
lingston Machine Co. with some* of Wight Philharmonic Society Thurs- Lake.
I the summer colony at Crawford Lake day evening at the heme of Mrs,
■enjoyed a deep-sea fishing expedi Berry^ Grove street.
[ Mrs. Mary Adams arrived Satur
tion Saturday off the Muscle Ridges.
day and is visiting her daughter,
Mrs, C. \V. Proctor and d^ghter, Mrs. H. B. Fales.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Deering of Virginia have returned from a'trip
----I Boston, who have bec«n guests of to Hyannis.
! Mrs. George R. Anderson and son
Mrs. Deering’s aunt. Miss Nettie
____
! Lester of New York, are guests for
Clark, High street, left for Boston
Miss Alice Bartlett who has been lbe month of August of relatives in
| Saturday.
at her home on Ocean street for a J tb*-s
and Rockpoft.
few weeks, returned Saturday tq her
Misses Margaret and Mary ButtoMrs. Mary Walker of Brookline
position as General Secretary of the
Imer of Rockland Tiave joined their
land Miss Carrie Barnard of MedYoung
Woman
’
s
Christian
Associa

cousin, MisS Ellen Buttomer of Bos
i ford Hillside, returned to their homes
tion in Milwaukee. Wis.
ton on a motor trip into Canada.
i Sunday after a visit of two weeks
hero.
Mrs.
Berta
Rose
has
gone
to
|
In spite of a rainy night cars were
Bootlibay
Harbor
for
a
short
visit.
banked at Crescent Beach as never
Misses Ada and Alena Young, wha
before on Monday night for the cab
attended the Missionary Educational
Deputy
Sheriff
Earle
Ludwick
and
aret, which proved a huge success.
Conference at Ocean Park. Arrived
Among the outstanding features of family spent Sunday with relatives home yesterday. This conference is
at
Northi«u
t.
the program were dances by George
interdenominational and is ail eduSleepe.* and his partner, Mrs. Celia
' cational movement to train leaders
Charles
W.
Littlefield
of
Montclair
Pearsron Stewart. Novelty dances,
J., was a weekend visitor in tile who wish to do work cither ill home
were given with great success by the N.
pjtv. the guest of bis sister.Miss ! or foreign missionary societies. Sunthree Puller sisters of New Jersey. Caroline Littleflk’d, Limerock street. ; day schools and all kinds of church
Mary Bird, accompanied by Mrs.
activities. This proved to be an ex
Lillian Copping, sang sweetly and Mrs. Littlefield and daughter Alice, ceptionally fine conference.
The
who
accompanied
him.
go
today
to
Ernest McChesney of Friendship
Misses Young were joined at Ocean
Castine,
where
Mr.
Littlefield
will
used his rich tenor voice with great
Mr. Park by Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H.
success. Mafy- Lawrence, in black rejoin them about the 15th.
Littlefield's sons. Charles and Wil Rhodes of . Brookline, Mass. From
face did the Charleston to a turn.
there the party made a sightseeing
1 Hie
Crescent
Beach
Orchestra liam arc at a hoys' camp at Bantam
tour through some of the finest scen
which gave its services to promote Lake, Conn.
ery of western Maine. They visited
the occasion did splendidly and men
Friends of Jahn A. Stevens and Poland Spring. Farmington (where
tion should ,be made of Miss Alcada
Hall, pianist, of Thomaston, who was Lena E. St. Clair will be pleased to they made a stop of two or tiire ■
so liberal with her accompaniments. learn of their marriage which tva • days), then turning westward they
The hall was lavishly decorated with solemnized Saturday night at the went through the Rangeley Lake re
pink and red rambler roses and Methodist parsonage by Rev. J ihn gion. ascended Eustis Ridge, came
Dunstan. Both are well and favor down into Kingfield, back to the Bel
beautiful lights.
ably known throughout the city. grade Lakes, then down to Water
Home cooked food on sale every Those witnessing the ceremony were ville and Winslow, where they visit
Wednesday and Saturday at B.P.W. Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair. ed their sisters, Mrs, Frances Dunclub, 449 Main street, bread, rolls, Eugen? Stoddard, son and daughter, bar and Mrs. John Howard—thence
cake, brownies, pies, pastry, beans, Miss Marjorie Dunstan, Miss Osgood j back to Portland, where the parly
■cottage cheese, fudge, etc. Orders of Portland and Miss Ruth Dunn of, separated. It was a most enjoyable
trip for all.
■ kind. Tel. $123.—adv.
91*93 South Portland.

last week and was a special guest
at the Shriners’ field day, Oakland
Park.
The Baroness is a very fa
mous concert pianist, whose talent,
set the capitals of ^Europe ablaze
with enthusiasm.
For a decade word lias been com
ing front Europe tiw't (Romaine
would visit America.
On fleet vis
its she has appeared in a few of the
larger cities.
Her present arrange
ment, however, provides for a tour
all the way across the Continent.
A token of her talent may be
found in the following:
An eminent journalist in Paris es
saying a dialectic on the "Art of
Ninon Romaine," closed a com
prehensive article witli these words,
"One nted not analyze the jterfume
of a rose, nor reduce the scintilla
tions of a moonbeam into its com
ponent rays: Either would he a lesser
task than to define the allure, ro
mance and beauty of Ninon Ro
maine's music.”
While residing in London Madame
Romaine was a frequent passenger
of tile Daimler service, which linked
the British capital's air terminal
with several Continental cities. Dur
ing an early afternoon tea in the Pic
cadilly Hotel one afternoon, a bored
tea drinker professed a yearning for
a Paris dinner.
In seven minutes a
big Daimler limousine drew up at the
hotel. It raced the distance to Croyden. when it wasn't held up in traf
fic jams in Whitehall and at 4.50 ex
actly, Madame 'Romaine was 400
feet over the flying field.
They
reached the Channel in 42 minutes,
•Crossed it In eight minutes flying
time, and at 6.42 the big passenger
plane landed at La Bourget, where
another limousine was waiting. At
6.68 the pianist was in the Place de
la Opera, Paris, and at 7.09 pre
cisely, the suave Pierre at ’Giro's,
dispatched a telegram to London an
nouncing that Madame Romaine was
a dinner guest at the restaurant. She
went to the telephone and sum
moned three of her friends residing
in Paris and they enjoyed a dinner,
such as only Giro's, In all the civ
ilized universe ca i serve.
A duck
cooked with oranges was an inci
dent!
Another thrilling flight was taken
by Madame Romaine from the San
Inglevert Aerodrome near Calais to
Rotterdam, ISO miles, in two hours
in a Fokker monoplane.
The land
ing was made on a field illuminated
by search lights.
On another occa
sion she flew from Amsterdam, thi
time in a Daimler plane, and ar
rived in London tn heavy weather,
in less than four hours.
in Germany in her student years
the young concert pianist was fre
quently at tlie home of the Count
and Countess Zeppelin, whom she al
ways described as charming people,
and she was one of the first women
ever to ride In a Zeppelin.

Mr, and Mrs. Frank Lunt of Thomaston, Mrs. Edith Duncan and Mrs
Alfred Cates have returned from ten
days motor trip through the White
Mountains and over the Mohawk
Trail. They also visited in ,Marblehead and Provincetown. Mass.

1

Put new life in your xtep

j

$5.00
In Patent, Kid, Tan, Good
year Welt, Combination
Last, Medium Heel.

STEEL ARCH SUPPORT

: : AT : :

Pioneer Grange Pavilion

Every Saturday Night
•• • •
GOOD MUSIC
:

AND A GOOD PLACE FOR A

WALKOVER SIGN
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Ding-Dong

TONIGHT
AND

*

To the Zestful Music of

Spanish Serenaders

STRAND
THE HOME OF THE PHONOF1LM

TODAY

“BREAKING CHAINS”
A Russian drama descriptive of the great revolu
tion in that unhappy country.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY

JOHN BARRYMOflE
-in-

“The Beloved
Rogue”
He kissed many but loved one
Glad or Sad, Bad or Mad, in silks or rags he took life
and romance, with music on his fiery lips, a twinkle
in his roguish eye,

—until she came

PARK
NOW PLAYING
“THE TENDER HOUR”
BILLIE DOVE, BEN LYON

GOOD TIME

T&Th-tf

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

I
1

DANCE
Grange Hall

'

SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIDAY EVENING
Kirk's Orchestra
Dancing 8.30
Good Roadt -Come On Down
56-T-tf

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING
"A NERVOUS WRECK”
HARRISON FORD
WED.-THURS.

TAXI-TAXI
With

Edward Everett Horton
Hip laughing story published in
the Saturday Evening Post
—And—

“CLOSED GATES”

>f,._____ '
THE MR’MOUNTJUNKM STAK
JAMES HALL -LOUISE BROOKS
RICHARDARLIN-NANCYPKLLUK
ELBRENDEL
MniHTCD >Y ADOLPH ZUKOR

L U\SKY

“The Quarterback” and "The Campus Flirt” rolled
into one ! We swear to the youth, the whole youth
and nothing but the youth of “Rolled Stockings.”

With

JANE NOVAK
NEWS

McLain’s Shoe Store

The Feature

DANCING

Opportunity
Clas3
will
meel
Thursday evqning with Mrs. Evelyn :
McKusic, 17 Spruce street.

VITAL ARCH
SHOES

If the face powder you now use does
not stay on long enough to suit you—
does not keep that ugly shine away
indefinitely—does not make your skin
colorful like a peach—try this new
wonderful special French Process
Face Powder called MELLO-GLO.
Remember the name MELIXJ-GLO.
There’s nothing like it. Corner Drug
Store, and all other good stores.—adv.

R. V. F. A.
SPEAR HALL
WEDNESDAY EVG., AUG. 2
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
POPULAR PRICES
*

Mr. and Mrs. Frank-A. Batchelder J
of Lynn. Mass., are visiting at W.
N. Benner's.

Miss Muriel Redman of Danville
is the guest of her grandparents, Mr.
Miss Bella Lord has returned to and Mrs. Alfred Cates, Brewster
her duties at Mr. Ingraham's office, street.
after two weeks' vacation at Calais,
Eastport and New Brunswick.
Mrs W. Harrison Sanborn of
Miami, Fla., entertained at llier sumMiss Lenore Benner is having a mc‘ home on Lisle street. Monday
vacation from the Chamber of Com opening in honor of Mrs. William
merce office and is spending the week G. Iz'hrlng, concert soprano of New
in Portland.
York. The house was decorated with
lovely garden flowers. Buffet supper
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Putnam and was served and an evening of immusic
followed.
Mrs.
son Albert of Portland and Mrs. Amy promptu
Parsons of Newton Centre, Mass., Leiiring, who !has been coaching ex
were in the city Thursday enroute tensively the past winter with Har
riet Ware and Walter Goble, prom
to Spruce Head for a few days.
inent Amerlcon composers, sang
Miss Edith Lord of Richardson. N. so.eral selections, accompanied by
These guests were
B., is visiting her cousin. Miss Berla Mrs. Sanborn.
present: Mrs. L. N. Lawrence, Mrs.
Lord.
Edward Lancaster. Mrs. Geneva
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Cross and fam Huke, Mrd. Maynard Marston, Mrs.
ily and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hill of Mayland Morse of Concord. N. H„
Guilford are guests of Capt. Israel Miss Helen Fuller, Mrs. Francis
Harrington of Hartford. Conn., Mrs.
Snow, Mechanic street. Sunday the
Adelbe-t Miles. Mrs. James O’Hara,
family group enjoyed a cruise in the
Mrs. William Sharpe of New York.
steam yacht Firefly and today is on Mrs. L. E. McRae, Mrs. William
a motor trip to Portland.
Rhodes, Mrs. Ralph Hanscom and
Mrs. Lehring.
Class 29 of the M. E Sunday school)
received an invitation from Mrs. i'
Herbert Mann to hold a picnic last
Friday at her pretty home in Rock
port. on Beauchamp Point road,
which also was a surprise party for
Mr. Mann's mother, who resides in
Somerville, but is spending a few,
weeks visiting friends in this vi- |
cinity. A social and luncheon was'
enjoyed on the shady lawn, 30 en-l
joying a feast furnished by the
hostess, Mrs. Mann. The captain's
advice was disregarded and the pas-i
tor and one member were sure the
cottage was to he found on the road
before crossing the bridge, but all’s
well that ends Well. Mrs. Lavonia
Mann was formerly a resident of
Rockland and a member of Class 29.'

New Wonderful
Face Powder

DANCE

;
,
[

PRIZE WALTZES

Cl paramount Qicture

COMEDY

FRI.-SAT.—FRED HUMES in
‘‘HANDS UP" and “THE RE
TURN OF THE RIDDLE RIDER”

Fri.-§at.—Richard Dix in "Quicksands” and
Belle Bennett in "The 4th Commandment”

't?e

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 2, 1927.

Fight

VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD

Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.
[Seventh Paper]
Siam
Our Siamese experience is now a
thing of the past, in which the un
limited hospitality of the King and
members of the loyal family, the
government officials and the people
themselves,
the
distinctive
and
amazingly beautiful art, the living
worship of Buddha, the red stained i
. .
lips and black teeth of the betelnut 1
chewers, the naked children, fasci
nating canals and waterways, rice
fields and ruins, Italian marble pal
aces, vast quantities of gold and sil- j
ver objects of art, and mosquitoes,
are a glorious jumble.
1 will try to strengthen and
straighten out my impressions by
putting things down in chronological
order as much as possible.
The Siamese Navy manoeuvered
our progress from the IRyndam,
anchored in the shallow water off
the bar at the mouth of the Chao
Phya River, to a small town where
trains took us to Bangkok.
The
coastline here is very flat, tropical
luxuriance in vegetation being its
main feature, with picturesque bam
boo villages built on stilts, with
canals for streets as most interesting
diversions.
The brown ChineseMalay 'Siamese inhabitants of this
little town were all out to see this
influx of Americans, the greatest
ever known in the history of their
interesting little monarchy.
Men
and women with short hair, almost
Indistinguishable in their thinness,
wearing Javanese printed skirts or
full diaper-like arrangements called
panungs, with sometimes, a bit of a
shirt or a binder across the breast,
but more often nothing above the
waist ; naked children with gold and
silver anklets, bracelets or neck
laces; babies riding astride their
elders’ hips, and yellow robed shaven
priests, made quite a reception.

but not Mongolian. They are often
.ery thin. The babies are adorable.
After we had seea all we wanted
to of these things. Miss A— took us
in town in her own ear. The sky line
of Bangkok is different from any
other in the world. I’ll wager.
Slender turrets, domes, castellated
walls, beautiful trees!
There are
beautiful broad tree-lined avenues,
, .
..
.
. . . . ... .
glistening gold pagodas, bright tiled
temple roofs, goigeous gateways.
And then narrow’ streets and alleys
and fascinating shops. Miss A—took
us to some, where true 'Siamese cloth
of lovely designs and colors are
made, and she bought us pieces as
souvenirs
Then she took us Into a Siamese
theatre. The type was similar to
that I described in Kowloon. IWe
were taken way down front, right to the
stage, which is a platform built out
into the audience. The latter was
crowded on benches behind, around
and above us. Mostly women and
•hildren. for the actors here are all
men. and it seems the women fall for
them, as our girls do for “movie”
heroes. The betel-nut mouths were
terrible, but the kids altogether
winning, the little boys naked, the
little girls with a tiny chain about
their waists, from which hangs in
front a diminutive silver chain flap,
ike a fig leaf. Cutest things you
ever saw. The music, such as we
had seen at the cc liege, sat at one
iide of the stage.
• • • •
I suppose the story acted was
ibout the grade of that we saw at
Kowloon, although not so full of
action. The costumes were the pre-,
scribed classical garments of princes
and princesses, and the movements
of the aims, wrists and fingers typiically Siamese—double jointed effect
with Angers turning way up back
wards. The music accompanied the
motions which are rather dancelike. Sometimes speeches take place
without music. The singing is more
like the forced crying sort of tlie
Chinese.
We were given the only ehairs in
the place—three of the most rickety
things you ever saw. And we felt
quite comfortable to stare, as we
were being stared at by the friendly
natives. One thing more about the
actors. They are heavily powdered
and they chewed betel-nut, so that
when they opened their mouths, the
black apertures in the white faces
made them look like horrible death
heads.
The men taking women’s
parts were killing, in their simpering
manner and their false bosoms
rather too high to look natural. Oh.
we had such a good time, looking and
looking.
The agony of Bangkok are the
mosquitoes and honestly they were
terrible. In spite of the netting over
our beds, we were bitten to death.
It was hot as thunder and those
shower-bathS
were
a
godsend
When we wanted hot water, we were
given a bucket full and a small basin
with which to pour it over us. A
sweating half-naked native kept the
fires going outside the bath houses
to heat the water.

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY

Arthur Staples Tells of Re
gion Which Will No

Longer Be Dormant.
Arthur G. Staples’ essay in the
Lewiston Journal Tuesday night had
to do witli ‘‘Our Atlantic Highway
in Maine.” As that subject has a
natural interest tor everybody in this
section ' the article Is here repub
lished;
• . • •

-VMC-A

The Carlton Bridge over the Ken
nebec at Bath is going along so well,
that we feel like applauding the com
mission that has managed it and the
builders who have so far carried on
every meal
its work so ably.
Here of all things ever done in
Iced SALADA Tea:
Maine is an admirable affair. Its
cost is only that of a ten or fifteen
mile stretch of cement road. But—
suppose that in the building of a
trunk highway on land, we came to a
piece less than a mile long, that was
impassable—past which we had to
tote people by ox-teams, and at
hose terminals travelers had to
stop and often wait hours before
passing.
Disperses that Drowsy
Would we hesitate to surmount all
Feeling
obstacles no matter what the cost?
The Kennebec was exactly that and
Stimulates and Cools
no more. It is a trunk-line highway.
We are building a piece of road, over
235
river. Today, this bridge rears one
of its towers so high that its top
may be seen far over the surround
STUDEB-AKER LOWER
ing country. The approaches, espe Highway at Castine, which would
cially in Bath are fine. It looks as also be an asset to the all-coast
though we should be crossing in route. Rut it is not so essential as Sweeping Reductions Are Announctd
In All The Famous Models
1927. Traffic that way is growing the bridging of the Penobscot at
rapidly. The ferry is doing an Bucksport or some other place below
Sweeping price reductions ranging
enormous business but It is nothirig Bangor on the Penobscot to cut oft
the long distance to and thfougli up to $2ti0 were announced today by
to what the bridge will do.
That section of Maine along the Bangor, for such as do not' care to Tlie Studebaker Coris,ra’ii> t of Am
coast from Wbolw'.ch to Bangor, has make it.
INFLUENCE OF D. A. R.
THE GRANGF is EXCITED
Such things do not daqiage busi erica on the most beautiful, powerlong been dormant by reason of the
ness
In the up-river towns. People f'1 and dii'..ilk line of Stuuibakers
ferriage. In prospect of (he bridge,
Vlaude Clarke Gay Tells
..............
The new prices,
everything is now on the gain. come in such numbers, guing one yet produced.
How It Affected the State State Officers Directed To Take No Part In Coming Refer- There are signs of a great land- way and coming another, that all i which go into effect Immediately, are
boom in that section. This Atlantic towns are bettered. Bangor mer the result of years of preparation
endum Matters—Objection To Harriman Methods.
Highway, will be the scenic route of chants will not protest, if they fully and are possible because The StuLegislature.
♦ • ♦ *
Maine. How lovely from Wiscasset understand what this means toward ('.•■''.ikct Corp t’^ion has co-’si-tentto Bangor by this route. From getting enormously Increased travel ly re-invested millions of earnings
Maude Clarke Gay, member of the
Our guides, officials of the Sia
John
E.
Abbott,
master
of
the
continue
this
arrangemci^L
it
will
Rockland to Bangor via Searsport is Into Bar Harbor and other eastern in economic expansion. Coupled with
mese government, were splendid men.
83d Legislature, in an interview
production
accomplishment,
Maine
State
Grange,
will
be
a
candiprecipitate
a
ruction
at
the
1927
sesexquisite.
What more beautiful place points. These people will go one this
of fl e education cbtained in many
speaks of the work done by the wo date for the same office in the Na- , sion of the State Grange, when it than Searsport, the town of the way and come the other.
brilliant engineering lias played an
instances in foreign lands. Some of
men of the State, and especially tional Grange at the next election, it comes to the election of a lecturer,
Ir. short, the bridge is our next important part In the development
homes of old sea-captains. Belfast,
them were of royal blood (until the
great problem and it must be met in of what are prop'Tiy considered the
is
stated
by
hi?
friends.
j
A
letter
sent
to
masters
of
Pomona
compliments
the
Daughters
of
the
how
lovely.
What
vistas
from
the
last two kings, the monarchs had
-Mr. Abbott has made no announce- and subordinate Granges of the State shores of Penobscot Bay. How sweet he way of general welfare, not pro finest Studebaker cars ever offered
many wives). Our slightest wishes
American Revolution. She says that
vincialism
or
sectionalism.
The to the motoring public.
ment. It is. however, known that he notifying them of the vote of the
were granted, and the difficult task
through the law making of the wln- was approached 1 y prominent mem- I executive committee of the Grange to and provincial are such towns as bridge Is highway. The ferry is ob
Tlie radical reductions announced
Bucksport and Prospect! The finest
of handling our 450 uncouth selves
er, “one could perceive the strength hers of the national body at the the effect that the State Grange as automobile tour in America, through solete. Consider a bridge cither at today affect every car in the line and
was done with extreme courtesy,
of the great organization of the D. Portland meeting last November and , a body, nor any of its officers take Rockland, Camden, and across the Indian Point or Tannery Point at bring it to a new level of value. It
efficiency and tact. An hour's ride
was emphasized particularly that in
through plantations of tropical fruits
A. R. working for the good of the urged to enter the contest. He was action on any of the pending referen river at Bucksport along that ex Bucksport.
j ert: hlishing these new low prices
dums as a Grange measure, has quisite wooded road to Ellsworth,
schools, for civic improvements, and i assured of strong support.,
landed us in the outskiits of Bang
tacte has beep no curtailment In the
CENTRAL MAINE EARNINGS
for the State itself, striving always
Meantime, it is further said. Mr. stirred up considerable excitement in with pondsand lakes of sky-blue water
kok, where we were taken by auto to
accessories which arc standard on
to promote loyalty and patriotism. Abbott will be a candidate for re- Patrons of Husbandry circles.
and in a pleasant day, under a leafy
one of the colleges. There we were
A comparative statement of com- studebaker production. 1 he StudeBy many this has been taken to canopy^with sun-flecked roads along
ever moving forward in battle* line, election as State Master of Maine
housed
in
dormitories.
Special
M«cd results of operating of the kaker policy Js to sell its cars ready
as did their Revolutionary ancestors, at the Portland session of the State mean that the executive committee avenues over which the trees meet Central Maine Power Company for f‘»'
shower baths had been built for us.
road with more than $100
to safeguard and keep the funda Grange the coming December. This had voted that subordinate and Po
as one rides seemingly through a the 12 months ending June 30. 1927,
Boy Scouts wait id on us at table,
with,°"'
would carry the next battle for State mona Granges should take-no part in tunnel of verdure.
mental principles of America.”
three times a day, beginning their
.
e
All models. It was stated will conbe equlpp.,, wlth rront and
Mrs. Gay is well known among all Master and other officers over to the this discussion of these referendums.
Maine may well consider herself a show gross earnings of $.,.3-8,09:. tlnue
work at early dawn.
the club women of the State. She 1929 session which, in all probability, Others take a different view. They little more seriously in this respect, as against $1,916,258 for the 12 tear bumpers;
We were settled about supper time
shock absorbers;
say that the vote of the committee viz. her own personal loveliness. months ending June 30. 1926. Thia
county chairman of the Maine will be held in Lewiston.
and after an excellent meal we wan
thief-pro f coincidental lack to igni
merely prohibits officers of the State She should beware of the ruthless is an increase of $381,836.
If
this
be
correct,
then
there
is
a
Beautiful
Committee,
chairman
dered about the Campus to see the
tion. steering wheel ind spare tire
Operating expenses, maintenance, kick: engine thermometer and hy
State Endowment Fund. Maine Fed real fight brewing [or the 1929 ses Grange from taking part in these portable saw-mill along such high
various booths, at which all kinds of
campaigns as officers of the State
sion
of
the
Maine
State
Grange.
Into
taxes
and
depreciation
for
the
period
eration
of
Women
’
s
Clubs,
vice
pres

ways. Their beauty is worth more
typ'cally
Siamese
entertainments
drostatic gasollna gauge on the
ident Maine Writers’ Research Club, it will enter, it is said, a number of Grange; also, that the State Grange than box-boards. She should take were $3,110,480, an increase of $335,- dash: rear vision mirror; automatic
went on oil the evening. There were
takes
no
position
in
the
matters
of
factors,
not
the
least
of
which
is
the
923,
leaving
a
net
Income
from
oper

president
Lincoln
County
Union
of
shadow pictures, marionette shows,
care of these rides and by proper
wind shield cleaner; rear traffic
Women’s Clubs, trustee Waldoboro candidacy of tlve present State Lec referendum.
various types of instrumental music
legislation prevent the desecration of ations of $2,217,615 as against $2,171.- signal light; two-beam acorn head
Many members of the Grange see
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with their men in the vanguard of !
Six Captured By Marine Troops
Hioner of labor and industry, said track, over a narrow board slip to a
civilization. It has meant to me the merce had issued Hie following state Wednesday that there never was
scow, to which is attached a doubletime in Maine* when the employer ended motor-boat. And then one
Symbolic of the “New Brother fruit of their labor and prayers, the ment :
“I. asmuch as gasoline taxes help and the employe were working under sets out into the Penobscot going up
hood of American Commonwealth,' glorious endeavor of those who had
once torn by Civil War, was the the courage and the vision to make build roads we are all interested in more pleasant relations than at or down with the tide and finally
present. He cited the fact that there chugging into Prospect ferry-slip,
gesture by which Gov. Ralph O the«ir dreams come true.”
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once carried by the troops of six and at Lincoln Academy at New gasoline tax movement for the legis of the Haskell Silk Company
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ernors’ Conference might make his
CAN’T STOMACH SMITH
Small of Illinois signed the bill pro common labor,” continued Commis
It is picturesque, quaint—but ter
presentation to the annual banquet
viding for a two-cent gas tax in sioner Beals.
rifying to timid motorists and
Into the hands of Gov. John Richards
Price $2.25 per ton in city limits.
Southern Methodist Bishop Sees No Illinois.
Illinois joins with New
“There is. however, a small sur
tedious as well as expensive. It
of South Carolina, he handed the
Chance For Democrats Anyhow.
j
erse
v
as
the
two
new
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in
the
plus of skilled labor in some of tho costs a dollar for a car and ten cents
silk remnants symbolic of the
gets clothes whiter, brighter! brittle
gasoline tax procession, which now building trades.
Other points in County based on mileage.
The demand for apiece fop each person in the car
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Edwin
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of
the
includes
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and
the
farm labor is good.
On our day they charged us $1.60 for
O boiling, no scrubbing, no wash growing amongst states.’’
Methodist Episcopal Church South District of Columbia. Half of the
“The cotton mills are in better the 15 minute service. Surely
board —just soak! That’s all. Just
Twenty-two governors, represen
in a statement Wednesday in the States of the Union have passed leg condition than they were a year ago '»oll-bridge at that price would pay
soak the whole wash in Rinso suds.
tatives of four other states, and 700
Charlotte. N. C., News, said the islation providing for increased gaso and not so many of them are now especially if It were a suspension
Here are real suds that loosen dirt banquet guests were silent and eves Democratic party must break away line tax rates to take effect at some running on short time.
bridge, without draw, and for ve
and stains — not just soap bubbles. filled with tears when a squad of from the yoke of New York and New date during the year 1T27.
“The wool*n industry has been hides only, there being no need for
CEMENT, SAND AND BUILDING SUPPLIES
Rinso makes even hard water soft and marines bore in the Stars and Bar: Jersey. A1 Smith is the candidate
“These 24 States, grouped accord dull for a long time*, but It has rail service. Besides the banks are
of Dixie's lost cause.
soapy all through.
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ROCKLAND, MAINE
There was the battle emblem of the not of the Democratic Party but of ing to the new rates, are as follows: picked up during the past month and so high on either side, that thev
It’s such fun to rinse off the creamy 21st South Carolina volunteers cap the Anti Prohibitionists, the bishop Five cents States, Arkansas. Florida, mill men are looking for a gradual would lend themselves to the sus
Rinso suds and find the wash whiter tured by the Maine Infantry at Mor said.
and New Mexico. Four cents States, improvement.
pension-bridge construction.
than ever—without one bit of hard ris Island, South Carolina; the flag
“The shoe industry is better than
"I for one shall vote the Republican Alabama, Idaho. Maine, Maryland,
A bridge here completing the At
rubbing! Hands stay young, clothes
of the 33d Virgin) t, captured by the ticket in preference. Republicans of South Dakota an 1 West Virginia. it has been for some time, as more lantic Highway to Ellsworth via
wear longer, when the wash is done
operatives arefemployed and the fac Bucksport would be the concluding
19th Maine Infantry at Spottsyl- the north and Democrats of the south Three cents States, California, Colo
this gentle way,
link in what would be a worldvania, Virginia; and four other flags. have much more in common than the rado, Delaware, Iowa. Michigan, tories are running longer hours.
“The pulp and paper mills towns famous tour of Maine. Aroostook
Montana, New Hampshire, Ohio,
Rinso is great for washing machines,
The four other emblems were taken two wings of Democracy.
’’Church people in the north usual Pennsylvania. Texas, Vermont and are in the best condition of any of would profit by It.
Bar Harbor
too. 30 leading makers endorse it.
by the 15th Maine Volunteers at the
ly vote the Republican ticket and Wyoming. Two cents States. Illinois, the industrial centers, practically ought to ask for it. Ellsworth, so
Make your next washday a pleasant capture of Fort Hemmes, Texas, by
all of the mills running on full time. rapidly forging ahead as a tourist
surprise. Try Rinso! It’s all you need the First Maine at Aldie, Virginia; by church people in the south the Demo New Jersey and Rhode Island.
“The sardine factories are not place, should bestir itself. On the
,
“There are now six different gaso
.nan or
or powder.
Dowder.
the Fifth Maine at Rappahannock cratic.
—no other soap
■Democracy, so-called In the ea«( line tax-rates provided for by the opening up as early as usual because day of our crossing, 12 automobiles
Stations. Virginia, and another taken J
is wet. Democracy in the west is legislation of 1927 or previous years of the scarcity of the right kind of were In sight as we came into Pros
by the 15th Maine in Texas.
THOMASTON and WARREN
emphatically dry. The Democratic in 46 States and the District of Co fish.”
pect landing, all waiting at this slip.
lumbia.
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have
a
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party has no chance of success in
THE OUTDOOR CODE
Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing
Years ago, visions of this scenic
the election of 1928, whoever it may cents tax. One State has a 4% cents ( Three additional rural elementary
tax. Ten States have a four cents : boa ding schools, for the instruction highway were in the East. Oscar
nominate,” the bishop said.
Help save trees and wfid flowers.
tax. One State has a 3^4 cents tax. [of youth in rural sections of Mexico, Fellows, father of our Attorney Gen
Protect the birds and game.
Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13
You can't convince a self-made Seventeen States have a three cents will be established this year in the eral. once introduced a 'bill for a
* The granulated toap
aoap that soaks
aoolt
Keep the highways beautiful.
ai-tc
Twelve States anti the District States of Puebla, Chihuahua, and bridge across Eastern River nt
man that he gate himself (lie worst tax.
clothes whiter—no scrubbing
Pick up the picnic rubbish.
Mexico
of Columbia have a two cents tax.”
Orland to connect w(Lh tho main
of It,
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